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SUMMARY

My thesis focuses on the changes in the land which took place in the Millewa during the 1930s and
1940s. In examining the changes, this thesis investigates the ecology of the land, the Government’s
scheme to settle the region, the beginnings of the scheme, how the settlers changed the land and the
consequences of these changes on the land and the settlers. The Victorian Mallee had been opened
up in the 1880s for agricultural settlement with the Government seeking to convert the empty
expanses of the Mallee into a patchwork of wheat fields.

In 1923, the Victorian Government opened up land on the marginal soils of the County of Millewa
for permanent agricultural settlement and within six years much of the available land in the scheme
had been taken up by settlers, resulting in thousands of acres being rapidly cleared of it native
vegetation for the purpose of growing wheat. The settlers’ activities bought a rapid change to the
land, replacing the existing natural ecological system with one based on an agriculture system and
an annual pattern which reflected the different seasons. In the 1930s and 1940s the Millewa
experienced devastating dust storms and sand drifts, resulting in the region becoming one of the
most tragic and dramatic events to have occurred in the agricultural history of Australia. The
agricultural activities of the settlers changed the ecology of the land and led to soil degradation and
an acceleration of wind erosion in the region which in turn led to the creation of huge dust storms
and periods of drifting sand throughout the parishes. Consequently, the settlement of the Millewa
entailed important changes in how the land was organised and reorganised, and was responsible for
the region becoming a ‘dust bowl’ in the 1930s and 1940s and is the theme of this thesis.
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INTRODUCTION
‘The test of a nation’s culture and civilization is the treatment of the surface of their land’ 1

The Mallee is a vast, unique region.2 Its natural vegetation is unusual, but well adapted to the old
soils and the hot, dry weather which characterise the region. Rainfall is erratic and strong winds
blow dust and sand across the undulating landscape in the summer months. It has been a place of
dust, drought, hard work, play, heartbreak and disappointment, of promise and unlimited
possibilities, of bad judgement and misplaced schemes. In the 1930s, it was a place where the
soil began to move and fall apart as never before, especially in the County of Millewa. It was a
time when hot, dry north westerly winds swept across the region and lifted loose, dry particles of
dirt high into the atmosphere, creating huge billowing clouds of dust and moving tons of and
across the landscape. In the newly settled parishes of the Millewa, the landscape became a
moving mass of blowing dust and drifting sand, and by the end of the 1930s, some people would
liken the region to the Great Southern Plains of America. It would last for nearly two decades,
and would bring much hardship and heartache to the settlers, before the dust would settle again
and the sand would stop drifting. The settlers had bought change to the land and imposed a
different regime onto the environment, one which entailed not only important changes in the lives
of the settlers but also in the ecology of the region. It was an important event in the agricultural
and ecological history of Australia, and one I intend to examine in the context of the processes
and changes which occurred in the land, and in doing so write an environmental history of what
occurred in this region of the Mallee in the 1930s and the 1940s.

In writing about the events which occurred in the Millewa in the 1930s and the 1940s, I have
endeavoured to include more than just a description of how the settlers perceived or interacted
with the environment over time 3, and therefore I have broadened my view to a cast of historical

1

See R.J. Rudall, Minister for Lands in South Australia, who made this statement in a speech to the
Legislative Council in 1945, in response to events which were unraveling in the South Australian Mallee at
the time, quoted in J. Bradsen, ‘Soil Conservation: History, Law and Learning’, pp.273-298 quoted in
Stephen Dovers (eds.) Environmental History & Policy, South Melbourne, Oxford University Press, 2000.
2
See D.M. Parkes & D.C. Cheal, ‘Perceptions of Mallee Vegetations’ for an informative and interesting
discussion of the origins of the term and its use, as well as other characteristics of the region quoted in J.C.
Noble, P.J. Joss & G.K. Jones (eds.) The Mallee Lands: A Conservation Perspective, East Melbourne,
CSIRO Australia, 1990.
3
Stephen Dovers, ‘Australian environmental history: Introduction, review and principles’, in Stephen
Dovers, (ed.) Australian Environmental History: essays and cases, Oxford, Oxford University, 1994, p. 4.
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actors that ‘include plants and animals, whole ecosystems, events (and) the elements.’ 4 Instead of
a ‘homocentric’ approach involving cultural, social and political aspects of the society5, I will
endeavour to examine the ecology of the region, the process of settlement and how the settlers
used the land, thereby unravelling the changes in the land and the context in which the events of
the 1930s and the 1940s occurred in the County. As such, my thesis is simple, human agricultural
settlement in the Millewa entailed important changes in how the land was organised and
reorganised, and was responsible for the soil degradation and acceleration of erosion in the region
during the 1930s and 1940s. Therefore, I do not intend to write a comprehensive history of the
settlement of the Mallee, but to write about the human settlement and the changes in the land
which occurred in the region known as the Millewa between 1923 and 1949.

By undertaking this study I hope to increase our interest in the Australian environment and the
impact of human activity on the land, and in doing so add to our understanding and knowledge of
the interaction between humans and nature in the past. 6 I believe such approaches in the writing
of our history are important as they can ‘uncover the processes and long term changes which
might otherwise remain invisible.’ 7

It draws our attention to environmental issues and

encourages further ecological analysis of past events in Australia, such as species extinction,
unsuitable exploitation of natural resources, wide spread destruction of habitat and large-scale
deforestation. 8

Such an approach can only increase our knowledge and provide a better

understanding about ourselves and our relationship with nature, encouraging debate within both
the private and public domain. 9 Thus, such studies are important, as they provide us with an
opportunity for more informed decisions to be made in regard to ‘our fragile ecologies, marginal
zones, regions of trans-human pastoralism (and) faunal extinctions and survivals.’ 10 Such studies
question our cultural beliefs and values on how societies use Nature – whether it is to be exploited
for economic gain and profit or whether it needs to be nurtured and managed differently in the
4

See Tom Griffiths, ‘Secrets of the Forest: Writing Environmental History’ quoted in Don Garden (ed.)
Created Landscapes: Historians and the Environment, Carlton, the History Institute of Victoria, 1992, p.49
(pp.42-51).
5
Dovers, ‘Australian environmental history’, p. 4.
6
Ibid. p.7.
7
William Cronon, Changes in the Land: Indians, Colonists, and the Ecology of New England, New York,
Hill and Wang, 2003, p. xv.
8
William Cronon, Nature’s Metropolis: Chicago and the Great West, New York, p.xv.
9
Dovers, ‘Still settling Australia: environment, history, and policy’ quoted in Stephen Dovers (eds.)
Environmental History and Policy: still settling Australia, South Melbourne, Oxford University Press,
2000, pp. 1-4.
10
J.M. MacKenzie, ‘Empire and the ecological apocalypse: the historiography of the Imperial
environment’, ch.14, p. 222 quoted in Tom Griffiths & Libby Robin (eds.), Ecology & Empire, Carlton
South, Melbourne University Press, 1997.
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future. 11 So, it is important to include in our study of Australian History environmental studies,
and to develop an understanding of the processes of ecological change since European arrival and
seek ‘to explain the landscapes and issues of today and their evolving and dynamic nature, and
(hopefully) from this elucidate the problems and appointments of tomorrow.’ 12

In the early surveys of the Australian environment the processes and changes in the land were
primarily the domain of scientists, in particular geographers but also ecologists, biologists,
foresters and geo-morphologists. 13

Amongst these written accounts, there are very good

historical geographies, which give informative and detailed accounts concerning the interaction of
European setters and the changes in the land. Such studies include: G.L. Buxton’s The Riverina
1861-1891 14; M. William’s The making of the South Australian landscape: a study in the
historical geography of Australia15; J.M. Powell’s An historical geography of modern history: the
restive fringe 16; J.R. Cameron’s Ambition’s Fire: The Agricultural Colonization of pre-convict
Western Australia 17; and D. N. Meinig’s On the Margin of the Good Earth: the South Australian
Wheat Frontier, 1869-1886. 18 In particular, J.R. Cameron’s study of the pre-convict settlement
on the Swan River, Western Australia, provides an excellent example of the strength in using
ecological analysis in the writing of history to assist in uncovering the processes and the changes
in the land which occurred with European settlement on the Swan River. His study revealed how
European settlement has been able to create one of ‘the greatest transformation(s)’ 19 due to the
settlers’ cultural forces, their attitudes and values, as well as their farming techniques and
methods. 20 And D. N. Meinig’s account of the agricultural development of the wheat belt beyond
Goyder’s line during the 1860s and 1870s in South Australia which provides an important
11

Stephen Dovers, ‘Australian environmental history: Introduction, review and principles’, quoted in S.
Dovers, (eds.) Australian Environmental History: essays and cases, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1994,
pp. 2-19.
12
Dovers, ‘Australian environmental history: Introduction, review and principles’, pp. 2-19.
13
Dovers, ‘Australian Environmental History: introduction, review and principles’, ch. 1.
14
See G.L. Buxton, The Riverina 1861-1891, Carlton, Melbourne University Press, 1967 for a detailed
study of the settlement of the Riverina and the changes that occurred to the landscape.
15
See M. Williams, The making of the South Australian landscape: a study in the historical geography of
Australia, London, Academic Press, 1974.
16
See J. M. Powell, An historical geography of modern history: the restive fringe, Cambridge, Cambridge
University Press, 1988.
17
See J.R. Cameron, Ambition’s Fire: The Agricultural Colonization of pre-convict Western Australia,
Perth, University of Western Australia, 1981 for a detailed analysis of the first agricultural settlement in
Western Australia on the Margaret River and its impact on the environment.
18
See D.N. Menig, On the Margin of the Good Earth: the South Australian Wheat Frontier, 1869-1886,
Adelaide, Rigby Books, 1962, for an analysis of the expansion of agriculture in South Australia into the
marginal regions of the Colony and the devastating consequences for the settlers and the land in the 1880s.
19
Cameron, Ambition’s Fire: The Agricultural Colonisation of pre-convict Western Australia, p. 4.
20
Cameron, pp. 4-6.
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account of what occurred due to the settlers farming the ‘marginal soils’ of the Colony.
Interestingly, such studies blurred the boundaries between historical geography and the notion of
an environmental history, illustrating how the use of the environment in history can be undertaken
and how the extension of boundaries beyond human institutions to the natural ecosystems can
reveal the context for those institutions. 21 Subsequently, there emerged an interest in the use of
ecological analysis in the study of history, and in time the development of a body of work which
extended its boundaries beyond human institutions to the natural ecosystems in Australian
History. The research and writing about these inter-relationships have broadened and deepened
the study of the past, and have led to the use of the environment in history, which I believe in the
future will lead historians to play a significant role in the ‘contribution to contemporary debates in
regard to environmental policy and management not only in Australia, but worldwide’. 22

With the emergence of environmental studies in the historiography of Australia some forty years
ago, the early studies focused on a ‘big picture’ perspective, in particular the ‘exploit[ation] of the
native environment for economic value.’ 23 Two early studies were Geoffrey Bolton’s Spoils and
spoilers 24 and William Lines’ Taming the Great South Land: a history of the conquest of nature
in Australia 25. These studies focused on the exploitative nature of the European settlers towards
the country’s resources, perceiving the situation as primarily a conflict between those who
respected the land and those who perceived the natural resources as an asset to be used and put to
work to produce a return. However, such studies have overlooked some of the complexities and
the different ways people choose to interact with the surrounding environments, and how their
choices ramify through the human community and the larger ecosystem. 26

Consequently,

European settlement has been more than just a forlorn battle between the settlers and the natural
elements, especially in regard to how the land was changed and how its reorganisation changed
the ecological order of a region. 27 Also, in time some Europeans became less exploitative and in
some instances developed a strong love and understanding for the land which led them to seek to

21

Cronon, Changes in the Land: Indians, Colonists, and the Ecology of New England, p. xvi.
Stephen Dovers, ‘Still settling Australia: environment, history and policy’, p. 4.
23
W.J. Lines, Taming the Great South Land: a history of the conquest of nature in Australia, North
Sydney, Allen & Unwin, 1991, p. 47.
24
See Geoffrey Bolton, Spoils and Spoilers: A history of Australians shaping their environment, St
Leonards, Allen & Unwin, 1992, for a discussion of European settlement in Australia..
25
See W.J. Lines, Taming the Great South Land: a history of the conquest of nature in Australia, North
Sydney, Allen & Unwin, 1991, for a discussion of the impact of European settlement on Australia.
26
Cronon, p. xvi.
27
Geoffrey Bolton, Spoils and Spoilers: A history of Australians shaping their environment, St Leonards,
Allen & Unwin, ch. 15.
22
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protect it from further exploitation.28

Consequently, some settlers came to more deeply

understand how they used the land, the movement of species and the development of new
biological communities and ecosystems. 29 It became more than:
(a) conflict between those who exploited the country to serve preconceived economic goals
and imported attitudes of mind, and those on the other hand who sought to create civilisation
where human use of resources was compatible with a sense of identity with the land. 30

So, while these early studies have been important in providing a general overview, there needs to
be a much more detailed survey into the underlying processes and the long term changes which
have taken place, than to just simply view the change in the land as the result of conflict and
deliberate exploitation.

In the recent environmental survey historians have begun to expand our knowledge of human
settlement and how it has impacted on the ecology of particular regions. There have been some
very good studies of particular places in Australia, providing an interesting and comprehensive
account in regard to how humans have reorganised the environment, and how such changes in the
land have impacted on the plant and animal communities. Such accounts include Eric Rolls’
focus on an area in New South Wales, the Pilliga Forest, where the pests ‘all ran wild’ and how
the subsequent European settlement of ‘a million wild acres’ dramatically transformed a
landscape. 31 Tom Griffiths’ examination of the huge ash trees in the forests near Melbourne,
recounting how human activity, such as logging and mining, has had a dramatic impact on the
health of these impressive forests that it now threatens their continued regeneration.32 Sharon
Morgan’s detailed case study of the ‘Apple’ Isle, Tasmania, reveals the social and ecological
impact of ‘white’ settlement on the landscape during the nineteenth century. 33 Each of these
studies has provided a very good examination of a particular region and how human activity has
28

N. Barr, Greening a brown land: the Australian search for sustainable land use, South Melbourne,
MacMillan, 1992, pp. 25-29.
29
Barr, Greening a brown land: the Australian search for sustainable land us, pp. 25-29
30
Geoffrey Bolton, Spoils and Spoilers: A history of Australians shaping their environment, St Leonards,
Allen & Unwin, 1992, p. 23.
31
See Eric Rolls, They all ran wild, Sydney, Angus & Robertson, 1969 and A Million Wild Acres,
Ringwood, Penguin Books, 1984, for an engaging account of the impact that introduced pests have had on
the environment, and the European settlement of the region known as the Pilliga Forest, involving its
occupation, destruction and eventual growth in the region, respectively.
32
See Tom Griffiths, Secrets of the forest: discovering history in Melbourne’s Ash Range, Sydney, Allen &
Unwin, 1992, for an outline of how human activity has impacted on the Ash Forests near Melbourne.
33
See S. Morgan, Land Settlement in Early Tasmania: creating an Antipodean England, Melbourne,
Cambridge University Press, 1992, for an outline of the early settlement of Tasmania at the beginning of
the eighteenth century.
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changed the land. Consequently, they have been important in the development of our interest and
understanding of how the land has been reorganised and how the plant and animal communities
have organised themselves in response. Adding to the historians’ methodological tool kit, the
study of the environment brings to life a very interesting view of the past, enabling us to become
more informed and gain a much greater understanding of the natural ecological order and how it
has been reorganised in Australia as a consequence of pastoral and agricultural activity.

However, there are many other regions in Australia where European settlement has bought great
change to the environment that are yet to be examined in regard to the processes and the
subsequent changes which have occurred. One such region has been the Victorian Mallee, where
the rapid and dramatic transformation of the mallee landscape into an agricultural system has
been largely overlooked, without a detailed extrapolation of the events and the impact of such
activity on the environment. In previous studies, the focus has been predominately on human
institutions, such as the economy, settlement, governments and class, with only a passing
reference to the ecological consequences of settlement. There is an account of pastoral expansion
in the late 1840s provided by A. S. Kenyon in his book The Story of the Mallee 34, however I have
not found a definitive study of what occurred in regard to agricultural activity, particularly in the
Millewa during the 1930s and the 1940s. A sociological survey in the mid-1940s by A.J. Holt
into the living and working conditions of farm households within the main Victorian wheat areas,
excluded the wheat producing Millewa region suggesting it was inappropriate to consider the
region as a wheat growing region. 35 While other studies, such as Don Garden’s Victoria: A
History 36, L. J. Bilbsky’s Historical ecology: essays on environment and Social change 37, and
Tony Dingle’s The Victorians: Settling38, have examined various aspects of settlement in Mallee,
they do not provide a comprehensive examination of the impact of agricultural activity in the
region.

Garden outlined the process of ‘white’ settlement in the region, providing a brief

discussion of early agricultural techniques and the importance of research in the settlement of the

34

See, A.S. Kenyon, The Story of the Mallee, Melbourne, Historical Society of Victoria, 1912, for a brief
outline of the pastoral industry in Victoria in the nineteenth century.
35
A.J. Holt, Wheat Farms of Victoria: a sociological survey, Melbourne, University of Melbourne, 1947,
pp. 2-3.
36
See D. Garden, Victoria: A History, Melbourne, Nelson, 1984 for a discussion of the history of Victoria
and a brief account of ‘white’ settlement in the Mallee.
37
See L. J. Bilsky, Historical ecology: essays on environment and social change, Port Washington,
Kennikat Press, for a discussion of how rapidly European settlement cleared the Victorian landscape of
native vegetation.
38
See Tony Dingle, The Victorians: Settling, McMahon’s Point, Fairfax, Syme & Weldon Associates,
1984, for a discussion of the settlement of Victoria and a brief account of settlement in the Mallee.
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Mallee. 39 Similarly, Bilbsky focused on European settlement in Victoria, pointing out that it had
only taken one hundred and fifty years for much of the State to be stripped of its natural
vegetation and resulted in a rapid and significant change in the landscape.40 And Dingle, who
while focusing on the settling of Victoria, drew attention to the ‘generally dusty conditions’ 41
which were occurring in the Mallee during the 1930s. 42 So, while these accounts are interesting,
they do not provide a detailed survey of the events which occurred in the Mallee in the 1930s and
the 1940s, especially in regard to the changes and reorganisation of the land which were
occurring in the northern reaches of the region. Consequently, they do not unravel the underlying
processes which resulted in the land being stripped of its natural vegetation, and how the
reorganisation of the land resulted in a change in the ecological system of the region. Therefore,
as Archer argued, there needs to be a more detailed investigation into the region and into the
interrelationship between the Government, the settlers and the land so the processes and change
which were taking place can be uncovered and understood. 43 And we need to understand that the
settlers were only operating in precisely the way they were supposed to, following the utilitarian
values of a culture characterised by a capitalist ideology that encouraged the agricultural use of
the land quickly and efficiently, without regard for any possible consequences. 44

Besides these academic studies, there have been numerous local accounts providing an interesting
collection of family stories, general information about prominent settlers, major events in a
particular area, and their personal experiences in regard to living and farming in the Mallee. Ben
Eggleton’s memoir, These Bare Hands, is an interesting snapshot of his boyhood days growing
up in the Mallee, and his life on a farm in the small Mallee town of Hattah. 45 The struggles of
returned soldiers are recounted in J.F. Edey’s From Lone Pine to Murray Pine, in which he
describes the difficulties in trying to farm in the Mallee during the ‘erosion decades’ of the 1930s
and 1940s. 46

And Horace Hall’s story, These Things Happened, in which he provides an

39

D. Garden, Victoria: A History, Melbourne, Nelson, 1984, p. 235.
L. J. Bilsky, Historical ecology: essays on environment and social change, Port Washington, Kennikat
Press, 1980, pp. 7-8. .
41
Tony Dingle, The Victorians: Settling, McMahon’s Point, Fairfax, Syme & Weldon Associates, 1984, pp.
189-190.
42
Dingle, The Victorians: Settling, pp. 189-190.
43
M. Archer, From Plesiosaurs to people: 100 million years of Australian environmental history, North
Sydney, Allen & Unwin, 1991, pp. 6-7.
44
Archer, From Plesiosaurs to people: 100 million years of Australian environmental history, pp. 6-7.
45
See G.B Eggleton, These Bare Hands, Mildura, Horizon Publishing, 1977, for an interesting, though brief
recollection of his family’s hardships and struggles in their attempts to farm the land and make a living in
the Parish of Hattah.
46
See J.F. Edey, From Lone Pine to Murray Pine: the story of a Mallee soldier, Red Cliffs, Sunnyland
Press, 1986, for an account of a returned soldier farming in the Millewa during the 1930s and 1940s..
40
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entertaining account of what it was like to be a minister in the Millewa during the 1930s.47 As
such, these stories are important as they provide interesting historical accounts and family stories
full ‘of names and anecdotes’, with detailed studies of selected periods or themes and important
information about social and community aspects of life in the Mallee.48 They tell the human story
of the settlement of the Mallee, often containing photographs, newspaper articles and personal
stories about how people farmed the land and the difficulties they confronted in settling on the
land. 49 Even though these studies do not examine the changes in the land or investigate the
impact of the settlers’ activities on the environment, they are an important part of our
historiography.

However, I intend to investigate the changes in the land and the impact of the settlers’ agricultural
activities on the environment of the Millewa, and how the ecological order of the region
changed. 50 Hence, I will follow the path of those previous environmental scholars who elucidate
to the ‘interaction between humans and nature’ 51, and in doing so undertake an environmental
study of the Millewa. I will look beneath the layers of dust and incorporate the environmental
sciences into my historical discourse and use them as explanatory tools.52 I will endeavour to
write about the settlement of the Millewa and the changes in the land which resulted as a
consequence of the settlers’ agricultural activities. I will explore the Millewa by investigating the
reasons behind settlement, the arrival of the settlers and how their activities impacted on the land
and bought devastating consequences for themselves and the land in the 1930s and 1940s. In
47

See Horace Hall, These Things Happened, Whitehalls, 1987, for an account of life as a minister in the
Millewa in the 1930s.
48
Bill Gammage, Narranderra Shire, Narranderra Shire Council, 1986, p. xiii.
49
See Weston Bate, Having a go! Bill Boyd’s Mallee, Melbourne, Museum of Victoria, 1989; Florence
Beaton, A Woman’s Work: The story of a Mallee farmer’s wife from 1923, Red Cliffs, Sunnyland Press,
1985; Carl Beer, Amongst the last pioneers: a story of the pioneering days of the Mallee and Millewa,
Mildura, Valprint, 1986; J.F. Edey, From Lone Pine to Murray Pine, the story of a Mallee soldier, Red
Cliffs, Sunnyland Press, 1986; G.B Eggleton, These Bare Hands, Mildura, Horizon Publishing, 1977;
Horace Hall, These things happened, Whitehalls, 1987; G.M. Henriksen, Red Dust Country, Newtown,
Neptune Press P/L, 1984; K. Hofmaier, Mallee memories, Warracknabeal, Warracknabeal Herald, 1976;
Louise Lambert, Whitehall to Mallee Sands, Geelong, Hendan Publications, c.1982; Reflections on Mallee
Life, Mildura, T.V. Offset Printing, 1988; Fraser Sutherland, Sand, Sweat and Sermon, Carlton, Hornet
Publications, 1974; and Werrimull Consolidated School Project, A History of the Millewa, Jan Wilson
(eds.), 1984 for examples of local stories and anecdotes.
50
Andrea Gaynor, ‘Colonists and the Land: An environmental history of nineteenth-century Australia’
quoted in Deborah Gare & David Ritter, (eds.), Making Australian History: Perspectives on the Past since
1788, South Melbourne, Thompson, 2008, p. 144.
51
Timo Myllyntus & Miko Saikku, Encountering the Past in Nature, Athens, Ohio University Press, 2001,
p. 2.
52
See Tom Griffiths, ‘Secrets of the Forest: Writing Environmental History’ quoted in Don Garden (ed.)
Created Landscapes: Historians and the Environment, Carlton, The History Institute of Victoria, 1992, pp.
42-51 for an interesting and informative discussion about the importance of writing about the environment.
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presenting an environmental study of these events I aim to unearth a story which will provide
further reference points for thinking about how to use land in the future and live better with our
environment.

I intend to use the environmental studies of Donald Worster 53 and William

Cronon 54, involving the Southern Plains in America and the colony of New England respectively,
as models for my elucidation of the events that occurred in the Millewa.

Worster’s well

researched investigation of the events that occurred on the Southern Plains in the 1930s provides
a wonderful expose´ of the actions and subsequent consequences of human settlement, especially
in regard to their agricultural practices. In particular, he has been able to identity a significant
period in the history of the Southern Plains, when the farmers endured severe hardship,
burdensome debt and poor health while the land suffered severe degradation.

Cronon’s

examination of the settlement of colonial New England provides an excellent example of how a
meticulous investigation can provide a fascinating insight into the occurrence of ecological
change due to European settlement and their activities. The ecological and cultural themes of
these studies - the impact of agricultural activity on the land combined with their study of the
settlers’ attitudes and experiences - represents a cogent and well-researched analysis of European
settlement on the land, and subsequently provides a very useful model for my study. And as J. M.
Powell once stated: ‘The Mallee is an important region, it looms large, and its development
requires a more detailed survey’ 55, and one which I have endeavoured to achieve in undertaking
this study of the Millewa.
~

~

~

~

~

~

This study has made use of a wide variety of records held in repositories, libraries, and in private
collections. At the Victorian Public Record Office in Melbourne, I have had access to the public
collection of settlement documents and land files, maps of each of the parishes, as well as other
53

See Donald Worster, Dust Bowl: The Southern Plains in the 1930s, Oxford, Oxford University Press,
1979, for an investigation into the land degradation which occurred on the southern Plains in America
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original documents and books, and in particular, the collection of settlement and land files of the
individual allotments. In total I have found in my search of the County’s land files, six hundred
and sixty-four box files pertaining to individual allotments. In these files are contained general
correspondence between individual settlers, the Land Office and the Lands Inspectors, revaluation
notes, drought relief documents, memos, telegrams, photographs and indenture documents, all
which are relevant to my project. I have taken a random sample of these files, beginning by
taking a random sample from each parish, and then taking the surrounding allotments for
examination.

These files have provided valuable information on individual settlers, and in particular enabled
me to be able to create a profile of the allotments in regard to the type of housing, a description of
the land, out buildings, dams, fences, standing timber and crops, the weather and if the settlers
worked together or not. The maps have been important for providing a visual representation of
each parish, and in some cases there has been valuable information written on some of the maps
pertaining to the types of vegetation and soil profiles of that particular parish. The Victorian Year
Books have provided important statistical information in relation to the growing and harvesting of
crops in the Millewa, as well as rainfall statistics for each of the years that I have investigated.

The Millewa Pioneer and Historical Park Museum, founded in 1986 contains a wealth of
information which I have been able to use in my study. Included in this collection are private
papers; original government documents; a report on the problem of soil erosion in the region;
several farming manuals; the rate books for the period 1923-1928; hundreds of family
photographs; general correspondence in relation to sporting events and local organisations;
original maps of the county and of individual parishes; as well as some written family
recollections of the early days of the settlement. Furthermore, there have been several back-to
celebrations in the community in more recent times and there has been a continuation of materials
collected in regard to the early settlement of the region in the 1930s and the 1940s, such as the
development of education in the region and the collection of more family stories about life in the
Mallee.

As well, I have undertaken a careful first hand physical examination of the landscape, and have
found some interesting physical evidence from the period, including old fences, churches, outbuildings, where the railway line was situated and various working farm implements. I have
viewed the collections of several newspapers in my study – the Argus, the Age and the Sunraysia
10

Daily. The Sunraysia Daily has been particularly valuable as it contained regular features and
fortnightly articles about what was happening in the Millewa, especially in regard to the weather,
crops, shows, farming reports and the social events of the individual parishes. Finally, I have
used other relevant resources, such as published original manuscripts, theses, published
contemporary printed works and record collections, photograph collections, which I have been
able to access from the collections of the Borchardt Library, the Heyward Library, the State
Library of Victoria, and the Alfred Deakin Library. I have been able to base my study primarily
on primary resources, although due to the interdisciplinary nature of environment history I have
also had ‘to rely on the work of other scholars and other disciplines’. 56 This has assisted me in
the reading, understanding and use of particular environmental sciences, and provided me with
the necessary ‘explanatory tools’ 57 to undertake my study into the changes in the land, and the
subsequent dust storms and sand drifts, which occurred in the Millewa during the 1930s and the
1940s.
~

~

~

~

~

~

I have divided my thesis up into four parts, each with specific chapters pertaining to the subject.
Each part analyses an aspect of the European settlement of the Mallee and the effect that the
settlers agricultural practices had on the landscape of the Millewa. In the introduction, I discuss
the context of my study and review the literature concerning environmental history in the Mallee,
and the place my study has in this body of work. Part one contains two chapters which examine
the formation of the land and the settlement of the region, firstly by aborigines and then
Europeans.

Chapter 1 examines the geological processes which formed the landscape, the

processes which created the soil patterns, the climate, and the types of fauna and flora which
came to live in the region, concluding with an account of the first human arrivals and their impact
on the land. Chapter 2 examines the arrival of the Europeans, from pastoral settlement to the
beginnings of agriculture in the region. Part Two focuses on the settlement of the Millewa and
has three chapters. Chapter 3 outlines the role of the Government and the beginnings of the
scheme to settle the County. Chapter 4 examines the arrival of the settlers, the transformation of
the land and how a sense of place developed. Chapter 5 recounts several stories of individual
settlers, and their experiences.

Part three consists of two chapters, examining the climatic

conditions in the 1930s and the 1940s and the hardships the settlers faced. Chapter 6 examines
56
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the droughts, dust storms and sand drifts which occurred during the 1930s and the 1940s.
Chapter 7 investigate the hardships and debt faced by the settlers, and the subsequent revaluation
of the allotments and the relocation policy of the State and Federal Governments. Part four
consists of one chapter, drawing together what occurred in the Millewa and how the County
changed in response to the events of the 1930s and the 1940s.

Chapter 8 examines the

government’s and settlers’ reappraisal of the land, the subsequent change in how the land is
perceived today and how farming has changed throughout the region, concluding with a look at
what the future may hold for farmers in this region.
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PART 1
A VIEW OF THE LAND
CHAPTER 1
THE LAND
‘We know more about the movement of celestial bodies than about the soil underfoot.’ 1
Leonardo Da Vinci

To understand the Mallee and the events that unfolded in the era upon which this thesis is
focused, it is important to appreciate the geological history. The Mallee is a vast region covering
an area of 11,500,000 acres 2 in the northwest corner of the State of Victoria, extending from the
South Australian border as far east as Kerang, and from the Murray River southwards to
Warracknabeal. 3 The term is an Aboriginal word for the Eucalyptus vegetation which today
dominates the region with its a dwarf, almost shrub like form with a number of thin stems instead
of one thick trunk growing from its roots. Geologically, the region is recognized as one of the
oldest in the world because its surface materials are of Aeolian origin and characterized by a
texture of sand and clay. Its landscape and climate have been shaped and moulded in each of the
geological periods by a range of natural forces including tectonic events, geological upheavals,
geo-morphological processes, climatic fluctuations, and sea level changes. Consequently, the
region’s ecosystems have been shaped and reshaped by long cycles of drought and rainfall,
violent upheavals and sudden movements of the earth’s crust. Living things have either adapted
or died out, giving way to a succession of different, complex ecological systems. Nothing has
ever been fixed or permanent and plant and animal life have come and gone, interdependent on
each other in their attempts to survive in such a ever changing environment. Indeed, Nature has
been the agent of change in this region for over three hundred and sixty million years, creating a
succession of different regimes until the coming of humans. The earliest humans in the Mallee,
the Aborigines, settled around the water ways and through their hunting and farming activities
became an agent of change, albeit it slowly, like Nature. But they did not have the technology or

1

Leonardo Da Vinci quoted in David Montgomery, Dirt: the Erosion of Civilisations, Berkeley, University
of California Press, 2007, p. 9.
2
In metric the area is 4,653,986 hectares.
3
P.M. Barrow & F.B. Pearson, ‘The Mallee & the Mallee heaths’ quoted in Australian Grasslands (eds.)
by R. Miton Moore, Canberra, Australian University Press, 1975, p. 219.
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the need to rapidly and dramatically change the land, unlike the next arrivals, the Europeans, who
did have the technology and the will to rapidly transform the land in the Mallee.

Over three hundred and sixty million years ago a sudden, dramatic upheaval laid a shelf of rock
over an area of the supercontinent Gondwanaland in what was to become the Mallee region on
the Australian continent. 4 On this shelf particles of rock were deposited, broken off by the
constant heavy rain and severe rainstorms which had cut deeply into the surface of the rock and
caused erosion. 5 For two million years, sediment deposits built up on the surface of the rock and
became the foundation on which the future soil patterns of the Mallee would be built before
Gondwanaland began to break up two million years ago and the present day continents of Africa,
South America, India, Antarctica, Sri Lanka and Australia began to form. During the process of
separation, Australia drifted slowly northwards on its own tectonic plate, being continually
shaped and reshaped by powerful geological forces. 6 Around the world, soils began to form
while the climate oscillated between cool-dry and warm-moist cycles and a diverse range of
habitats began to develop on the various land masses. On the continent which became Australia,
animals began to emerge from the sea onto the land and from the various rock sediments soils
began to form from and a rich plant and forest life began to appear. 7 Over time, the landscape
underwent various changes as tropical rainforests and lush grasslands appeared and disappeared
together with a variety of large and small vegetarian and carnivorous animals. In the Mallee,
there was a succession of plant and animal life which came and went, depending on their
adaptability to the changing aridity and moistness of the region. Indeed, for two million years,
Nature’s forces would build up and tear down the ecosystems in the Mallee and across the entire
Australian continent. 8

Then, around sixty-five million years ago, in the Tertiary epoch periods both monsoonal and
significant glacial activity around the world caused sea levels to periodically rise and fall,
alternatively covering or exposing large areas of the different continents. In Australia, the rise in
sea levels and periodic flooding over large areas of the continent resulted in the creation of a
large, shallow inland sea which lasted for several thousand years. In the Mallee, these sea waters
4

Report on the Mallee Area Review: Land Conservation Council, Melbourne, Government of Victoria, p.
52.
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Alan Frost, East Coast Country: A North Queensland Dreaming, Melbourne, Melbourne University Press,
1996, pp. 10-11.
7
Alan Frost, East Coast Country: A North Queensland Dreaming, 1996, p. 11.
8
Report on the Mallee Area Review: Land Conservation Council, pp. 52-53.
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covered much of the northern and central parts of the region 9, known today as the Murray Gulf,
and created a very different environment to the one which dominates the region today. Fossil
remains found in the soil profiles have revealed that an abundance of aquatic life swam in the sea
water - including oysters, urchins, cockles, and starfish - and on the shores there were thick
woodlands and lush grasslands which supported an assortment of large and smaller mammals. 10
Forty million years ago there was a dramatic change in Australia’s climate when the Coral and
Tasman Seas were being formed, one which would dramatically affect the present day climate of
the Mallee. 11 A violent uplifting of the Great Escarpment occurred as the tectonic plate on which
Australia sits was pushed up against the plates of the underlying Pacific Ocean, forming a
mountain range along the length of the Eastern coast of the continent: the Great Dividing
Range. 12 This change in topography created a major alteration to the rainfall patterns along the
east coast and nearby inland areas with anti-cyclonic systems of winds and rains bringing
moisture to the east coast from the newly formed Tasman and Coral Seas. Gradually, the
Australian continent settled astride the latitudes of the subtropical high-pressure belt and an area
of sinking, dry stable air and clear skies developed and influenced the regular rain-bearing
disturbances and have resulted in much of the continent receiving little, constant rain.13 The
newly formed Great Dividing Range became a natural barrier to the currents of moist air and
prevented these currents from reaching distant inland regions. Moisture now falls predominately
on the fringes of the coast, and leaves the inland regions west of the Range lying dry in a rain
shadow. For the Mallee, this event and the positioning of the continent has resulted in less rain
and more unpredictable rainfall patterns over the region, with the daily temperatures rising and
causing the weather to become much drier and hotter in the summer months. 14

It is from these dramatic, violent and powerful upheavals that today’s Mallee’s soil patterns have
emerged. The first deposits laid onto the rock shelf formed a base on which the later deposits of
sediments and particles would be left. In the wake of the receding sea waters, fine coarse grained
9

Today these areas of the Mallee region are known as the Sunset Country and the Big Desert. At Lake
Tyrell, Lake Crosby and on the Raak Plains saline deposits have been found of laminated gypseous clay as
well as fossils of marine life.
10
See ‘No Mystery about the origins of the Murray Darling Basin’ The Sunraysia Daily 2 April 1997, for a
discussion on the fossil remains which have been found in the soil profiles.
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Frost, pp. 10-11.
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Ibid., p. 11.
13
Ibid., p. 11
14
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sand intermixed with shallow, marine bryozoal and marly limestone was deposited and over time
formed the dune fields and sand plains throughout the region. 15 On these sand plains, a system of
ridges formed and in the nearby dry lake beds different types of clays, such as glauconitic marl,
marly clay, lignites, and thick clays, were deposited and have become a significant part of the soil
profile. 16 In the Quaternary Period, strong winds blew sand from the beach ridges created in the
arid glacial periods across the region, and began to form the north-west sand dunes which are
found in the region today. In the east, the sand dunes are stabile and loamy, pink to brown soils
have formed in the flat plains between the dunes.17 In the west, sandy soils have prevailed
containing low alkaline and low fertility levels which over time have proven to be very unstable
and have led to periods of severe wind erosion in the region, typically during the summer
months. 18 In these sandy a distinctive soil pattern has emerged containing layers of red-brown
deep sandy soils, red brown, grey-brown sandy loams and mere limestone covered with deposits
of calcareous sheets of clay and black-grey clay in the swales. 19 In addition, the leeching of the
soils has resulted in different levels of nutrients (nitrogen and phosphorous) and trace elements
(zinc, copper, calcium and magnesium carbonates) being found throughout the region. 20
Consequently, soil fertility varies greatly across the Mallee today and together with the climate,
has been a major determinant in regard to the type of vegetation which has evolved and in how
the soil can be used.

By the end of the Tertiary period, less than two million years ago, the world’s climate had begun
to cool and become drier due to glacial and interglacial activity. Ice sheets began to grow on
Antarctica and the Arctic ice-caps began to form. Sea levels fell and the patterns of wet and dry
periods began to change around the world. The wetter periods became shorter and the drier
periods became longer which resulted in most continents experiencing a significant change in
their climate. In Australia, the inland seas gradually receded and daily temperatures rose steadily
and the inland regions began to experience periods of extreme heat and dryness. A system of full
lakes formed connected by a system of rivers and creeks. The lakes were filled by good winter
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rains and supported an abundance of life in the waters and on the foreshores. 21 Then, twenty
thousand years ago, the lake system began to dry out when the amount of winter rain started to
fall and became insufficient to keep the lakes, rivers and creeks flowing all year around. 22 The
weather began to become warmer and the shorelines started to recede and the once flourishing
rainforest and grasses began to disappear northwards. In the forests, the larger animals were
unable to adapt to the hotter and drier climate and found it much harder to find food. 23 In time,
they died out and were replaced by smaller animals which were better adapted to the hotter
weather and the new types of plant life which had replaced the once lush forests and grasses. A
different type of forest evolved in the eastern coastal areas and vast open wooded grasslands
began to appear in the continent’s interior better suited to the drier and warmer weather of the
inland regions. 24 Finally, the lake system, rivers and creek beds dried up and left behind only a
few natural waterholes and soaks throughout the region. 25 Today, the Murray and Darling Rivers
are the only reliable supply of surface water in the entire Mallee, though surface water does occur
after heavy rains when for a short time water lies on the surface and temporarily fills the ancient
lake systems, rivers and creeks. 26 This water either evaporates fairly quickly or seeps into the
sandy sub soils to be drawn up and used by the roots of various plants or drains away down
through the pore spares into the Parilla Sands and then into Murray River near Bordertown, South
Australia. 27 Today, the climate is classified as semi-arid due to the temperatures, dryness and an
average rainfall of between eight to twelve inches a year. 28

The climatic conditions in the Mallee have become unpredictable, as have the periods of good
and poor rains, and the impact of the strong northwesterly winds on the environment. It has
become a region of contrasts. It can be hot and cold, wet and dry, experience frost, flash floods
and drought, and both mild and cyclonic winds. In the summer months, the weather is hot and
dry and can be quite oppressive, while in winter the weather is much milder during the day, but
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cold at night. Frosts are quite common in the winter months and can kill large areas of native
vegetation and crop. 29 Most rains fall in the autumn and spring months and usually bring
sufficient moisture to the soils to sustain the various populations of native plants and animals
which inhabit the region. Extensive native plant growth has held the soils together in the past,
and has acted as a protection and buffer against the strong winds in the summer months. 30
However, good rains do not fall every year and in periods of poor rainfall vegetation growth in
the region can be stunted and expose the top soils to the hot sun. In the warm sun, the soils dry
out and become loose, powdery and vulnerable to the north westerly winds which blow in from
the hotter, dry interior of the continent. In the summer months, these winds can be so strong it
results in violent, destructive storms which can blow for days on end causing significant damage
to property, stock and crops. 31 On these occasions, the winds magnify the hotness of the sun on
the soils and the surrounding plant growth, drying out the landscape and creating red clouds of
dust which roll across the countryside. 32 At such times, if the daily temperatures remain high and
the amount of rain diminishes, the Mallee experiences periods of extreme dryness and even
drought. Consequently, the climate can be unpredictable, though periods of extreme dryness and
wind have become more frequent in recent times. As people living in the Mallee have discovered
in the past one hundred and fifty years, it has not been a case of whether it would be dry or
whether it would be windy, but when would it happen.

In this climate, there have not been many plants and animals which have been able to survive.
However, ‘new’ unique vegetation communities did emerge in place of the lush rainforests and
grasses and which were resilient enough to survive in the hot, dry conditions. The ‘newer’ plants
and trees could not only survive in the harsh conditions, but they were able to adapt and thrive
throughout the region. Today, there is a variety of vegetation growing in the Mallee which has
adapted to certain areas in the region depending on the needs of the particular trees and plants.
Those trees and plants needing the most moisture and red, loamy soils, grow in corridors along
the Murray and Darling Rivers, and include Black Box, Eumong, Manna and Yellow Box and the
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taller, magnificent Red River Gums. 33 In the drier areas, the multi-stemmed mallee eucalypt
grows and has become one of the dominant species in these areas due to its unique lignotubers
and deep root systems. 34 The lignotubers are large underground woody swellings composed of
stem tissue which can store water for use in extreme dry periods. The deep root systems anchor
the trees firmly into the earth enabling them to flourish on the sandy rises which exist throughout
much of the region. Also, they have shiny narrow leaves which act as reflectors against the hot
rays of the sun, keeping the ground temperature cool, and so limiting the evaporation of moisture
from the soil. These Mallee eucalypts are well adapted to this semi-arid environment and provide
the perfect foil against the windy, hot and dry climatic conditions of the inland areas. 35
Elsewhere, several varieties of mallee scrub grow in the sandy soils of the parabolic dunes,
including Lowan Sand Chenopod, East-West-Dune and Shallow-Sand Mallee. These plants have
a network of roots which reach deep into the brown, sandy soils and not only secures themselves
in the soils, but also act as an anchor for the soils by holding them together against the wind.
Their root systems are able to tap into any soil moisture present to nourish the plant before the
moisture can sink too quickly down through the spare pores and out of reach of the surface roots.
While in the southern regions, the sandstone ridges support communities of Broombush Mallee,
Red-Swale Mallee and Sandstone-Rise Broombush together with Saline shrubs and a variety of
short grasses. 36 While in the western region, there are fertile soils which support more heavily
timbered forests of Mallee Eucalypts, sweet smelling grey-blue Eucalypt vegetation, sugar gums
and clumps of colourful spinifex. 37 These forests are also home to populations of lower growing
vegetation, such as Willow Wattle tangled lignum, a luxurious, colourful understorey of
saltbush 38 and in the open spaces clumps of either Kangaroo, Emu or Sharp Porcupine grasses. 39
In short, it is a unique ecosystem, with the vegetation cover and the network of roots protecting
and holding the sandy soils together, providing an important buffer against the impact of the
strong north westerly winds and minimising soil erosion and sand drifts. 40
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Picture 1.1: Mallee Vegetation: Mallee scrub today at the
Yarrarra Reserve which is situated near the township of present
day Meringur, where the Meringur Pioneer & Historical Park
Museum is situated (Photograph taken by Andrew McCormick
2009).

Besides keeping the soils in place, the mallee vegetation – its trees, shrubs, and grasses - have
also been a source of food and a home for a wide variety of organisms. Today, there are a variety
of animals, insects, reptiles and birds living in the region which have evolved and adapted to the
region’s dry, hot climatic conditions. Two of the larger animals, the Western Grey and Red
Kangaroo graze in the forest reserves and chew on the abundant grasses and small shrubs, their
incisor teeth well adapted to cut and chew the grasses and shrubs. 41 They share the forests with
other animals and populations of insects and reptiles, including planigles, emus, black sandwasps, grasshoppers, snakes, tiger beetles, tree dtellas and brown tree frogs. 42 Together, these
animals, insects and reptiles live and forage in the forests searching for food and making their
homes. 43 Below the surface, in the sandy clay soils sugar ants and frogs can be found deep in the
earth where they can escape the heat of the day and their predators. 44 The ants create large
colonies which they only leave when they need to search amongst the scrub for food and to climb
the eucalyptus trees to feed on the leaves. The frogs, even though the climate is so hot and dry,
can be found buried deep in the bed of the dry lakes or creeks and only surface for a short time
when heavy rain has temporarily filled the old dry lakes and creeks with fresh, running water,
before disappearing again into the depths of the earth when the water dries away. 45 Overhead,
numerous birds can be heard and observed, such as honeyeaters, raptors, parrots and cockatoos,
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slenderbilled thornbills, willywag tails, sheelies bugerigars, and red lored whistlers. 46 Each group
of birds has been known to mark out its own territory of a couple of square kilometers, in which
they create a distinctive community, build their nests and can find most of their food, such as
short grasses and insects. 47 On the ground in the mallee scrublands, the flightless emu and
Mallee Fowl can be found living and feeding on insects, fruit, seed and young green shoots. 48
Unfortunately, the Mallee Fowl has nearly become extinct since the arrival of humans and the
subsequent clearing of thousands of acres of mallee scrub for farming. Today, the Fowl is a
protected species and lives in the Hattah National Park. 49 Though semi-arid, the region teems
with life above, on and below the surface of the ground. The plants, animals, birds and reptiles
have all adapted and form a part of a complex interdependent ecosystem, co-existing within a
harsh and often challenging environment, and one which would begin to change with the arrival
of humans.

Picture 1.2: Grey Kangaroos: Grey kangaroos grazing
on the grassland near the town of Meringur, in the
Millewa (Photograph A. McCormick 2009).

The first humans to inhabit the Mallee arrived at least forty thousand years ago. 50 But how, why
and where did these first arrivals come from? The region is situated a long way from the coast, to
the south west it is over four hundred and fifty kilometres, to the south it is over six hundred
46
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kilometres and to the east it is over one thousand kilometres. Nevertheless, the Aborigines did
find their way into the region, probably by following the rivers and streams inland from the
coastal areas. Over 3,000 sites have been found and identified by archeologists throughout the
Mallee, particularly in the Hattah-Kulkyne area, at Merbein and Red Cliffs, on the Raak Plains, at
Lake Hindmarsh, Lake Albcutya and around the dried Willandra Lakes.51

Insights into

Aboriginal life in the Mallee come from the various burial sites, middens and mounds which have
been found throughout the region, and have enabled archaeologists, historians and
anthropologists to piece together valuable clues about their life, use of the land and how they
bought about change to the landscape. 52

The Aboriginal relationship with the land was based upon the seasons and the subsequent
availability of resources. They were hunters and gatherers who for the most part hunted game,
such as kangaroos and emus, and gathered berries, seeds and roots to meet their needs. They did
not establish permanent settlements like the Europeans, instead each community moved around,
visiting and staying for periods of time in different parts of the region and therefore erecting only
temporary shelters depending on seasonal and climatic conditions. 53 Even though there is no
evidence they built stone or wooden structures, cultivated areas for crops, or grazed stock,
middens indicate they did establish semi-permanent settlements along the waterways and would
have used the fresh water supplies in the natural soaks amidst the inter-dune swales, especially in
the Southern reaches of the Mallee to maintain a presence. 54

In hot and dry periods the

Aboriginal communities would have been forced to move around more often in search of food
and fresh water resources, particularly in times of intervening arid phases when there may have
been dune destabilization and xeric conditions. 55

Across the region Aboriginal tools, burial sites and canoe trees have been found, especially in the
wetter areas and evidence of the extensive use of fire in burial sites and in mounds, revealing the
wide extent of Aboriginal occupation of the Mallee.56 In the Nyah Forest, large mounds have
been found measuring at least a metre high and over forty metres in diameter containing various
51
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tools, grinding stones and animal bones. 57 Further inland in the lacustrine systems, notably on the
Raak Plains at the now dry Hattah Lakes, and at Lake Hindmarsh and Lake Albacutya 58, sacred
trees, burial sites, ochre-pits and a surface scatter of stone tools have been uncovered by
archaeologists. 59 Collectively, this evidence suggests the Aborigines used the region’s resources
to meet a variety of needs and in doing so created a complex and vibrant society: one which was
dependent on and closely interwoven with the ecological system around them. A society which
was made up of various autonomous groups living and co-existing as small independent
communities who all met, traded, participated in joint ceremonies and shared the various
resources they had to offer in regard to the region’s diversity. 60 It was a mobile society, not
‘locked’ into a nomadic way of life but one which changed the land and adapted to seasonal and
long-term environmental change, enabling them to develop, survive and thrive in the harsh
environment. 61

The Aborigines’ relationship with the environment was built on the seasons, and the availability
of resources to meet their needs, such as water. In the surrounding timbered woodlands and open
grasslands there would have been plenty of food sources - kangaroos, wombats, lizards and
snakes. Each sex contributed to the food supply and the well being of the community. Men
hunted and killed kangaroos and emus, caught ducks in the reeds and speared and netted fish.
Women and children collected or dug up yams, native berries and nuts, quandongs, various
succulent edible plant roots and collected mussels out of the mud of the nearby lakes, rivers and
creeks. 62 The hunting of kangaroos, emus and other animals would have affected the numbers of
these species, though there is insufficient data available to be able to determine to what extent.
Similarly, the horticultural activities the women undertook - regenerating certain plants by seed
and root plantings – would have led to a possible change in the density and the availability of
some plants in an area, but to what extent is again questionable. Subsequently, the Aborigines’
use of the region’s natural resources to meet their needs would have bought about some change to
the environment, even though there is insufficient data available, but the strain on any particular
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part of the ecosystem would have been kept low due to the mobility and the small Aboriginal
communities which lived throughout the region.

However, the Aboriginal effect on the environment was not limited to hunting and horticultural
activities. The Aborigines burnt areas of the Mallee on a regular basis and through this strategy
created significant change in regard to the flora and fauna of the region. 63 Evidence indicates that
the Aborigines regularly and systematically fired the vegetation, although the ethnographic
evidence gives no exact indication of either the frequency or seasonal timings of the firing. 64
Known as ‘fire-stick farming’, the burning reduced the understorey and rubbish which would
otherwise accumulate, and resulted in an area of largely spaced forests, with few shrubs and much
grass and herbage. 65 In the first instance, it increased the rate of nutrients into the soil, so that
native grasses flourished in place of thick woodlands 66, providing more food for animals to eat,
probably resulting in increases in their populations. Such increases in the animal populations no
doubt gave the Aborigines a greater abundance of food to hunt and kill, even if only for a short
period of time. The burning also created an environment where there was more open grassy
plains in the midst of dense mallee and whereby the germination of eucalyptus seeds was
controlled.67 Eucalyptus seeds needed fire to germinate and the constant burning of the bush
enabled these trees to germinate regularly and eventually to dominate the region. Furthermore,
the constant firing of the environment slowly destroyed the biological crusts, and changed the
morphology of the soil surface by reducing the organic matter, and making the surface soils
unsuitable for the germination of some trees and plants. 68 Consequently, Aboriginal use of fire
has been an important factor in creating change in the ecology of the Mallee, as it controlled the
growth of the woody perennial shrubs, reduced shrub biomass and encouraged the growth of
native pasture. The Aborigines were able to thrive, and over time developed a complex society
which did not put undue pressure on the region’s resources. The environment changed gradually,
as the Aborigines did not have the means or it would seem the need to bring about a dramatic
change to the ecological order of the region. Unlike the European settlers who would break the
Aborigine’s hold on the land, and use their technology, sense of economy and ideology in such a
way that the region would be rapidly and dramatically transformed.
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For over three hundred million years, before the coming of human beings, Nature was the agency
of change in the Mallee. During this time the landscape underwent periods of dramatic and at
times violent change, due to the forces of Nature. Before the arrival of humans, there were
powerful physical forces, involving tectonic events, geological upheavals, geo-morphological and
pedogenic processes, as well as climatic fluctuations and changing sea levels all of which
continually shaped and reshaped the Mallee landscape. Consequently, nothing has been fixed or
permanent in the Mallee, especially in regard to the flora and fauna which has continued to
evolve, in an interdependent way, as a means to be able to survive in an environment which has
become quite harsh over time. The first human inhabitants learnt to live and understand the
environment in which they found themselves, though they did bring about some change to the
land due to their hunting, horticultural and ‘fire-stick’ farming activities. Unlike the Europeans,
whose ‘discovery’ and settlement of the Mallee would bring a different perspective to how the
land should be used and would result in a rapid and dramatic change in the environment.
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CHAPTER 2
EUROPEAN ‘DISCOVERY’ AND SETTLEMENT
‘Man strides over the earth, and deserts follow in his footsteps.’ 1

The Northen Mallee was one of the last regions to be settled in the Victorian colony. Early
European expeditions into the region had ‘seen’ the land as a dry, hot ‘wilderness’ of strange
looking vegetation and open grasslands. Could it be settled and the land used? Some members of
the Victorian Government believed the land could be settled and the empty expanses of the region
populated. From the late 1840s land along the Murray River was leased by squatters and soon
flocks of sheep and herds of cattle were grazing on the native pasture. However, the rabbit
plague and severe drought of 1877-81 resulted in financial hardship for many of the settlers and
the eventual widespread abandonment of the Mallee. The Government was faced with the issues
of how to control the rabbit plague in the region and how to find a solution to the growing
demand from people for land. The Government passed legislation in an attempt to overcome
these problems and enable settlement to take place and the land to be used for agricultural
purposes, provided the settlers agreed to undertake the extermination of rabbits from their land.
As a result, by the beginning of the twentieth century much of the Southern Mallee had been
settled, large numbers of rabbits were being exterminated and the land was being used for
agricultural activity. Improvements in farming methods, scientific research, the extension of the
railway network into the Mallee, and the use of irrigation schemes had made expansion possible
and would underpin the future expansion of agriculture into the undeveloped northern reaches of
the region. From the Government’s perspective, the earlier problems of clearing the land, poor
soils, inadequate fresh water supplies and isolation from markets had been overcome and would
lead to the eventual settlement and cultivation of the Northern Mallee.

The Colonial Government in the early years of the nineteenth century encouraged exploration of
the vast interior of the continent in the hope of finding more land suitable for settlement and
farming. In 1830, Captain Charles Sturt led an official expedition along the Murray River to
Lake Alexandrina, and on this voyage he explored some of the Mallee at the junction of the
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Darling and Murray Rivers. 2 Sturt had served in the British Army rising to the rank of Captain,
and was the military secretary to Governor Darling on his arrival in Australia.3

Once in

Australia, he had become interested in the undiscovered spaces of the continent and especially in
solving the riddle of whether the rivers flowed inland or to the sea. His voyage along the Murray
River enabled him to attempt to solve this riddle and view the land for possible settlement and
economic use. However, Sturt found the weather too hot and dry, and the rough, stunted scrub,
stony ground and sandy soils lacking in the potential for permanent settlement and farming. 4 He
concluded the ground was too barren and the region too isolated and inhospitable for permanent
settlement. 5 Four years later, Major Thomas Mitchell, a soldier in the British Army and later
Surveyor-General of New South Wales, set out on an expedition into the south east regions of
Australia to search for good farming land. On his expedition he touched the southern reaches of
the Mallee and came to the same conclusions as Sturt had in regard to the northern regions.
Writing in his journal, Mitchell stated that it was ‘one of the most barren regions in the world’ 6 he
had encountered. In his reports to the New South Wales Government, Mitchell dismissed the
Mallee’s potential for settlement and concluded that the land was totally unsuitable for either
grazing or agricultural use.

And yet despite these assessments, permanent settlement soon

occurred in the region, albeit initially along the Murray and Darling Rivers, where squatters took
up the land fronting these Rivers and began to use the native pasture to graze flocks of sheep and
herds of cattle.

In 1838, a party of overlanders driving stock between the major trading centres of Melbourne,
Adelaide and Sydney came across excellent pasture for stock and the development of grazing
runs along the Murray, Coorong and Edwards Rivers. 7 In response to the overlanders’ reports,
the Victorian Government commissioned Edward White to survey the land and report back to the
Government on its potential for settlement. 8 White surveyed the land and in his account to the
Government was very positive in regard to land’s potential for grazing. He expressed the opinion
2
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that the region had good pasture and soils and importantly, a reliable water supply from the
nearby Murray River. 9 The ‘glowing’ report provided the Victorian Government with sufficient
reasons to make a reappraisal of the region, and begin to take steps to encourage permanent
settlement in the region. In 1847 the Imperial Government’s Order-in-Council provided for the
issuing of leases through the Colonial Secretary to enable squatters to take up land in unsettled
areas and occupy the river frontages.10 At Mildura, Hugh and Bushby Jamieson had obtained a
lease for 150,000 acres, stretching forty miles along the Murray River, and twenty miles into the
‘back’ country. 11 They had chosen the land because it had good pasture and rich, loamy soils. 12
Also, there were good timber supplies to be obtained from the Red River Gums and Belar trees
growing on the river banks which could be used in the construction of a homestead, implement
and shearing sheds and stock yards. 13 By the early 1860s, most of the land along the Murray and
Darling Rivers in the Mallee had been taken up for grazing runs with thousands of acres leased
throughout the region. 14 In the hot summer months the stock fed near the rivers, where pasture
was good and there was a reliable supply of water. In the cooler winter months, the squatters
pushed the sheep into the ‘back’ country to graze in anticipation of good autumn/winter rains
which would lead to the germination of perennial native grasses for the stock to feed on. In good
seasons, the squatters enjoyed satisfactory returns from wool and meat, enabling the squatters to
fund an increase in the size of their holdings and the numbers of stock on their runs. 15 However,
the squatters found that the increased numbers of sheep and cattle had begun to bring about a
decline of palatable perennial shrubs and grasses in the region.16 In response, the squatters began
to undertake a systematic burning regime in the winter months to stimulate more growth of native
grasses and maintain a good cover of pasture to feed the larger numbers of stock. 17 They burned
thousands of acres of mallee scrub to clear the land of its dense tangled scrub and create more
native pasture, especially on the southern fringes of the region where the understorey of heath and
spinifex carried fire very effectively. 18 This burning regime stimulated an increase in the growth
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of native pasture, especially the annual and perennial grasses, and created open grasslands where
woodlands once grew. 19 The squatters were changing the face of the landscape by cutting down
the forests of Red Gums and Belar trees, the construction of homesteads, shearing sheds and
stock yards along the Rivers, the burning of the bush and the introduction of sheep and cattle.
The soft soils were becoming compacted and the saltbush was being destroyed under the hard
hooves of the sheep and cattle.20 The Aborigines living in the region had been dispossessed of
their land by the squatters and they had been forced to live in missions and on the outskirts of
‘white’ settlement. 21 In time some Aborigines became experienced in station work, and worked
as shepherds, sheep washers and shearers in an effort to survive in the changing landscape. 22 It
was certainly no accident the squatters cut down the trees, burnt the bush, grazed stock on the
native pasture and dispossessed the Aborigines of their land. The squatters had undertaken these
activities, so that they would be able to occupy, utilise and make the land productive, even though
it meant a reorganisation of the landscape.

Gold bought many immigrants to the Colony in search of wealth, but once the surface gold was
exhausted these people became interested in owning land. These people dreamed of owning land
and began to demand from the Government land for themselves and their families. 23 In response,
the Colonial Government attempted to ‘unlock’ land and encourage bona-fide agricultural
settlement. The Land Acts in 1860, 1862, 1865 and 1869 were an attempt by the Government to
achieve this aim, with Grant’s Acts in 1865 and 1869 being the more successful. 24 However the
squatters were able to manipulate the Acts and used tactics of ‘dummying’ and ‘peacocking’,
together with good soaking rains falling periodically across the region and germinating good
native pasture, to maintain their hold on the land and prevent extensive agricultural settlement. 25
Nevertheless, the Government would eventually be able to ‘break’ the squatters’ hold on the land,
and embark on a policy based on the idea that if a settler was prepared to work hard, then they
could achieve an adequate standard of living, and ‘as pioneers, would open up new lands, create
new towns and villages, and replicate European-style closer settlement in the vast Australian
bush.’ 26
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At the beginning of 1877, the weather was very hot and when the seasonal summer rains did not
eventuate across the Mallee the countryside began to dry out. The native grasses began to die off
due to insufficient moisture in the top soils and the large numbers of sheep and cattle were left
with very little pasture to feed on. The squatters were already faced with the problems of rabbits,
a changing local market, and falling commodity prices and now they were faced with a new
problem - whether to wait or to start reducing the numbers of stock on their runs. It was the start
of a severe drought which would affect the entire South Eastern region of Australia as well as the
Mallee. 27 Within months, dams had dried out and the Murray and Darling Rivers had become
nothing more than a collection of waterholes joined by a trickle of water. On the runs, the large
numbers of sheep and cattle had eaten out most of the remaining native pasture while their hard
hooves had crushed and destroyed the saltbush.28 Large numbers of starving rabbits were
ravishing the countryside and stripping the bark of trees in their efforts to find food.29 The
region’s top soils were becoming dry, loose and powdery in the hot, dry conditions and the north
westerly winds were beginning to blow dust about the landscape. 30

A station worker, George Everand had arrived from England in 1851 and had spent some time
travelling around the Victorian countryside doing odd jobs before he settled in the Mallee.31
Before the drought, George had worked on various stations, such as Cow Plains, doing a variety
of jobs, including that of a shepherd, a drover, a woodcutter and a cook. In 1881, he wrote about
the drought in an article, Pioneering Days, describing how hot and dry it had become in the
region during the past four years. 32 In particular, he wrote about the state of the properties he had
worked on - the abandonment, the large stock losses and the financial hardship faced by many
station owners – and described the countryside as being ‘in a deplorable condition with rabbits
and dingoes, [and] some stations [with] no one but a caretaker at the homestead...sheep were all
moved or dead, slaughtered by wild dogs…flour full of weevil and maggots.’ 33 In desperation,
squatters sold off their sheep and cattle in the hope that by lightly stocking their runs they might
be able to survive the drought. 34 But the squatters’ actions meant that their production of wool
27
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and meat would be reduced and lower their profitability, which in the longer term would make
many runs economic viability unsustainable. 35 Eventually, the squatters’ were unable to make a
living from the land with the result that many simply walked off their runs before the banks
foreclosed on them and abandoned the land to the rabbits, flies and blowing dust.

Even though the Mallee had been ’abandoned’ the Victorian Government was still interested in
using the expanses of the region for settlement purposes. In 1882, good soaking rains rekindled
the Victorian Government’s interest and they believed they had the means to overcome many of
the previous problems which had been encountered in attempting to permanently settle the region.
In the squatters’ occupation of the region, there had been problems of poor soil fertility,
geographical isolation from major markets, low and erratic rainfall, and the lack of a reliable
water supply. However, there had been recent developments involving the extension of the rail
network, the use of irrigation schemes and the use of science and new farming methods which
were better suited to Australian conditions. 36 Consequently, the Government believed that the
earlier problems could now be overcome and the Mallee region could now be permanently settled
and used for agriculture.37 In particular, Alfred Deakin (1856-1919) 38, Elisha Clement De Garis
(1851-1948), Hugh McColl (1819-1885) and the second Bishop of Melbourne, James Moorhouse,
believed that there were regions in the Colony that offered unlimited economic opportunities and
that with hard work and careful planning it would only be a matter of time before permanent
settlement of these regions took place. In particular, they believed the Mallee was an ‘unused’
asset that had the potential to become a premier wheat growing area for the Colony, once the
problems had been ironed out and the new farming technology used. In their view, the region had
the potential to become the ‘new’ frontier for agricultural development and therefore a symbol of
success in settling the private individual on public land, and creating permanent agricultural
communities. Also, they considered the key to settlement in the region was a reliable water
supply, which they believed could be achieved if the Colony’s water resources could be
35
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harnessed and put to better use. Consequently, the Service Government commissioned George
Gordon 39 and Alexander Black 40 to investigate the Colony’s water supplies and in particular to
determine how the water could be used for the purpose of irrigation, especially in regard to
supporting permanent settlement in the drier regions. In their report, Gordon and Black agreed
with the Government that water could be used from the catchments and the Murray River.41 But
they urged the Government to act cautiously in using irrigation as a basis for settlement in such
regions of the Colony. They were not as optimistic as the Government in believing that the use of
irrigation would overcome the problems of water scarcity and enable the development of the
semi-arid regions 42 for permanent settlement and agricultural purposes.43 Therefore, settling the
Mallee was fraught with danger and difficulties, particularly in the more northern reaches where
it was hotter and drier, and there were no natural water supplies except for the occasional natural
soak and the nearby Murray River. 44 Gordon and Black cautioned those who were determined to
undertake irrigation schemes in these areas as a means to overcome the lack of water, to proceed
carefully as:
too sanguine views of profitableness are often entertained from an under-estimate
of the cost and an over-estimate of the results, arising from a want of information
or due consideration of the conditions of success. 45

However, Service, McColl, Berry and Deakin were determined to develop irrigation schemes and
use them to assist in the settlement of such regions as the Mallee, despite the cautions of Gordon
and Black. They believed water from the Grampians and the Murray River could be used to
supply the settlers in such a dry region with their domestic and stock needs. In 1885 Alfred
Deakin led a study trip to California to investigate irrigation schemes and bought back
information on how the Colony’s water supplies could possibly be used to turn such vacant
unused land as the Mallee into productive land. 46 The Government believed there was plenty of
water in the catchments in the Grampians and in the Murray River which could be harnessed and
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used to supply such regions with sufficient water to support permanent agricultural settlements. 47
They were confident that the use of the irrigation knowledge and techniques ascertained from
Deakin’s study trip to California could be used in constructing a system of channels which would
supply water to settlers in these regions. The Government ignored Gordon and Black’s advice
and optimistically set about the reorganisation of the Colony’s water supplies for the purpose of
irrigation, agriculture, and domestic and stock use in the unsettled regions of the Colony. 48 The
Government passed a succession of Water Acts - the Victorian Water Conservation Act (1881),
the Waterworks (Water Conservation Amendment) Act (1883), the Irrigation Act (1886), the
Water Supply Act (1886) and the Loan Act (1886) – to assist in this reorganisation, planning and
development of irrigation schemes in the Colony. 49

The Government began to plan the

construction of a network of domestic and stock water channels for the delivery of water into the
Mallee and for agricultural settlement. 50 In the Parliament, John Gavan Duffy (1844-1917), the
Minister for Lands, enthusiastically claimed the Mallee ‘represented an untapped, valuable
economic commodity for the colony’ and believed the settlers would be able to transform the arid
and semi-arid land into an economic entity with hard work and support, making the Mallee a selfsupporting economic asset which with efficient and competent management would be
sustainable. 51

Also, the Government began to reorganise the lease hold system in such a way that permanent
settlement could take place and the settlers would be able to undertake intensive agricultural
activity in the region. In 1883, the Government passed the Mallee Patoral Leases Act to enable a
lease to be held for a longer period of time and with terms the Government hoped would
encourage a settler to make improvements and make an effort to wipe out the rabbits and
dingoes. 52 The Act divided the Mallee up into ‘fringe’ and ‘interior’ sectors. The ‘fringe’ sector
comprised blocks 500-1200 acres to 20,000 acres while the ‘interior’ sector was divided into A
and B classes of land with four classifications, depending on whether the block fronted a water
source (mainly the Murray River), its fertility and the isolation of the block. 53 By the end of the
1880s the Government had leased over two million acres of land for settlement and agricultural
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use, including five hundred thousand acres throughout the entire Colony for the sole purpose of
intensive agricultural activities.54 In 1891, a Parliamentary Committee investigation into the
future potential for agricultural settlement in the unoccupied areas of the Mallee reported that
there were heavily timbered areas, open woodlands and grassy plains, with rich, loamy soils that
were ideal for the growing of wheat. 55 The Committee recommended the Government continue
to acquire land in the region from nearby large landowners for the purpose of alienating it so it
could be made available for selection by individual small time settlers.56 Accordingly, the
Government acquired substantial parcels of land from large landowners, such as the Chaffey
brothers, as their pastoral leases expired and reclassified the land for the purpose of agricultural
use. Now, the Government had at its disposal vast tracts of land for agricultural settlement in the
Mallee, and in time small agricultural communities began to appear throughout the region at
places named Rainbow, Lake Tryell, Jeparit, Sea Lake, Birchip and Nyah. The agricultural
settlement of the Southern Mallee gathered momentum as men and women eagerly took up
blocks and began to grow crops in the red, loamy soils. 57 To many people, like George Everand
who had lived through the terrible drought of 1877-1881, it now appeared that the ‘north western
portion of Victoria would [soon] become one vast wheat field, affording homes to thousands of
prosperous families’. 58

The improvements in farming implements and methodologies provided a further catalyst for the
development of agricultural settlement in the Mallee, and led to a change in the relationship
between the settler and the land. New types of wheat had been developed resistant to disease and
drought; fertilizers, such as super phosphate could overcome nitrogen deficiencies in the soil and
increase the yield of a crop; and importantly new farming methods had provided the settlers with
the means by which they could now clear large areas of land in the region quickly and cheaply for
the purpose of wheat growing. 59 Different methods of fallowing were being introduced with the
notion that they would conserve water in the soils and lead to better yielding crops. 60 There were
new implements, including harvesters, multi-furrowed ploughs, mould board ploughs, horse
54
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drawn strippers, and the stump-jump plough, all of which were more suited to farming conditions
in the semi-arid areas of the Mallee than the preceding generation of machinery. The stump-jump
plough enabled partially cleared land to be worked and sown with crop, and the special roller –
the ‘mullinizer’ – enabled the land to be cleared quickly and had significantly reduced the cost
per acre of clearing the land. 61 The ‘Muillinizer’, used in South Australia since 1843, was an iron
drum and some eight to ten foot long and four inches in diameter. The mallee roller and the scrub
log consisted of:
a heavy roller mounted on a triangular frame, which is drawn through the scrub
by a team of bullocks or horses, attached to one corner of the frame in such a manner
that it is not necessary for the team to travel through scrub…The scrub log consists of
six selected heavy logs fixed together in a special way, and is used to break off or pull
out trees which are too large to be handled by a mallee roller. 62

Once the scrub was flattened, any trees still standing were chopped down and then the scrub was
piled up to dry out, before it was burnt. Some tree stumps remained in the ground after
‘mullinizing’, however a crop would be planted around them and the stumps either grubbed or
burnt out at the end of each season until they had been removed. 63 Research, experiments and
demonstrations were being carried out under the guidance of the Agricultural Department which
led to a change in how farming was being conducted with more land being put under the plough
and increased crop yields. Agricultural journals and newspaper articles were being published and
together with Department of Agricultural Officers provided settlers with an ongoing source of
advice and information in regard to new farming techniques and what could be done to increase
crop yields. 64 Now, the Southern Mallee was put to the plough, there emerged the real possibility
that the lighter and sandy soils of the Northern Mallee could also be successfully used for
farming.

Early European explorers had described the Mallee region as unsuitable for farming and
settlement because it was a hot, dry place, inhospitable, barren and isolated. And yet, by the late
1840s squatters had taken up most of the land along the Murray and Darling rivers and began to
graze flocks of sheep and herds of cattle on the native pasture. For a time, the squatters occupied
and controlled large tracts of land in the Mallee, before their grip on the land was loosened due to
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the impact of rabbits and the severe drought of 1877-81. The squatters abandoned their runs and
much of the region was deserted, however the Government remained interested in settling the
region and set about to solve the problems which had made permanent settlement in the past
difficult. The Government investigated how settlement could be achieved and with innovations
in farming, the extension of the railway network, and the development of irrigation schemes
opened up and allocated land to small scale settlers for permanent agricultural settlement. Indeed,
farming had proven possible in the Mallee due to the cheapness of land, improvement in farming
techniques and implements and good yields.65 By the beginning of the twentieth century much of
the Southern Mallee had been settled and the push to settle the Northern Mallee gathered
momentum, and after World War I would lead to the subdivision of blocks in the Millewa for
agricultural settlement.
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PART 2
CHANGING THE LAND

CHAPTER 3
EXPANDING THE LIMITS
‘It was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was the age of wisdom, it was the age of
foolishness...’ 1

At the end of World War I, amidst general public optimism about the potential of the agricultural
capability of the State, the Victorian Government eagerly sought to expand settlement further into
the still unsettled areas of the Mallee. The development of new farming methods and a belief in
the efficacy of science over the previous forty years had lead to an over optimistic belief that the
ecological limits to using the land in the northern reaches of the State could now be overcome.
Consequently, the Government strove to open up more land for settlement, with the misguided
belief that the northern expanses of the Mallee could be turned into a patchwork of wheat fields.
In 1923, the Government instigated a settlement scheme in the Millewa and opened up land for
purchase under a lease agreement in the hope of permanently settling the region and turning the
thousands of acres of Mallee scrub into fields of golden wheat. However, the Government
overlooked the unique ecological aspects of the region and failed to realise that the scheme they
were promoting would create the means whereby the region would become a ‘dust bowl’ in the
1930s and 1940s.

In 1903, James Smith’s The Cyclopedia of Victoria promoted and asserted that in the Mallee there
were ‘long, rolling waves of grassland, varied by huge patches of the celebrated mallee, or dwarf
eucalyptus, the foliage [could be] transformed [from] the most remote and wildest uninhabitable
countries [into a productive agricultural region].’ 2 These comments reflected a culture whose
view of the land was as an invaluable asset which needed to be used for economic gain, ‘to get
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more out of the natural resources’ 3 than had been done in the past. In economic terms the land
represented a capital asset, to be acquired and owned, so that it could be settled and then worked
in order that its yield would be to the economic advantage of the individual and the State. Rural
industry was an important part of the economy of the State, and together with the idea that rural
life produced citizens of good physical and moral character, encouraged the Government to open
up the remaining areas of the Mallee. It was an opportunity the Government seized without
hesitation in the hope of turning the region into:
[a] clustering of villages, composed of comfortable farmhouses... and a population
of industrious and contented men and women rejoicing in the prosperity of so
fertile a country, satisfied and confident as to the future which will certainly be
worth working for. 4

By 1910, the Lands and Survey Department estimated that over five and half thousand individuals
had been placed on some four million acres in the Southern Mallee. 5 The wheat yield of the
region had been estimated to be worth £1,182,540 plus returns from stock and other grain crops 6,
alluding to the idea that the rest of the Mallee could be used for agriculture to the Victorian
Government. The region was no longer an empty ‘wilderness’ overrun with rabbits and dingoes,
but a place which could be ‘tamed’ and used to grow lush fields of brown wheat. One man who
believed this was possible was Arnold Victor Richardson, the Superintendent of the Victorian
Department of Agriculture, who was a strong supporter of farming and permanent settlement
throughout the Mallee.7 Richardson contended that even in a dry season the land could produce a
yield of at least four to five bags of wheat per acre using good scientific methods of cultivation. 8
The use of new strains of drought resistant wheat, fallowing techniques which kept moisture in
the soil longer and the use of fertilizers in sowing, had all been used to great effect across the
Southern Mallee where wheat yields had dramatically increased. Richardson believed that good
agricultural practice based on the use of scientifically based techniques would continue to
increase productivity. 9 In 1911, Richardson oversaw the establishment of agricultural research
stations at Werribee and Rutherglen, and encouraged the development of field experiments which
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resulted in a more scientific approach to agriculture in Victoria. 10 In 1913, he was instrumental in
establishing an experimental farm in the Mallee at Carwarp for the main purpose of carrying out
experiments to test different farming methods and techniques which could enhance wheat
growing in the region. 11 The newer methods of cultivation and moisture saving techniques were
of particular interest and importance to the settlers because they appeared to conserve water and
lead to improved harvests. 12 In one field experiment, Charles Dorrington reported he had been
able to produce ‘a beautifully green crop that contained seventy to eighty well developed heads’
on his farm’ using the new cultivation and scientific methods. 13 Could the scarcity of rainfall in
the region be overcome once and for all, especially if the settler adopted the new scientific
‘scratch’ method of farming and applied the appropriate method of cultivation? The encouraging
outcomes from the experimental wheat plots at Carwarp, together with the advances in other
farming techniques and methods made for great optimism on the part of farmers and the
Government.

Even the severe drought in 1914-15 did not cause the farmers to stop and think about how their
farming activities were changing the environment of the region. On the contrary, the farmers and
the Government remained confident of the success of farming in the Mallee, despite the fact that
wheat crops were totally devastated in this drought. Few farmers had been fortunate enough to
harvest any crop for the season with the majority of farmers relying on the Government for seed
to sow a crop in the following season. 14 There had been wind storms which had caused dust to
blow off the newly burnt and stopped work in the fields. 15 There was no hum of voices, calling to
the teams, the cracking of whips, the buzz of the reaper and winnower, no dust from the teams
along the road, and no life whatever except the whirly winds which came across the paddocks,
and lifted anything from straw to the roof of the stable. 16 It was a hard season for the farmers and
they endured terrible losses. But good rains fell the following season and all but washed away
memories of the previous hardships and losses. The dust had settled. The crops were sown and
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with good rains in the growing season, a lush crop was soon bending back and forth in the gentle
spring breezes.

A Map of the County of Millewa

Picture 3.1: Map of County of Millewa: Map of the Mallee showing the Counties of Millewa, Karkarooc,
Tatchera and Weeah from the The New Atlas of Australia Vol.2, John Sand, Sydney, 1886, National Library
of Australia, http://nlagov.au/nla.map-raa30-s173, updated N/A, accessed 18 November 2009.

The harvest was excellent and one of the best since settlement in the region. In some quarters of
Government it was suggested that the previous drought itself was not a natural feature of the
region, but an aberration, which could be overcome with patience, hard work, determination, and
40

the use of science. The prevailing dry and dusty conditions in the summer months were not
considered a problem, but a minor inconvenience to be tolerated. Now the Government was
confident that the more remote regions of the Mallee could be permanently settled and become
successful wheat growing areas. 17

At the end of World War I, the Victorian Government began to focus on settling the more remote,
hot and dry regions of the Northern Mallee, namely the County of Millewa. World War I had
been costly for the State both in manpower and money, and had left the State with a considerable
debt to be repaid. While a lot of the State’s young men had died in the trenches in France, those
who had returned had been unable to find suitable employment and settle back into civilian life.
The Government sought a solution to these problems and believed the settlement of the Millewa
offered a possible answer. There was plenty of unoccupied land, which could be used to entice
people to the region and where returned soldiers could be settled onto the land. Land Acts had
been passed to make land available for settlement and to make provisions for support to be
offered to those individuals who took up land under a settlement scheme. These Acts were the
Closer Settlement Acts of 1915 and 1918, followed by the 1922 Act, and the Discharged Soldier
Settlement Acts of 1917-1924 which together would settle private individuals on the land. But
they did not reflect an understanding of the ecology of the region and how the plant and animal
communities interacted with each other to create a unique ecological system. Instead, the Acts
reflected how the society perceived the land, which was simply as a resource to be owned and
used for the purpose of production for the market. So, the Government’s decision to settle the
Millewa was primarily based on economic concerns and included such considerations as to the
ease with which the land could be cleared, the soil’s potential for the growing of wheat, the
availability of water for domestic and stock use, and the availability of transportation for the
produce to the market.

At the end of 1921, the Victorian Government’s Surveyor R.S. White, accompanied by A.S.
Kenyon, completed a survey of the area of the land identified by the Government as the preferred
site for settlement in the Millewa. The land selected by the Government had recently become
available for settlement due to the old grazing leases held by the Kulnine and Ned’s Corner
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Stations expiring and the land reverting back to the Crown. 18 Earlier assessments had been
consistent in describing the area as semi-arid, with a low and erratic rainfall, prone to long
periods of extreme dryness and with the only reliable sources of water being a couple of natural
soaks and the nearby Murray and Darling Rivers. It had a unique vegetation of eucalypts and tall
pine trees, and Mallee scrub with clumps of native grasses growing on the undulating landscape
and stabilising the sandy soils against the strong north westerly winds. It was a harsh and
uncompromising environment, and still bore scars from the drought of 1877-81. But White’s
report to the Railway Standing Committee provided a positive picture of the land and suggested
that there were excellent opportunities for permanent settlement and farming. 19 In his report,
White noted there were very rich and loamy soils which in his opinion were ideal for
agriculture. 20 He could see no reason why this area of land could not be permanently settled for
agricultural use, apart from the region’s distance and subsequent isolation from the markets in the
Melbourne. 21 The Standing Committee reported back to the Government, based on White’s
favourable report, that settlement in the region should be considered and that there was a possible
solution to the problems of distance and isolation from the market. 22 The Committee’s solution
was for a spur line to be constructed from the existing Ouyen to Mildura railway line at the
irrigation settlement of Red Cliffs extending in a westerly direction towards the South Australian
border. Such a line would overcome the problems of distance and isolation by enabling labour
and commodities to be bought in and out of the settlement economically. It was seen as the ideal
solution to the problem. The Government adopted the Committee’s suggestions and used the
report to brush aside any lingering doubts in regard to settlement of the region. 23 However, the
Government’s decision again overlooked the aridity of the region, the importance of the
vegetation cover in holding the soils together and controlling the frequency of raised dust, and the
complex interrelationships which existed between the flora and fauna of the region.

In 1922, the Commonwealth and British governments, as well as the individual State
Governments, devised a scheme to entice British citizens to migrate to Australia and take up land
18
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for the purpose of farming. 24 It was a scheme borne out of the poor social conditions that had
existed in England since World War I and a perceived need in Australia to boost its population,
settle the remote regions and use the land productively. 25 The Empire Settlement Act of 1922 (of
England) established the means by which British citizens, with their families, would be able to
apply to emigrate to Australia and take up land to farm. 26 The costs of the scheme were to be
borne by the British, Australian and State Governments, with the British Government providing
£34,000 and the Australian Government £800,000. 27 The monies were to assist the States to fund
the scheme and undertake capital and infrastructure works, such as the construction of roads, rail
lines and the excavation of dams. 28

In Victoria, the Premier, the Honourable Mr. H.S. Lawson, enthusiastically embraced the scheme
believing it was a great opportunity to populate and settle the remote regions of the State. 29 In the
Legislative Assembly he outlined details of the scheme and confidently predicted that his
Government would be able to entice over 2,000 migrants to come to Victoria.30 In discussions
with the Overseas Settlement Committee and the High Commissioner, Lawson was able to secure
from the Commonwealth Government a guarantee for bank advances for newly arrived migrants
to assist them in the development of their land for farming. 31 To the State Government, it
appeared to be a financial windfall with the Commonwealth agreeing to provide £166,000 interest
free to the State, as well as providing an advance of £600 via the Closer settlement Board to be
allocated to each migrant. 32 If a migrant defaulted on his obligations to settle and farm the land
then only half of the £600, would have to be paid to the settler and the remainder could be kept by
the State Government. 33

Furthermore, the Commonwealth Government offered each State

Government £75 for each migrant who settled in their State.34

To assist the migrants, the Federal Government’s Australian and Migration Commission set up a
camp at Lara, near Geelong, to provide the migrants with the necessary skills to become
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successful farmers. The camp, named Elcho, was designed to provide new arrivals with an
intensive six week course into the various aspects of Australian farming techniques and
methods. 35

The men were paid 30/- a week and provided with housing, light and fuel.

Perspective settlers were instructed in techniques, such as milking, baking, land clearing,
managing horses and farm machinery. 36

However, the scheme was overly ambitious and

underestimated just how different farming conditions were in Australia compared to those in
England, naively believing that if the migrants had the ‘right’ characters and were keen and
enthusiastic then with some training and practical experience they would be able to succeed in
farming the region. 37 But it proved much more difficult than just making sure that potential
farmers were physically fit young men who with some training at an agricultural institution would
be able to acquire the necessary skills to enable them to be able to utilise the land productively. 38
The scheme simply did not provide the migrants with any indepth understanding of Australian
conditions or sufficient farming skills, instead providing them with a false sense of hope which
accentuated the hardship and heartbreak experienced by many who took up land in the Millewa.
By the end of 1928 three hundred and forty-eight settlers had been through Elcho – two hundred
and sixty-six were placed on the land in Victoria, seventeen purchased land (in Victoria and New
South Wales), fifty-six had gained employment, six had moved interstate, two had purchased a
small business and one had returned to England.39

To promote the scheme in Victoria and England the Minster for Lands and Immigration, Mr.
Downward compiled a booklet, The Roadway to Rural Prosperity in Victoria40 and the Premier
decided to travel to England and undertake a series of lectures in various towns up and down the
length of the country. In England, to coincide with the release of the booklet the Premier
undertook a promotional tour giving a series of lectures around the country about the virtues of
farming in Victoria. With the Great Empire Exhibition at Wembley Stadium in London, Lawson
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saw it as an ideal opportunity for the Federal and State Governments to promote the virtues of
living and farming in Australia. The Federal Government promoted the whole of Australia as the
place to be where everyone had the opportunity to be able to buy and own their own land. Each
State promoted itself and its own virtues and sought to convince any potential migrant as to why
they should settle in their State as opposed to another State, suggesting it was a great opportunity
for an individual to become a prosperous rural gentleman.

In the booklet, the Victorian

Government described the Mallee as being ideal for farming. The Government stated there was
3,008,180 acres of good farming land available for development by civilians and returned soldiers
suggesting farming was like a gentleman’s life and with hard work one could own property and
become quite well off.41 But it was inaccurate and grossly misleading in its description of
farming and life in Australia. The impression given was totally different to the reality, with the
claims of exceptionally fertile soils and consistently good rainfall throughout the State for
farming simply untrue. 42 The booklet gave the impression that anyone could settle on the land in
Mallee, and would enjoy instant success growing wheat and undertaking animal husbandry,
regardless of their past farming experiences. 43 Was it a deliberate misrepresentation of the
conditions in Victoria or was there an element of belief based on an unrealistic view on the nature
of farming? Either way, it was an idyllic vision of rural life in Victoria, with an overly optimistic
and simplistic description of country life and one that bordered on being a myth. But it served the
purpose of the Government and did entice people to Victoria to settle in the more remote areas of
the State, such as the Millewa, and thereby add to the State’s population and future prosperity.

The Millewa scheme involved the creation of eighteen parishes, a number of individual
allotments and small settler communities up and down the length of a railway line that was
constructed from east to west. Before settlement, the land was covered with mallee bush, pine
forests, scrub and native grasses, all of which would have to be cleared. The surveyors did not
view the landscape as a unique ecological whole, but as a collection of individual resources which
may or may not have some economic value. They saw the soils, trees and vegetation in terms of
their commercial value - the soils were measured in terms of fertility, the trees were seen in terms
of market value in regard to timber and lumber, the vegetation was seen in terms of the cost to
clear it, and the land in terms of its ability to grow wheat. Subsequently, the maps and notes on
the region recorded details about the soils and vegetation, the system of dirt roads and earthen
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channels, the railway line and stations and where the boundaries of each allotment would be
situated. 44

County of Millewa

Picture 3.2: County of Millewa: Map showing the 18 parishes which made up the scheme, as well as the
original allotments, schools, roads and the railway line. The Parishes were Benetook, Willah, Merrinee,
Yaramba, Karawinna, Tarrango, Koleya, Werrimull, Mallanbool, Yarrara, Kurnwill, Meringur, Malloren,
Karween, Tunart, Morkalla and Warrimoo (Courtesy of the Meringur Pioneer & Historical Park Museum, Map
archives, Millewa Historical Society, Meringur).
44
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The parish maps organised the landscape, with neatly drawn lines and notes, which enabled the
settlers to make sense of the landscape and understand it. The maps and notes gave the settlers a
sense of place and reflected a society which placed importance on ‘fixed property ownership.’ 45
The notes concerning the soils gave an insight into the potential fertility of the soils, upon which
the Lands Department classified the land in regard to its ability to grow wheat and therein
determined how much a settler would pay in annual rent. Vegetation notes provided information
about how heavily timbered was an allotment and therefore how much time, effort and cost would
be involved in the clearing of the land. But nothing in the maps and analysis gave insight into the
existing environment or the ecological relationships which existed in the region, instead they
provided details only about each resource in regard to its economic usefulness and helped to
organise the landscape in a meaningful way for the settlers.

The settlement of the County was completed in stages with between two and five parishes
surveyed at a time followed by the construction of capital and infrastructure works and finally the
release of allotments for purchase-lease. It was a major reorganisation of the land, and began a
systematic and irreversible pattern of change. From table 3.1, the extent of settlement and the
pattern of change are evident and give a valuable insight into the orderly arrangement of the
region. Beginning in 1923, the first parcels of land were released for purchase-lease and totalled
105,000 acres. The land was characterised by sandy rises, red loamy soils, limestone rubble,
thick Mallee bushland and open woodlands interspersed with clumps of native Kangaroo and
Emu grasses. 46 It covered four parishes - Benetook, Merrinee, Karawinna and Willah – and was
divided into one hundred and thirty six allotments, ranging from 750 acres to 850 acres in size. In
1924, the land made available for lease totalled 54,162 acres 47 and consisted of only two parishes
– Murrnong and Werrimull – which were divided into eighty-six allotments, ranging from 750
acres to 800 acres in size. The soils in these allotments were generally good, rich and loamy and
supported thick Mallee bushland, with populations of Belar and Sandalwood trees and large areas
of open grasslands. In 1925, the land released totalled 85,164 acres and consisted of four parishes
– Tarrango, Yaramba, Meringur and Yarrara - with one hundred and forty-one allotments.48 The
soils varied greatly throughout these parishes, with patches of rich, loamy, sandy soils and grey-
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clay flats and supported heavily timbered areas, open grasslands and clumps of mallee scrub and
Spinifex. 49

Land Settlement in the Millewa 1923-1928
No.
PARISH

Reserves

With Not

No

(Timber

held Held Details Date

and Water)

No
1923 1924 1925 1926 1927 1928 TOTAL

(?)

BENETOOK

52

10

1

0

1

0

25

2

7

3

3

0

52

WIILAH

56

9

6

0

5

0

7

1

10

17

0

1

56

MERRINEE

50

8

0

0

3

0

26

4

4

4

1

0

50

YARAMBA

59

10

0

0

2

3

0

1

11

23

7

2

59

KARAWINNA

48

5

0

0

1

1

17

8

7

5

4

0

48

TARRANGO

54

2

1

0

6

3

0

0

17

22

3

0

54

MURRNONG

43

1

0

0

4

2

0

32

1

3

0

0

43

KOLEYA

54

2

0

2

5

6

0

0

0

36

3

0

54

WERRIMULL

43

0

0

0

3

2

0

33

4

1

0

0

43

MALLANBOOL

51

14

0

1

3

1

0

0

0

28

2

2

51

KURNWILL

49

17

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

14

16

0

49

MERINGUR

41

5

1

0

0

0

0

0

26

6

3

0

41

MALLOREN

49

5

0

0

0

4

0

0

0

31

8

1

49

YARRARA

46

2

0

0

0

1

0

0

31

11

1

0

46

KARWEEN

45

0

0

0

1

4

0

0

0

38

2

0

45

TUNART

42

0

1

0

0

5

0

0

0

31

5

0

42

MORKALLA

35

1

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

22

9

0

35

WARRIMOO

39

0

39

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

39

TOTAL

856

91

49

3

35

36

75

81

118

295

67

6

856

Table 3.1: Land Settlement in the Millewa 1923-1928: The table sets out the numbers of settlers who
took up land in each of the parishes as well as the land which was set aside by the Government as reserves,
has no details and was withheld from sale. 50
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Finally, in 1926, the last land was released for purchase-lease and totalled 202,715 acres. 51 It
consisted of seven parishes - Koleya, Mallanbool, Kurnwill, Malloren, Karween, Tunart, and
Morkalla – and was divided into three hundred and thirty-five allotments (See Table 3.1). Across
these parishes, the soils were sandy, red loam, with east-west parabolic sand dunes and grey-clay
flats and supported thick bushland with areas of open grasslands containing clumps of mallee
scrub and Spinifex. Over six years, the Government had allocated six hundred and seventy-eight
allotments with some of the remaining blocks withheld as either timber or water reserves, or for
future release (see table 3.1). 52

In addition to the release of the parishes, a network of roads and a railway line was being
constructed in stages throughout the region. Some roads were constructed by simply cutting a
track through the scrub, though most of the roads were no more than sandy bush tracks which had
been used as stock routes by the earlier pastoralists. They were rough, sandy and many had a clay
base which made them slippery and difficult to navigate when it rained. Consequently, the tracks
were particularly difficult to use, especially as they often crossed one of the numerous sandy
ridges which characterised much of the County. The sandy ridges prevented the settlers’ efforts
to move freely and quickly around the region because the wagons and carts often became bogged
in the fine sand. However, the roads were not the only means of transportation across the region
and with the construction of a railway line roughly down the centre of the settlement, trains would
offer the quickest and easiest means for settlers to get from one end of the settlement to the other,
and enable commodities to be moved in and out of the region. Beginning in 1922, the railway
line was constructed in stages as groups of parishes were settled and bought in the construction
teams and the materials for the building of each stage of the line until its completion at the
township of Morkalla in 1930. 53 Low-level portable wooden stations were placed at six mile
intervals along the track, around which a township was surveyed in anticipation of the success of
the venture being able to attract and support more people. 54 A siding was constructed at each
station to store the season’s harvest before it was loaded onto the grain trucks and transported to
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the Melbourne market, and the world’s flour mills. 55 It was a massive project and provided
employment for over one hundred men for a period of six years - from laying the track to the
putting in the ding. 56 Once completed, the train ran twice weekly from Red Cliffs to Morkalla,
carrying passengers and goods with extra freight trains running during the harvest when the
sidings were hopefully filled with stacks of bagged wheat, waiting to be loaded and hauled away
to the markets. 57 Importantly, the trains bought in the materials for the excavation of dams and
the channel system, housing materials, seed, fertilizer, livestock and farming implements and
tools which made possible the construction of infrastructure works in the region.58

The

construction of the network of roads and the train line were vitally important in the development
and transformation of the region into an agricultural settlement in the 1920s.

Picture 3.3: Unloading Sleepers: Men unloading sleepers and railway
track in the Millewa District 1924 (Source: Museum Victoria
Collections: Reference Number MM 005044 The Biggest Family in
Australia Collection online)

In the early 1930s there were ‘Better Train’ visits which provided the settlers with the latest
knowledge and techniques in farming, the domestic economy and public health.59 The Victorian
Government, in conjunction with the Department of Agriculture and the Railway Commissions,
began the scheme in the mid-1920s. The Government hoped the trains would assist and provide
55
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the settlers around the State with the latest scientific knowledge and encourage the adoption of
specific farming practices that would lead to the successful use of the land for agriculture. The
trains toured the State between 1924 and 1935, with trained staff from the Department of
Agriculture and the Education Department giving lectures and information to the settlers about
farming techniques and the general running of the farm. There were lectures and demonstrations
for the women concerning cooking, needlework, child welfare and home nursing. 60 The train’s
wagons were complete with cattle and sheep, models of farm utilities, electric generating plant
and stock fodder, poultry exhibits, while the carriages contained exhibits ranging from veterinary
science to the growing of grass. 61

As previously mentioned, water access was viewed as central to successful permanent settlement
and agricultural land use in the Mallee. A system of dams and channels was constructed in stages
and coordinated with the annual release of land, the construction of roads and a railway line and
the clearing of vegetation from the land. There were no natural water catchments or natural dams
in the region and the annual rainfall was too low and unreliable to rely on to provide sufficient
water to meet the domestic and stock needs of the settlers. So, the Government devised a plan for
a system of earthen channels to be constructed across the landscape to deliver water to each
settler’s dam by the use of gravity. In 1922, the State Rivers and Water Commission (SRWC)
began construction on the first stage of the system - the thirty foot channel from the Murray River
to the newly formed man-made Lake Cullulleraine.62 In 1923, the SRWC began work in the
newly released parishes - Benetook, Merrinee, Karrawinna and Willah - to construct earthen
channels and excavate two large public dams in Willah and two smaller dams along the
completed section of rail track so that trains could cart in water and fill the dams, thereby
providing the settlers with access to water until the SRWC had completed the channel system.
The settlers were allowed to visit these public dams once a week for the purpose of collecting
water and taking it back to their allotments for domestic and stock use.63 The SRWC workers
toiled in the hot sun with teams of horses and scoops to clear the land and slowly construct a
network of earthen channels across the undulating landscape. It was slow, hot and dusty work.
On each allotment the settler was required to excavate a dam and construct several water tanks.
The dam’s position was dependent on being filled from the earthen channels by gravity, and its
60
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ability to be able to hold water for a period of twelve months. Each winter, water was pumped
into the channel system and settlers were allowed to fill up their dams and water tanks from the
channels. 64 The cost of this system was £260,000 and was funded by a water bill passed in the
Legislative Assembly and included provisions for an extension of the channel network further
into the Northern Mallee. 65 The workers took over seven years to construct the channel system
and when completed it criss-crossed six hundred and sixty-seven miles of undulating
countryside. 66 It was a dramatic change to the appearance of the landscape and together with the
release of land, the construction of roads and a railway line would be the start of the
reorganisation and changing of the land into an agricultural system.

The Government’s scheme to settle areas of the Northern Mallee, such as the Millewa, bought a
new perspective to how the land was to be used and in turn created a dramatic change to the
landscape. At the beginning of the twentieth century solutions to the problems of settling the
Mallee appeared to have been overcome and settlement quickly spread throughout the Southern
Mallee. There were new farming methods, implements and the ‘scientification’ of agriculture
which enabled the spread of farming into the Mallee and the growing of crops in the sandy, loamy
soils of the region. The Government had made available thousands of acres of land for settlement
and encouraged people to take up land and settle further into the northern reaches of the region.
After World War I, the Government embarked on an ambitious scheme to settle a parcel of land
in the northern reaches of the Mallee, namely the Millewa, and within six years would oversee a
dramatic reorganisation and transformation of the land into an agricultural system. Settlers had
eagerly taken up their selected allotments and with Government encouragement and assistance,
would set about the task of changing the land and the countryside into a patchwork of fields and
fences with townships, a network of roads, a rail line and a system of channels.
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CHAPTER 4
CHANGING THE LAND
‘One cannot stop the dust from blowing but one man can start it.’ 1

Settlement across the Millewa was rapid and within six years most of the available land in the
County was transformed, as people flocked to the region and set about imposing a new regime
upon the land. The region quickly became a hive of activity as settlers arrived between 1923 and
1928, found their allotment and began to play a part in the changing of the land, under the
watchful eye of the Lands Inspectors. The settlers arrived determined to turn these unused
expanses of the Mallee into golden fields of wheat, and in this process to become successful,
independent and prosperous farmers. They bought a new perspective to the land, one based on
ownership and economic endeavour. Land was a resource, to be privately owned and used in
such a productive manner that it would lead to individual self-improvement and the creation of
wealth for the individual and the State. Consequently, the settlers set about the challenge and
cleared land, planted crops, introduced new animals and developed vibrant and busy communities
throughout the County. In a short time, the settlers reorganised the landscape and changed the
ecology of the region into an agricultural system, one they were more comfortable and familiar
with than the strange looking trees, shrubs and scrub that they had been confronted with on their
arrival in the region.

Between 1923 and 1928, the Closer Settlement Board allocated an area totalling 486,036 acres to
six hundred and three individuals in the Millewa County for the purpose of agricultural
settlement. 2 The settlers came from all walks of life, and included returned soldiers, migrants,
single and married men, farmers, work hands, blacksmiths, lawyers, shop assistants, doctors and
single women. Some had come from other areas of the Mallee, nearby regions in Victoria, from
interstate and the territories as well as from overseas, in particular the United Kingdom. 3 They
arrived on foot, by horse and buggy, by wagon and by train bringing whatever personal
possessions they had with them, including buggies, tents, furniture, farming implements and
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horses, to start their new lives as farmers in the Millewa. Some had farming experience, being
the sons of farmers and /or having been share farmers in other wheat growing areas of the
country, such as the Southern Mallee or from the northern plains of South Australia. Others had
little or no experience of working on the land, being labourers, business people and professionals,
such as lawyers and accountants, and returned soldiers from the First World War. Nevertheless,
the Government was confident that between those who had experience and with the assistance of
the Lands Inspectors those with inexperience in farming would soon learn the skills of farming in
the Mallee.

During the first six years, each settler was required to undertake a number of specific
improvements on his allotment in accordance with the terms of the Purchase-Lease Agreement. 4
The settler had to complete the improvements to receive a Certificate of Compliancy and to fulfil
the terms of the Lease Agreement. Failing this, the lease could be cancelled by the Lands
Department and someone else awarded the allotment to farm. So, the moment the settlers arrived
in the County, they found the red surveying pegs defining the boundaries of their properties and
began the task of undertaking the necessary improvements to comply with the conditions of the
Lease Agreement. 5 These improvements had to be permanent and included the settler residing on
the allotment, clearing the majority of native vegetation and in its place planting crops of wheat
and oats, erecting a boundary fence, constructing houses and stockyards, excavating dams and the
purchasing of farming implements and tools. 6 These requirements were the immediate priorities
for the settlers and provided the impetus for the rapid change in the land which took place in the
first six years of settlement. It was a busy time in the County as the majority of setters focused
their energies on the completion of the improvements and the growing of wheat on the cleared
land. 7

The settlers used axes and rollers to clear the land of its native vegetation as efficiently and as
quickly as they could so they could create a large open area of ground for the growing of wheat.
The settlers pace of clearing the land depended on three factors: (i) the resources a settler had to
devote to the task, (ii) the nature of the soils, and (iii) the type of vegetation present on the
allotment. On allotments where the native vegetation consisted of heavily timbered areas the
clearing took longer, while on allotments where the native vegetation consisted of expanses of
4
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grassland and lightly wooded areas, the clearing of native vegetation was done quite rapidly. If
the settlers could afford to hire a contractor and his roller, then the arduous task of clearing the
land was made much easier and would only take a couple of years. As previously mentioned, this
method of clearing the land was known as ‘mullenizing’. 8 The contractor used a team of horses
or bullocks to pull a massive roller in a circular motion breaking and flattening the mallee
vegetation. Men would walk behind the roller and chop down any trees or shrubs which were not
broken or flattened by the roller. This method of clearing the land was quite quick and up to ten
acres of heavily timbered scrub might be cleared in a day and eighteen to twenty acres when there
was only lightly timbered scrub. However, the soil was a challenge and the rollers sometimes got
bogged in the sandy soils and the teams of horses or bullocks struggled to pull the rollers through
the bush and flatten the vegetation. Where the rollers were not used, the settlers employed gangs
of men to do the work which was more costly and time consuming. It was hot, tiring work and
much slower than using a roller, but a gang of three or four men could still clear three to four
acres of mallee scrub in a day. 9

To aid in the clearing of the land the settlers also used fire to burn the flatten scrub and chopped
down Eucalyptus, Belar, Pine and Sandalwood trees. The settlers piled the flatten and chopped
down vegetation into heaps to dry out so it could be burnt in the months of February, March or
April. 10 During these months, between sunrise and sunset, the settlers set alight the piles of dried
vegetation and left them to burn during the day resulting in a smoky haze hanging over the
parishes. 11 This was a quick and efficient means for removing the Mallee vegetation and cleaning
up the allotments in preparation for a crop to be planted. This burning regime released nutrients
and organic matter into the sandy, loamy soils which made the soils more fertile in the short term,
and suppressed the growth of new shoots. But the burning of the vegetation did not remove all of
the tree roots and on many allotments clumps of limestone lay scattered on the surface of the
ground and needed to be removed. The tree roots, known as mallee roots, were difficult to
remove from the soil and had to be either dug out or burnt out over the following seasons. The
roots dug out by the settler were either stored as firewood or sold to one of the local wood
merchants for income. The clumps of limestone were loaded onto a cart and usually taken to a
corner in one of the settler’s fields and placed in pile. This was a time consuming and tiring
8
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exercise but it was just as important as the clearing of the land of its vegetation. Settlers of
German origin used the limestone rubble for the construction of their houses and out buildings,
instead of leaving it in piles in the corners of their fields. There are examples of their work still
standing in the County, especially in the parishes closest to the South Australian border, where
most of them settled on arriving from South Australia, though many of these buildings have fallen
into disuse and ruin. This process of clearing the land created acres of bare earth where the
settlers would sow their crops and construct their homes and sheds. It took the majority of
settlers four or five years to clear most of the vegetation, mallee roots and clumps of limestone
from their allotments. Even then a settler needed to regularly work up the soil to stop the
regeneration of shoots and scrub otherwise the land would become overgrown with ‘new’
vegetation and become an obstacle to the settler being able to use all of his land for the growing
of crops.

Picture 4.1: Horses working in the Field: Ellison
working his team of horses in one of his fields in the
early 1930s (Photograph from the Millewa Community
Pioneer Forest and Historical Village Collection held
at Meringur).

As land was cleared, the settlers erected fences around and in their allotments to divide the block
up into three, four or five paddocks so stock could be grazed and crops sown on a rotational
basis. 12 First, the settlers erected wire netting around the boundary of the allotment and the fields
in which wheat was being grown to protect the crops from hungry native animals and rabbits.
Kangaroos, emus and rabbits had an appetite for the young succulent stalks and they could all eat
several acres of a maturing crop in a single night.13 However, rabbits were a far more serious
problem than the kangaroos and emus due to their high numbers and their ability to decimate a
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crop over night. 14 To combat this situation, the settlers used seventeen inch gauge wire netting in
the erection of boundary fences and some internal fences in an effort to keep rabbits out of their
crops. 15 The settlers shared the responsibility and the cost of the erection of a boundary fence
with their neighbours in an effort to keep the rabbits out of their crops.16 They recycled available
timber from the trunks of trees for the fence posts and the construction of stockyards, implement
and chaff sheds with mallee brush used for the roofs of the implement and chaff sheds.17 Within
the allotment, the settlers divided the land into three or four fields by erecting single wire and
stock proof fences. Typically, in one field, the settlers constructed a house, implement and chaff
sheds, stockyards, and excavated a dam and water tanks while in the other fields they planted
crops and grazed stock on a rotational basis. Generally, the fields were not uniform in size and
their use depended on such factors as the soil type, the presence of limestone and the size and
shape of the overall allotment. The settlers erected miles of wire fences across the parishes and
transformed the landscape into a world of fences and fields, which reflected the idea of ownership
and a need for the land to be fenced.

Picture 4.2: Harvesting: MacDonald harvesting his crop with his
horse team in 1930 (Photograph from the Millewa Community
Pioneer Forest and Historical Village Collection held at Meringur).

As the settlers cleared and fenced the landscape, they imposed on the land a regime based on the
agricultural cycles of cropland and pasture. It was an annual cycle which tracked the seasons of
the year in the region. The chores and activities depended on the time of the year, and whether
there was sowing, fallowing or harvesting to be done.

In January, once the harvest was

completed, the stubble would be burnt and preparations would begin for the planting of next
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season’s crop. In March and April, the land would be worked up using a team of horses and a
millboard plough to loosen the top soils to a depth of two or three inches. 18 It was difficult, hot
work and the farmers used a stump-jump plough to work up the uneven ground with its mallee
roots and clods of limestone. The plough had a spring attached to the tynes so that when it hit a
solid object, such as a stump or a large stone, the tyne would ‘jump up’ into the air, move over the
obstacle and land on the other side of it undamaged and with negligible loss of time. By the end
of May, the farmer would have sown his crop with such wheat varieties as Mac’s Whites and
Bald’s Early White.19

These two varieties were drought resistant and considered by the

Department of Agriculture to be good varieties for planting in such a semi-arid region. 20 After
sowing, a settler hoped for good soaking rains to fall in the months of June and July so the freshly
worked soils would receive sufficient moisture, which together with the fertilizer would
germinate the seed. In August, September and October, the settlers cleared the land of any
remaining scrub, attended to the day to day chores of farm life, began the task of fallowing and
prepared for harvest. During this period of time, the settlers hoped for further soaking rains so a
good even germination and maturation could be achieved and produced healthy growth in the
crop. 21 In November, the warmer weather would ripen the wheat and turn the colour of the crops
to a golden brown. Crops of oats would be harvested and cut for hay. Come early December, the
crops were ready for harvest and the parishes soon became a hive of activity. 22 During the
harvest, the settlers worked long hours, rising before daylight each day, hitching up the horse
team to the harvester and working until sunset. 23 It was hot and dusty work. Women and
children helped in the winnowing, bagging and sewing up of the bags with twine. 24 At the end of
each day, the farmer loaded the bagged wheat onto a wagon and carted the bags to his shed for
safe storage until the bags could be carted to the nearest railway siding to be counted, loaded onto
the rail trucks and shipped to the Melbourne market.25 With this annual cycle, a dramatic
transformation of the land had taken place and a new regime had been imposed onto the
environment which was dependent on the seasons and would be repeated each year throughout
the County.
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Picture 4.3: Horses at Work: The Nunns’ working in their fields, note
Mr Nunn is standing next to the horse on the left in the foreground,
while a woman, presumably his wife, is on the harvester (Photograph
from the Millewa Community Pioneer Forest & Historical Village
Collection held at Meringur).

Even though tractors were available, it was not until the early 1940s that they began to appear in
the County to replace horses and bullocks as the primary sources of power. Up until then,
through the 1920s and 1930s men, women and children, horses and bullocks were the main power
source for the clearing of the land, building houses, erecting wire fences, excavating a dam,
erecting stockyards, doing the daily chores and planting and harvesting the crops each season.
Initially, the settlers used teams of horses to pull the huge rollers to clear the land, to pull the
ploughs to break open the soils in preparation for sowing and to pull the harvesters to strip the
ripe heads of wheat from their stalks. Horses were also one of the main means by which people
moved goods around the County in the 1930s and were responsible for hauling the wagons loaded
with bagged wheat from the farms to the nearest station siding. In 1941, there were 2,710 horses
throughout the parishes working on the farms and providing an important mode of transportation
throughout the region. 26 For the settlers, the horses were reliable and cost less than the steelwheeled tractors which continually got bogged in the sandy soils of the Millewa.27 The running
costs of these tractors were high and the availability of oil and fuel was unreliable, which made
them unreliable and ineffectual when compared to horses. 28 It was a situation which would not
change until the mid-1940s, when tractors, trucks and cars began to appear in greater numbers
26
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throughout the County, as the cost and supply of fuel and oil became cheaper and more reliable,
and the steel tractor wheels were replaced with pneumatic tyres. Consequently, tractors became a
more cost effective power source than the horse and even though times were difficult, farmers
were prepared to borrow to mechanise their farms and replace their teams of horses with a tractor
or a truck. Also, the use of tractors and trucks would eventually enable the farmers to work larger
acreages by providing more power and the means to work more quickly and for longer hours. By
1954, horse numbers had fallen to four hundred and sixteen as tractors and trucks replaced horses
as the preferred means of power and energy throughout the County. 29

Another significant change was the settlers’ introduction of domestic animals throughout the
County. Native animals, such as kangaroos and emus, no longer dominated the landscape and for
a short time shared the environment with an assortment of domestic animals and birds, such as
sheep, horses, dogs, poultry, dogs and pigs. 30 But with the destruction of their habitats, the native
animals were confined to bushland reserves and other areas in the parishes where there were still
some remnants of their natural habitat. Importantly each of the domestic animals played a
valuable role in the changes which were occurring throughout the County.

As previously

mentioned horses were a valuable source of power and energy in the early days of the settlement
and assisted the settlers – with the aid of the roller and the plough - to clear the land and grow the
crops of wheat and oats. Also, they were a means of transportation around the settlement, pulling
a cart laden with wheat to a railway siding or being ridden by a settler to a particular destination.
On the farms, the settlers grazed sheep and cattle because they were a valuable source of meat for
personal consumption or for sale at the Mildura and Melbourne markets. In addition, the hides of
cattle were a source of leather and the sheep wool was a source of clothing for the settlers, or
these goods could be sold at the markets.31 Meanwhile, milking cows provided the settler and his
family with an assortment of dairy products, such as milk, cheese and butter.32 Also, these
grazing animals cleaned up the stubble in the fallow field from the previous year’s harvest,
though their hard hooves compacted the soft top soils and made it more difficult for moisture to
penetrate into the soil and for the native pasture to regenerate. On some farms, pigs and poultry
were also kept for their food and as another source of income for the settlers. 33 Pigs provided
pork and bacon and the fowls provided chicken and eggs, both of which could be used for
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personal consumption or for sale at the market. 34 Importantly, each of these animals played a role
in the transformation of the landscape, and represented a significant change in the ecological
order of the region. They replaced the native animals as the dominant species in the region and
contributed to making the environment very different to the one that had been there previously,
but one which was more ordered and familiar in the eyes of the settlers.

Picture 4.4: MTTC Werrimull: Melbourne Timber
and Trading Company store at Werrimull (Photograph
from the Millewa Community Pioneer Forest and
Historical Village Collection held at Meringur).

As families arrived and settled on an allotment communities began to develop, bringing further
change to how the land was used and a redrawing of the map of the region. Small townships
appeared along the railway line at six mile intervals where Mallee trees and scrub had once
grown, each with a portable wooden railway station. On the cleared land numerous buildings
were constructed, including general stores, a general hall, post offices, private residences,
boarding houses and a variety of shops. In the shops and workshops a wide range of goods and
services, such as papers, bread, meat, fertilizers, grocers, hairdressers and machine parts, were
available for sale to the settlers and their families (see Appendix 4). The goods were supplied by
wholesale salesmen from the nearby town of Mildura and provided a very important link for the
small townships to the outside markets.35 Every couple of weeks, salesmen would make the
journey by train from Mildura to Red Cliffs from where they would catch the Red Cliffs to
Morkalla train, running out through the Millewa. It took the salesmen two days to visit clients
and another two days before the shopkeeper would receive his order by train. One company,
Hartley & Ford Wholesalers, sent salesmen into the County regularly to visit and sell their
34
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products to the storekeepers. One of these salesmen, Hallett Thomas, travelled to the County
every fortnight by train and visited each of the station towns selling the company’s goods. 36 It
took him two days to travel along the line to visit all of his customers. He recalled these visits as
‘being very pleasant’ and often as much a social occasional as a working one, enjoying the
hospitality of the locals with a quiet drink at the end of the day. 37 So, in addition to the
agricultural activity, the land was used to establish a number of townships where commodities
could be bought and sold and social and sporting activities held.

Across the parishes a number of social, sporting groups and associations were established and
various activities organised which bought people together to share their interests and experiences
of living in the region. These groups and associations were a stabilising force in the lives of the
people living in the parishes, particularly in the hard times of the 1930s and the 1940s. A variety
of activities were held in the parish halls and in private homes, including card evenings, birthday
parties, balls, dances and even baby contests. 38 By the late 1920s, sporting competitions existed
throughout the County, with ovals for football, soccer and cricket, a cycle track and tennis courts
built in most of the parish towns. Competition was keen between the parishes, especially in
regard to the popular sports of cricket, soccer, football and tennis. Each parish had its own teams,
and each season there would be matches played to decide which parish fielded the best team for
the season. Just as important was the fact that these competitions bought people together for a
social Saturday afternoon. Also, the settlers formed various community associations, such as the
Country Women’s Association, a Men’s Society, Returned Serviceman’s League, the
Mirthmakers, a Girls Friendly Society, Progress Societies, and a Bible Society.

These

associations typically met each month and became an important part of the social fabric of the
County. 39 Church services were held regularly on Sundays by various denominations, reflecting
the variety of religious beliefs of the people who lived in the region. There were Catholics,
Lutherans, Church of England and Presbyterians living and working together throughout the
region. In the challenging conditions of the 1930s and the 1940s these community and religious
structures provided much needed support and comfort to distressed individuals.

Importantly, the settlers assisted each other in times of hardship and difficulties by helping out on
the farm or by sharing home-made goods. Settlers’ wives made and shared many household
36
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foodstuffs and cleaning agents, including butter, sauce, pickles, jam, pasties, bottled fruit, and
made soap, rendered with mutton fat, borax, water and resin.40 Often, they made their own
clothes, such as pants and skirts from washed flour bags or perhaps purchased clothes second
hand. Ill health and accidents meant people relying on each other for assistance and the use of
home-made remedies. If anyone fell ill, had an accident or needed emergency medical attention
the nearest medical facility was at Red Cliffs until a bush hospital was built at Werrimull in
1935. 41 The bush hospital provided basic medical services and had a resident doctor who made
house calls and had a surgery at Meringur. However, many people lived miles away from
Werrimull and Meringur, so they had to rely on their own or their neighbour’s expertise in regard
to medical matters.42 At times, settlers used home-made remedies such as sprinkling pepper on
cuts, bathing sores with condis crystals, bathing sore eyes in aboracic acid, treating bites with
blue bags, stomach aches with Epsom salts or castor oil, sprains with Sloane’s liniment and
coughs with eucalypt oil on sugar or lemon juice with homey and aspro. 43 When Mrs Goulding
lost her eldest son in an accident, the community came together and held a working bee on her
property to help her with the various chores which needed to be done for the upcoming harvest. 44
Education was another important aspect of life in the County due to the number of families with
young children who had settled in the region and resulted in a general demand for the
Government to provide education facilities in the region. The settlers petitioned the Education
Department for the provision of the necessary buildings, equipment and teachers in each of the
parishes. Eventually, the Education Department agreed to supply the County with the necessary
funds and in some cases portable buildings for schools. By the beginning of the 1930s there were
over forty primary schools operating throughout the region (see Appendix 1). However, some of
these schools would never have any more than a handful of students and as people left the region
the number of students dwindled even more. By the late 1940s, the Education Department had
rationalised the number of schools throughout the County based on the number of students who
were in attendance. Today, the only remaining school is at Werrimull, and teaches students from
Prep to Year 12. Over time, people came together and a strong social fabric developed not only
in each parish, but across the entire settlement with people helping each other and sharing their
experiences of living in the region.
40
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While the social, sporting, health and education developments contributed to the social fabric of
the Millewa there were numerous shows, field days and competitions held throughout the year.
On 7 September 1932, the first agricultural show was held at the Merrinee racecourse with an
attendance of over 2,500 people. 45 The show was opened by Colonel C. E. Merrett, president of
the Royal Agricultural Society and marked the beginning of an important event in the County’s
calendar. 46 There were over three hundred horse entries, side shows and competitions for sheep,
poultry, dogs, horses, pigs and crops. 47 It was a great success and became an annual event during
the 1930s despite the dry years and dusty conditions. The Department of Agriculture conducted
and coordinated field days and set up experimental plots at Werrimull. The field days were an
excellent opportunity for settlers to get together, swap stories and learn about the different wheat
varieties, superphosphate rates and methods which were being developed for use in other parts of
the Mallee. 48 Also, there were competitions held throughout the year in different parishes to find
who in the County was growing the best wheat crop in regard to yield, weeds, evenness and
purity of type, and who had the best fallow, based on moisture, mulch, weeds and cultivation.49
In 1925, the first competition was held and the results were published in The Sunraysia Daily
with Mr. Walker winning first prize for the best wheat crop and Mr. Symes winning first prize for
the best fallow. 50 These shows, field days and competitions showcased the different animals,
types of wheat being grown and the farming techniques being used by settlers on their allotments
during the 1930s. They were an important part of the change which was occurring in the region,
providing education and knowledge, a better understanding of the environment and encouraging
the farmers to optimise their efforts in farming the land.

From the moment the first allotments were made available for permanent agricultural settlement
in 1923, the transformation they had to change the existing natural ecological system. To do this,
they cleared the land of its trees, shrubs, scrub and grasses, worked up the soils, planted crops,
built homes and sheds, erected fences, excavated dams and established railway sidings and
townships. It was a systematic pattern of clearance and reorganisation of the land across the
eighteen parishes. The dense bushland and open grasslands disappeared, the numbers of native
trees and grasses began to decline and the habitats of native animals were destroyed while
introduced species began to threaten the dominance of the native animals. The ecology of the
45
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region was transformed from heavily and lightly timbered forests of Pine and Eucalypts, Mallee
and open grasslands to large areas of cleared, fenced land in which crops could be grown and
domestic animals could graze. And as the County’s population increased, people began to
undertake a range of activities, such as sport, parties and dances, and to share and support each
other in the good and bad times: a sense of community developed. Within six years, the settlers’
clearing of the land, the use of the plough, fencing of the land, the introduction of domestic
animals and the development of a community changed the land and transformed the natural
ecological order into an agricultural one.
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CHAPTER 5
THE SETTLERS
‘And the master-word was Wheat.’ 1

An important way to understand settlement in the Millewa is through the eyes of the early settlers
themselves. In this chapter I have presented case studies of three individual settlers and their
families who came to the County in the early 1920s to own land and become farmers. I have
chosen settlers from different parishes because their personal circumstances were different and
each allotment had different characteristics which affected the success or failure of a settler. The
settlers came from other parts of Victoria, Australia and England and travelled to the County by a
variety of transportation – such as by foot, horse, cart or train. They were from all walks of life
and included farmers, tradespeople, professional men, returned servicemen and single women.
They bought with themselves hopes, dreams and determination to work the land and become
farmers. They cleared the land, built a house, built stockyards, excavated a dam, erected fences,
grew crops and grazed stock. Consequently, each settler has an interesting story to tell about
their experiences and the difficulties that they faced in their time in the Millewa. From the many
settlers stories, I have chosen those of Margaret O’Donnell, William Turner, and Walter Kelly to
recount and present in regard to their personal experiences, why they chose to take up an
allotment, what changes they made to the land, what difficulties they encountered and how they
fared in the their endeavours to establish a farm in the Millewa in the 1930s and 1940s.

Case Study: Margaret O’Donnell – Meringur: Allotment No.5
Margaret O’Donnell was one of those fortunate enough to be selected for an interview, and to be
offered an allotment in the newly surveyed parish of Meringur. Interviewed at St Arnaud in front
of the local Lands Board, she was able to answer the Board’s questions and fulfil most of the
necessary criteria, and in doing so persuaded the Board that she and her husband would be ideal
settlers for the task of farming in the Millewa. 2 From the written ‘Notes of Evidence’ she had
submitted to the Board with her application were the following details - her husband had nine
years farming experience at Cowangi (in the Mallee), they possessed sufficient implements and
1
2
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tools for farming in the Mallee, they had the amount of £250 in the Bank of Victoria and were
prepared to accept an allotment in either the parishes of Meringur or Yarrara. 3 She had been able
to meet the selection criteria and importantly was judged by the Board to be of good character
and that she and her husband were of the right type of people for the Mallee.

Details of the O’Donnell family’s movements, their journey and arrival in the country are
unknown 4, except that Margaret signed the lease agreement on the 1 December 1924, twentyfour days before Christmas. 5 Evidence suggests that Margaret, her husband Michael, and eight
children (four boys and four girls) took possession of the block shortly after signing the lease,
and between the years 1925 to 1942 they strove to establish a farm on the land. Like other
settlers in the County, the O’Donnell’s were able to gain a Certificate of Compliancy in regard to
fulfilling the conditions of the lease. 6 By 1932 the O’Donnell’s had been able to clear and burn
five hundred acres of native vegetation and begin to crop the land and graze some sheep. 7 He
had constructed a four roomed house near the southern boundary of the block, and close to the
house had erected an implement shed, horse stables and a chaff house. 8 Michael had a team of
ten horses and four cows to work the land and provide milk respectively. He had a stripper, a
harvester, a Shearer Combine Drill and assorted farm tools for use on the allotment. 9 He had
excavated a 1700 cubic yard dam and had erected a wire netting fence around the whole block
with the help of his neighbours. 10 The dam provided the family with a source of water for their
domestic and stock uses, and Michael’s erection of a wire netting fence, instead of a single wire
fence around the allotment was to keep the rabbits and native animals from getting into the block
and eating the crop.

The O’Donnell’s planted their first crop in the 1930 season, when three hundred and fifty acres
were sown and from which they harvested 2,940 bushels that was sold to the Government. 11
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This fact that this was the first crop meant that for five years the family had been without any
sources of income. They had either used their own monies, and/or had relied on the Government
to provide advances to enable improvements to be carried out and sustenance payments for the
family to live on. In January 1927, the Lands Inspector wrote a memo to the secretary of the
Lands Department, making the point that after talking with Michael O’Donnell, he believed the
family was in poor financial circumstances. 12 He reported that Mrs. O’Donnell was unwell and
her husband not only had to look after his wife, but also to carry on with the running of the farm
and caring for their eight children - making things very difficult for the family. 13 Nevertheless,
for the next few years Michael and Margaret continued to farm the block and though he was able
to sow and harvest a crop, they struggled to make a living from farming activities. Indeed,
Michael was soon faced with a very daunting task – the return on the crops were too low and he
had to bring up eight children, grow crops and graze sheep, and look after his wife who was ill
and unable to offer him much assistance. For Michael, each year was more difficult than the last
one with the return on crops so low it did not cover the expenses of cropping. He was not able to
make any yearly repayments to the Government for instalments or borrowed monies, let alone
provide the family with any money to live on. Michael did make representation to the Lands
Inspector arguing that the rental value on his land was too high, especially as he had found the
mixed grey soils that dominated his block were not as good for growing wheat as were the red
loamy areas and sandy rises on the blocks of other settlers.

To make matters worse, the region suffered from a series of long, dry periods during the 1933,
1934, 1935 and 1938 seasons, with the result that Michael had very poor crops during those
years. In 1933, Michael planted 300 acres of wheat on his land and due to good rains during the
months of April and May enough moisture was retained in the sub soils for the crops to
germinate and begin to grow by early June. 14 However, there were few good rains to follow, and
by September the top soil had begun to dry out and with the lack of moisture the crops were
beginning to wilt under the warm rays of the sun. By October windy and dusty conditions
prevailed throughout the region which prevented Michael from doing much in the way of work
but flattened and smothered his crop. 15 Temperatures became very hot and clouds of dust soon
enveloped the countryside, and the heat resulted in the crop wilting and shrivelling up in the hot
12
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sun. 16 Michael was only able to harvest three hundred and sixty-one bushels of wheat from his
three hundred acres, compared to the 2,438 bushels the year before off the same acreage. 17 He
was not able to obtain enough seed from the crop to be able to plant the next year and he had to
approach the Lands Inspector and request assistance and an advance from the Lands Department
so he could continue to run the farm and provide sustenance for his family.

At the beginning of 1936, the Closer Settlement Commission created a Board of inquiry into the
complaints of the settlers, especially the financial plight which seemed to have affected the
majority of settlers. For Michael O’Donnell it was welcome news, his block was reclassified and
the rental amount per acre per annum was reduced from 17/- per acre to just 8/- per acre. 18 In
Michael’s case, the Board had found that much of his land was quite unsuitable for growing
wheat due to the mixed grey nature of the soil with three hundred acres of the seven hundred and
sixty-nine acres of the allotment deemed only suitable for the purpose of grazing. 19 A new lease
was drawn up for him to sign (on behalf of his wife) with the necessary adjustment in the amount
which had to be paid per acre per annum. He was sent a letter outlining the new total of
outstanding liabilities which included interest, instalment payments and his wire netting liability.
The Board readjusted the sum the O’Donnell’s owed from £3228/16/4 to £86/13/4 with the
subsequent difference to be written off and with a note that the amount of £355/7/9 would be
recorded in the file as the amount Michael needed to pay if he ever wished to convert the lease
into freehold. 20 Despite the improved terms, Michael was still unable to meet the new rental
amount of 8/- per acre per annum, or to pay anything off his outstanding liabilities account. He
still had no income and therefore no monies. He still needed Government assistance to be able to
plant a crop for the following season, and for living costs, with no guarantee that he would be
able to gain a satisfactory return from the next season’s crop which would enable him to be able
to continue farming and provide a living for his family.
Early in 1938, Margaret O’Donnell was admitted to a ‘receiving home’ in Ballarat 21 and Michael
once again requested more time to be able to pay his rent, which was granted on the proviso that
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he gave a lien on his crop to the Department. Michael planted two hundred and seventy acres of
wheat and thirty acres of oats in early May, and over the next couple of months was glad to see
sufficient rains fall to germinate and begin the maturation of the crops. 22 However the rainfall
during the months of September and October was very light, and with the warmer weather the
top soils began to dry out. The crops began to wilt and become very patchy in the warm weather
with their heads beginning to dry out instead of ripening. The crop was a disaster and Michael
was only able to harvest seventy-five bushels of wheat from the two hundred and seventy acres
he had sown and only thirty bushels from the thirty acres of oats he had sown. 23 It was a very
difficult and heartbreaking time for him, with his wife in a ‘mental home’ in Ballarat and his
oldest girl needing to have an operation. He was struggling to feed and clothe his children and in
the winter months he did not send them to school as the weather became too cold and wet for
them to walk the four miles to the school. 24

The following two seasons were not much better for Michael, and he had to rely on the good will
of the Department and the generosity of the local storekeepers in being able to provide for his
family during the year. 25 He had no money and was in substantial debt to the Department.
However, he reached an agreement with his next door neighbours, the Harmer brothers, whereby
they would look after and harvest the next crop and take any of the proceeds after all the
expenses had been taken out. Eventually, Michael’s block was declared by the Lands Inspector
to be an ‘unproductive wheat growing area’ under a Commonwealth Government initiative which
had been brought in to assist those settlers in dire financial difficulties to leave the land. 26
Earlier, Michael had sent his children to live with relatives in Ballarat, and unbeknownst to the
Inspector had enlisted in the army as a driver (V143830). He was glad that his block had been
declared an ‘unproductive wheat area’ as it would enable him to leave the land without any debt
and a possible £320 in his pocket. 27 By the beginning of July, Michael had left the County and
was living with his children in Ballarat. His wife was still in the ‘mental hospital’. Here, he
worked as an army driver. The family had committed eighteen years of their lives to the dream
of successfully farming and owning land in the Millewa. In that time, the family had struggled to
earn a living from the land and had relied on the goodwill of the Lands Department for advances
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and monies to survive and continue farming each year. However, the O’Donnell’s were only just
one of many families who were unable to make a living and were forced to leave the land and
seek other employment elsewhere in the State.

Case Study: William Charles Turner – Koleya: Allotments 8, 8A & 10.
William Charles Turner was another of those fortunate enough to be selected for an interview,
and to be offered an allotment in the newly surveyed parish of Koleya. At his interview at
Melbourne, in front of the Lands Board, he was able to answer the Board’s questions and show
he met most of the necessary criteria, and in doing so was able to provide for the Board the
impression that he was an ideal settler for the task of farming in the Millewa. 28 From the written
‘Notes of Evidence’ he submitted to the Board with his application were the following details he lived in Apollo Bay, he was a thirty year old labourer, he was a returned soldier and had £200
in the National Bank of Australia. 29 The Board cared little that William did not have any
experience of working in the Mallee, only that he met the general selection criteria and was of
good character and the right type of person for the Mallee. He was allotted blocks 8, 8A and 10
in the parish of Koleya.

The details of William’s movements, his journey and arrival in the country are unknown, except
that he signed the lease agreement on the 4 January 1926, and took possession of the allotment
shortly after signing the lease. 30 Like the Donnell’s, William was able to gain a Certificate of
Compliancy in regard to fulfilling the conditions of the lease within six years of his settlement on
his allotment. 31 By 1932, William had been able to clear and burn four hundred and twenty-five
acres of land for the purpose of cropping. 32 He constructed a three bedroom house on the
northern boundary of the block, and nearby he built an implement shed and horse stables. 33 He
had a harvester, combine, stripper, scarifier and various tools for use on the farm. 34 He had a
team of eight horses, a flock of two hundred sheep and some poultry to work the farm and supply
wool and meat respectively. He excavated a 2,199 cubic yard dam close to the house and erected
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a wire netting fence around the whole block. 35 The dam provided him with a source of water for
his domestic and stock use, and the erection of a wire netting fence was to keep the rabbits and
native animals out of his crops.
On the Revaluation Form, the Lands Inspector commented that William’s earlier crops had been
poor due to the grey soils and the low rainfall of the parish. 36 In 1935, William wrote to the
Lands Inspector arguing that the rental value of his land was too high, especially as he had found
that over half of his allotment was mixed grey soils and rubble. The soils were not as good for
the growing of wheat as the red loamy areas and the sandy rises on the blocks of other nearby
settlers. 37 But it was not until the Board of Inquiry into the complaints and the financial plight of
other settlers that William was able to have his situation investigated and his allotment
eventually re-valued. In the investigation, the Board agreed with William and found that his land
was quite unsuitable for the growing of wheat due to the grey soils and rubble on the surface of
the land and the low amounts of rain which fell in the parish. 38 His allotment was reclassified
and the rental amount per acre per annum reduced, although the amount of reduction was not
recorded on his Revaluation Form. 39 William had a new lease drawn up to sign with the
necessary adjustment in the amount which had to be paid per acre per annum. He was sent a
letter outlining the new total of outstanding liabilities, including interest, instalment payments
and his wire netting liability. 40

Since 1932, William had undertaken further improvements and these were recorded on the
Revaluation Form. He had built another implement shed and chaff house, constructed sheep
yards, enlarged the horse stables and had purchased a seven draught horse team for work in the
fields. 41 He had leased and cleared more land to use for the growing of wheat and the grazing of
sheep, perhaps in the hope of being able to grow and harvest more crops so that he would be able
to make a better living out of the farm. 42 Interestingly, William had funded these improvements
by obtaining advances from the Lands Department, even though he had had poor seasons and the
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price of wheat had been only 1/8d per bushel. 43 To make matters worse, he did not have any
money and when he was not able to get anymore credit from the storekeepers, he had to rely on
the Lands Department for assistance and sustenance otherwise he would not have been able to
remain on the land or feed his wife and three children. 44

Long dry periods from 1941 to 1944 resulted in continuing poor crops throughout the region.
William’s crops were so poor that he received very little return for any of these seasons. With
such little return, he sought outside work and carted work wood for one of the local wood
carriers. 45 In 1945, William planted two hundred acres of wheat on his land but due to poor
rainfall in April and May there was little moisture in the soils and resulted in a poor germination
of the wheat seed. In the winter months, there was no follow up rains and by October the top soil
had dried out. Now, the emerging wheat crop began to shrivel up and become stunted in the dry
conditions and under the constant heat of the sun. The crop was so poor William was unable to
harvest any wheat and did not obtain any wheat seed for the next season. 46 It was a very difficult
time for him, and the Lands Inspector wrote in a memo to the Secretary of the Department stating
that although William was a good worker he was struggling to make a living from his allotment
and would need more assistance if he was to stay on the land. 47 The following season was little
better and William continued to rely on the good will of the Department to be able to provide
sustenance to his family during the year. 48 He still had no money and was in substantial debt to
the Department.

In the new season, William reached an agreement with his next door

neighbours, the Carter family, whereby they would work together in planting and harvesting a
crop, from which they would share the proceeds after all the expenses had been taken out.

After years of struggle, William finally had his allotment declared by the Lands Inspector to be
an ‘unproductive wheat growing area’ under the Commonwealth Government initiative
previously mentioned, and was able to leave the land without any debt and £320 in his pocket. 49
By the end of October 1946, William had left the County and was living in Montrose Avenue,
43
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Apollo Bay, with his wife and his three children. 50 The Lands Inspector took vacant possession
of the allotment on the 4 November 1946 and organised the sale of the buildings and implements
which William had relinquished as part of the terms when he agreed to ‘voluntarily vacate’ the
allotment. 51 It had been twenty years for William Turner and his family, and in that time the
family had struggled to earn a living from the land and they had relied on the ‘goodwill’ of the
Lands Department for advances and monies to continue farming and to provide life’s necessities.
Like the O’Donnell’s, the Turner’s had left their allotment being unable to make a living from
farming in the Millewa and were forced to seek a new life elsewhere.

Case Study: Walter Eugene Kelly – Murrnroong: Allotments No.20, 21 & 21A.
Walter Eugene Kelly was selected for an interview, approved as a desirable settler and offered an
allotment in the parish of Murrnroong. 52 However, the ‘Notes of Evidence’ were not present in
his ‘Application For a Selection Purchase Allotment’ form and therefore the details about Walter
and what possessions or finances he had to begin his farming life in the Millewa is not known,
except that he had been born in England, he was married and he had five children (two boys and
three girls). 53 Nevertheless, Walter must have been able to meet the selection criteria and have
been judged by the Board to be of good character and that he and his family were of the right
type of people for the Mallee, otherwise he would not have been offered an allotment in the
Millewa.

There are no details of the Kelly’s family’s movements, their journey and when they actually
arrived in the country, except that Walter signed the lease agreement on the 1 August 1924. 54
However, there is evidence that Walter, with his wife and five children, did take possession of
the block shortly after signing the lease, and from 1924 began to establish a farm on the land.
Like other settlers in the County, Walter was able to successfully gain a Certificate of
Compliancy in regard to fulfilling the conditions of the lease. 55 From the Certificate details,
Walter had cleared seven hundred and seventy-two acres, constructed a house in the middle of
his block and close by built an implement shed, horse stables, a wheat shed, chaff house and a
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tool shed. 56 He had excavated a 2400 cubic yard dam near the house for water and erected a wire
netting fence around the block with the help of his neighbours to keep the rabbits and native
animals out of his crops. Also, he had erected single wire fences to divide his block up into four
large fields so he could plant and graze stock on a rotation basis. He had two hundred and forty
sheep, four cows, one pig, forty poultry and nineteen horses, with the sheep and the horses being
for the provision of meat and wool and for the purpose of working the land respectively. 57

Throughout the 1930s, Walter’s crops were poor and he struggled to make a living from the farm.
He could not meet his repayments and wrote to the Lands Inspector arguing that the rental
amount per acre per annum was too high and he could not make a living from the land.58 He
welcomed the Board of Inquiry and was pleased when the Board agreed with him that much of
his land was covered in limestone and grey rubble making much of his land unsuitable for the
growing of wheat. 59 Like others, he had a new lease drawn up to sign with the new total of
outstanding liabilities, including interest, instalment payments and his wire netting liability
readjusted accordingly though details of the amounts have not been recorded on the Revaluation
Form. 60 Although in Walter’s case, he appealed against the revaluation, arguing that the ‘new’
rental was still too high and that the new rent needed to be adjusted even further. However the
appeal was dismissed and Walter had to pay the ‘new’ rent. 61 Walter continued to farm the block
and though he was able to sow and harvest some crop, the return on the crops remained so low
that it did not cover his farming and living expenses. He was not able to make any payments off
the amounts he owed the Government for interest, instalment payments and borrowed monies. In
1939, Walter wrote to the Lands Inspector explaining that he would not be able to make any
instalment payments due to drought and that he would need more assistance to be able to stay on
the farm. 62 He was granted assistance and provided with wheat seed to sow a crop for the
following year and sustenance payments until the next harvest so he could provide for his family
and remain on the farm. 63
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Unfortunately, the region suffered from drought during 1940, 1941, 1944, 1945 and 1946, and
Walter had poor crops during these seasons and relied even more on the Lands Department for
assistance. In 1941, Walter had planted two hundred and eighty acres of wheat on his land but
due to the extreme dry weather and hot temperatures the crop struggled to germinate and
perished in the dry conditions. He did not harvest any crop and sought further assistance and
sustenance from the Lands Department so he could plant a crop the next season and in the
meantime be able to feed his family. However, the following season crops were good due to
excellent winter rains. Walter was able to harvest 1065 bushels which he sold to the Government
for a return of £251/4/3. He repaid the Lands Department £100/15/1 for advances he had been
granted under the Drought Relief Act and paid £80 off the debt he owed the Government for
unpaid interest and instalments. 64 In 1943, Walter harvested 4050 bushels and received a return
of £630/0/11 from which the Lands Department claimed £154/9/2 for repayment of outstanding
advances and the payment of the lien certificates which Walter had been granted previously
under the Drought Relief Act. 65 These two good seasons gave Walter enough money to repay
some of his debt to the Government, and meet his farming expenses and living requirements.
Unfortunately, the next three seasons were extremely dry, the crops failed and again Walter had
to approach the Lands Department for financial assistance. 66

Early in 1949, Walter was advised by the Lands Department that his outstanding payments to the
Department represented more than seven years of instalments and that it was now essential for
him to take the necessary steps to place his account on a satisfactory basis. 67 Luckily, Walter’s
previous season had been an excellent one, and he had been able to harvest 2742 bushels and
used some of the proceeds from the crop to pay the Department and put his account on a
satisfactory basis. 68 Now, he was in a reasonable financial position and was able to make
another substantial payment to reduce the amount of money he still owed the Lands
Department. 69 The Lands Inspector considered Walter to be an effective and well respected
farmer in the region and the type of person who would be able to succeed and become a good
farmer. 70 He was not approached and invited to consider voluntarily vacating his land under the
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Commonwealth Government’s initiative. 71

Unlike Michael O’Donnell and William Turner,

Walter Kelly and his family remained on their allotment, and were able to make a living and
eventually achieve their dream of being successful land owning farmers in the Millewa.

These personal stories reveal how hard the settlers had to work to change the land and to make a
living. Some settlers enjoyed moderate success while others found the difficult conditions of the
1930s and the 1940s too much and eventually walked off their land assisted by Government
schemes to facilitate an orderly exit. The frequent dry periods and marginal soils of the Millewa
meant difficult growing conditions and some farmers found their soils were unsuitable for
cropping. In a number of cases, they were able to have the original soil assessment reviewed and
if successful re-classified with a reduction in the amount of rent that they had to pay annually.
The settlers struggled to earn a living from the land and had to rely on the ‘goodwill’ of the
Lands Department and the generosity of the storekeepers. Eventually, some settlers left the land,
such as the O’Donnell’s and the Turner’s, unable to make a living and deciding to seek
employment elsewhere, leaving behind their aspirations of becoming farmers and being able to
own their own land. Although, despite the problems of dry years, some settlers, like Walter
Kelly, were able to survive and make a living from the land. However, the settlers clearing of the
native vegetation had changed the landscape and with the windy, dry periods in the 1930s and the
1940s the land would begin to move and result in dust storms and sand drifts throughout the
entire region.
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PART 3
DUST STORMS AND SAND DRIFTS
CHAPTER 6
DUST FOLLOWED THE PLOUGH
‘The Mallee dust storms are just a memory of the past until the rains stop coming and the storm winds blow
again.’ 1

Drought and dust storms have been a part of the ecological order of the Mallee for more than
twenty thousand years. Before the arrival of the ‘white’ settlers the impact of drought and wind
erosion had been tempered by the natural ecology of the region. The vegetation cover, tree and
plant roots acted as a buffer against the wind and in dry periods limited the extent of wind erosion
throughout the region. Importantly, the vegetation held the earth together, and stopped the sandy,
fulvous particles of top soil from being blown away in the extreme dry periods. Unfortunately,
the settlers overlooked this critical fact and the impact their activities would have on the
environment, failing to understand how such changes to the land would impact on the ecology of
the region and ultimately themselves. Instead, the settlers viewed the land as a resource to be
used, in this case for agriculture, and encouraged by the Victorian Government, they cleared the
natural vegetation across thousands of acres. In doing so, they inadvertently changed the natural
ecological system responsible for holding the earth together. Soon, sandy top soils were exposed
to the hot sun and dried out, becoming loose and powdery in the constant hot and dry conditions.
The dry soils began to be blown about the countryside by the hot, dry north westerly winds which
created swirling clouds of dust and blowing the fine particles of sand from the dunes onto the
freshly fallowed fields. The Government and the settlers were not prepared for the extremely dry,
dusty conditions which appeared in the County during the 1930s and the 1940s. They did not
understand that their endeavours to reorganise the County’s ecology for the purpose of growing
crops had created one of the most feared situations in agriculture - the ‘dust bowl’.
Droughts 2 are an inescapable part of life in the Mallee. They have been a regular visitor to the
region over the past one hundred and fifty years of recorded history, occurring in 1877-81, 1902,
1
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1914-15, 1918-20, 1937-47, 1965-68, 1982-83 and 2003-08. 3 In such periods, it is very dry and
strong winds lift loose, powdery particles of top soil into the atmosphere, creating blowing dust.
Daily temperatures are constantly high and the amount of rainfall across the region becomes even
more erratic than usual. In such harsh conditions, the top soils dry out and any remaining
moisture in the earth is used by the various native trees and plants. If rain does not fall, then the
soils will not be replenished with the necessary moisture to sustain life throughout the region.
Trees, plants and pasture will wilt and eventually die, leaving patches of dry, bare earth exposed
to the natural elements. There will be less food and water for the animals and birds to feed on
throughout the region, resulting in a decline in their numbers until the rains come again, and bring
with them water and renewed vegetation growth. Under the heat of the sun, the bare patches of
earth soon dry out, become loose and powdery, and are the mercy of the prevailing westerly
winds. The hot wind blowing in from the interior creates the turbulence of the wind and the heat
of the day creates the mass of moving air which thrusts the dry, loose opaque particles into the air
and forms the blowing clouds of dust. 4

To some extent, windy conditions and clouds of dust were common in the summer months and no
one was surprised to see dust appear in the dry summer months of 1928 and 1930. With the
normal pattern, everyone expected rain would return and settle the dust and healthy, mature crops
would once again grow in the winter months to be harvested in December. So, no one was
concerned and certainly not prepared for what was to happen after the hot, dry weather began in
1933. They were shocked by the magnitude and force of the dust storms which occurred, not
once or twice, but repeatedly over many seasons in the 1930s and the 1940s. Dust storms, violent
winds and excessively high temperatures occurred day after day, week after week, month after
month, and year after year. Crops were flattened, smothered and destroyed, stock died from thirst
and suffocation, house roofs and walls rattled in the wind, pine trees were uprooted, and fences
disappeared under mounds of sand. 5 Nature seemed to run amok for nearly two decades in the
County, much to the frustration, disbelief and heartbreak of the settlers. So, why did such dust
storms and sand drifts occur at this time and with such force? Was it Nature at work? Was it the
work of the settlers? Or was it both?
2
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In the Millewa, the dust storms and the sand drifts in the 1930s and 1940s occurred primarily due
to the agricultural practices of the farmers. Like on the Great Plains in America, Nature did have
a role to play in the events which occurred in the 1930s and the 1940s in the County. 6 The wind
blew the bare top soils away. The dry weather prevented the farmers from having healthy crops
whose roots and vegetation cover would have held the soils together against the wind.7 But it
was the farmers who by changing the ecological order of the region made the dust storms and
sand drifts possible, not Nature. It was the settlers who cut down trees and removed the scrub
from the landscape and in doing so removed the natural barrier which had acted as a check to the
wind in the past. 8 No longer were there sufficient trees, scrub and grasses to act as a buffer
against the wind, to hold the soils together in the dry periods with their deep root systems and
provide a vegetation cover to protect the erodible soils against the swirling winds. 9 Instead, by
the beginning of the 1930s there were thousands of acres of bare, sandy top soil on which the
farmers worked and planted their crops. In the prevailing dry periods these soils would be left
‘brown and bare, with [any] vegetation [being] sun blenched and useless’ 10 in preventing them
from being blown away. The exposed top soils were at the mercy of the wind, and as on the
Southern Plains of America the force and magnitude of the dust storms and sand drifts would
bring the farmers to their knees 11, except in the Millewa, the harsh climatic conditions would last
for nearly two decades instead of one.

In 1925, the summer months were unusually hot and dry, and the north westerly winds began to
blow with more and more force, creating clouds of swirling dust around the County. 12 But the
farmers were too busy to take much notice of the blowing dust or believe there was any reason for
them to stop and consider the possible consequences on the ecology of the region in regard to the
clearing of such large tracts of land. The Government was confident that the problems of dust
and soil erosion would be held in check by seasonal rains and the use of ‘new’ farming practices.
The settlers saw no reason to stop or alter their approach, and pushed ahead to reorganise the land
so it could be used for the growing of crops. But by 1928, the constant hot weather had left the
bare patches of earth with very little moisture, and the light swirling westerly winds had begun to
6
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blow the dry particles of sand around the region. In August, the crops were badly damaged by
fine particles of earth being propelled, with such force across the open fields of maturing plants,
that the green stalks were sliced and cut open, causing extensive damage to the immature heads.
In September that year, light rain provided the farmers with some relief from the hot weather, but
could do little to save the damaged crops and resulted in a poor harvest in November. 13 The
settlers did not realise that the removal of vegetation had bought a change to the transpiration
rates in the region and the soils ability to hold sufficient enough moisture for the growth of
vegetation. They did not understand that the landscape was beginning to respond to the weather
and that by clearing the natural vegetation they would change the movement of the wind and
leave the sandy soils exposed to the hot sun.

At the beginning of 1929, the weather was very hot, with the daily temperatures in January and
February consistently over 100° Fahrenheit. 14 The bare soils dried out very quickly. In the fields,
it had been too hot and dusty for the horses to work and little work was done. The settlers were
left to wait in hope for the weather to change but it remained hot and dry. Nevertheless, the
settlers decided to sow their crops - otherwise there would be insufficient time for the crops to
germinate and mature. In early June, rain fell and provided the crops with enough moisture to
germinate. 15 The brown fields began to turn green as the crops germinated and broke through the
surface of the ground, delighting the settlers and giving them hope for a good growing season.
But in August, strong winds returned and began to blow across the region, flattening the maturing
crops and tossing any loose, dry particles of earth high into the atmosphere. 16 The crops wilted
under the hot sun and by the end of the month, the atmosphere was full of blowing dirt with
swirling clouds of ‘red dust’ hanging menacingly over the entire region like a ‘red pall.’ 17 The
dust found its way into homes, and covered beds, cupboards, tables and chairs, with a fine layer
of sand, while outside on the surface of the water in the dams and tanks a fine film formed over
the water. 18 The dust stung the face and exposed skin of anyone who dared to venture outside
and made breathing difficult. 19 Hugh McClelland, the Chairman of the Victorian Wheat Growers
Corporation, made the comment that ‘the settlers were passing through a terrible time, but they
[were] fighting a most heroic battle which only those who experienced the difficulties of settling
13
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the ‘old’ Mallee in the ‘nineties’ can appreciate’ 20. It was a very difficult time for the farmers in
such uncomfortable and unpleasant living conditions. The remainder of the year was extremely
windy, with wind storms blowing across the region, rattling and violently shaking the roofs and
hessian walls of the houses, terrifying people and making sure it was an experience which was not
forgotten in a hurry. 21

At the start of 1931, the settlers worked the land and began to prepare the soils for sowing. The
wind had stopped blowing and the temperature was no longer so high. The weather had appeared
to have returned to normal and the settlers began to plant their crops. In March and April, heavy
rains fell and bought much relief to the farmers and the countryside, with water forming shallow
pools on the surface of the ground and seeping into the sub soils replenishing moisture levels in
the soils. By the end of October, the crops were a picture of health, as their heads filled out and
the green stalks bent back and forth in the gentle westerly breezes. The settlers enjoyed a record
wheat harvest of 2,975,594 bushels for the season which for a time restored their faith in the
region. 22 The following season was also successful providing another excellent harvest. 23 The
wild dust storms, failed crops and disappointments were soon forgotten, and replaced with an air
of anticipation and confidence in the success of the region. 24 However, the warm weather and the
regular falls of rain would soon disappear and the region would again be marred with periods of
severe dryness, the return of strong north westerly winds and the arrival of severe dust storms and
sand drifts.

On the 10 January 1933 the temperature soared to a record high of 105º at Karween and
unbeknownst to the settlers would be the sign of things to come. 25 February was hot, dry and
windy much to the dismay of the settlers. 26 By March, dust storms had returned and in Karween
and Tunart, the wind blew sand from the exposed dunes onto crops in the fields, buried fences up
to the top wire, covered roads and sections of the railway line, and filled in sections of the earthen
channel system. 27 A reporter from The Argus likened the conditions in the region to those of the
20
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Sahara Desert: hot, dry, windy and constant clouds of dust. 28 At Werrimull, the settlers had to
endure periods of strong northerly winds sweeping across the bare, dry surface of recently worked
fields and carrying away the loose, sandy top soils. 29 It was not a good start to the season, even
though light rains fell in early May and bought much needed moisture to the parched soils.
Initially, the rain was enough to germinate the crops and bring the settlers hope of a reasonable
season, but the weather turned hot and windy again. On 15 May 1933, the first of many huge
dust storms began to build up in the west and by early afternoon the red dust was so thick in the
region no one could see more than ten yards in front of themselves. 30 The wind carried away the
sandy top soils from the open fields and deposited the soil up against the walls of sheds and
homes, covered roads, filled in the earthen irrigation channels 31 and buried wire-netting fences
within a foot of the post tops. 32 Nevertheless, the storm passed and the weather settled down for
the next couple of months before hot, windy and dusty conditions returned in October. 33 Again,
the settlers were confronted with very dry, hot and windy conditions and the occasional violent
wind storm which uprooted trees and created clouds of dust between the parishes of Merrinee and
Meringur. 34 The settlers’ crops were buffeted by the winds and the weather conditions were so
dusty that the settlers were prevented from being able to do any work in the fields. 35

In

November and December, the weather cooled down and occasional heavy storms fell across the
parishes of Werrimull, Morkalla and Koleya much to the relief of the settlers who were able to
cut some hay and begin to prepare the soils for the upcoming season. 36

In 1934 the weather was again hot, dusty, and dry. Strong winds buffeted the County and caused
significant heat damage to the recently sown crops. There was no respite for the settlers. For the
English migrants, the wind storms were a frightening experience and the constant heat and dust
made life very unpleasant and at times unbearable. 37 In mid-December, the region was engulfed
by a massive dust storm which enveloped the whole region with billowing clouds of red dust and
resulted in significant drifting of sand from the sand dunes. 38 The blowing dust stung people’s
28
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eyes, made breathing very difficult and forced people to take refuge inside their homes. 39 The
heat was oppressive and caused the newly installed telephone line from Red Cliffs to Werrimull
to overheat. 40 On the 27 December, the settlers in the township of Werrimull experienced the
hottest day that had ever been recorded in the region - 113° Fahrenheit. 41

In 1936 and 1937, the County experienced more hot and dusty conditions with strong wind
storms causing havoc and substantial damage across the region. In 1936, the farmers experienced
fierce wind storms which caused extensive damage to property and general havoc across the
parishes. In one storm, the wind was so strong that the verandah was lifted off an abandoned
home, the chimney broken and the main structure of the home damaged. 42 Otherwise, the
weather stayed hot, dry and dusty for most of the year with the only relief occurring in December
when light rains fell across the region. 43 The crops were a failure and the majority of farmers
were not able to harvest any wheat for seed, except in Merrinee, Werrimull and Morkalla. In
these parishes, some farmers had been fortunate enough to harvest a very small crop 44, and obtain
some wheat seed for next season’s crop. 45 In 1937, the weather conditions continued to be hot
and dusty and rain scarce throughout the region. Although, in July there was a heavy downpour
at the township of Werrimull which resulted in the town’s centre becoming a shallow lake for a
couple of days. 46 Overnight, the parched countryside turned green, and moisture was found to
have penetrated the soil two feet in some places and would be a God send for the farmers of the
parish. 47 In the nearby fields, the rain replenished the soils with enough moisture to support the
growth and maturation of a good crop. The farmers harvested good crops in the parish of
Werrimull and one farmer, John Kelly, reported harvesting eight to nine bags an acre which was
his best crop since 1932. 48 In the other parishes, the rainfall had only been light and the weather
had remained hot, dry and dusty, except for some light showers in September and October. 49
For the farmers in these parishes, it was another disappointing season, as the clouds of red dust
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continued to roll across the landscape and fine particles of sand continued to be blown off the
exposed dunes creating valleys where once there were level fields. 50

Picture 6.1: Dust Storm: Dust storm advancing over Mildura
November, 1940. Mildura was situated on the Murray River,
and on several occasions experienced storms blowing in from
the Millewa (Photograph courtesy of the Mildura and District
Historical Society).

In 1938, the weather was particularly hot and windy, especially in the months of October,
November and December. The farmers experienced another poor growing season, with the crops
burnt, smothered and buried under shifting mounds of sand. In February, the strong westerly
winds blew across the open countryside and lifted fulvous particles of earth from the recently
ploughed fields. At Malloren, the dust was so thick that one farmer’s frightened horses chocked
to death on the dust as they stood in their paddock. Nearby, the strong wind flattened crops and
shredded the immature wheat heads with coarse particles of sand blown from the bare sand
dunes. 51 At Werrimull and Merrinee, the wind was so strong it shifted several tons of sand onto
the parish roads, covered sections of the railway line and smothered nearby crops with a thick
layer of sand. 52 John Stanbrook, a farmer at Merrinee, recalled how one storm had engulfed him
and nearly knocked him off his feet.53 He was surprised by the storm’s power and intensity. 54 He
became disorientated in the thick dust and only found his way home by following a nearby
50
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protruding fence line.55 The storm was so strong that it had blown the top soils from the exposed
sandy slopes onto Stanbrook’s open fields, covered the freshly fallowed ground and all but buried
one of his boundary fences. 56 In such a situation, when a fence was buried under several feet of
sand, a farmer would not worry about digging out the fence instead he would simply erect a new
fence literally on top of the buried one.57 It was a terrible time for the settlers and one which was
becoming known outside the Mallee with people starting to compare the events occurring
throughout the region with those on the Southern Plains of America. One reporter from the Argus
suggested:
The Mallee, potential granary for the nation, [had] started along the not-so-long road
to the ‘dust bowl’, most dreaded of all agricultural problems...the far north-west has
already begun to drift south. Frequent dust storms over the whole state are grim reminders. 58

To make matters worse, the blowing sand constantly filled the open earthen irrigation channels
and the hot weather dried up many of the settlers’ dams and tanks across the region. The farmers
needed water to drink, cook and use for washing. The animals, including cattle, sheep, horses,
pigs and poultry, needed water for drinking, to keep cool and for the growth of pasture so they
would have feed. But in the constant hot, dry and windy weather, there was significant water
evaporation from the dams, insufficient moisture in the sandy soils for pasture growth and miles
of earthen channels being constantly filled with fine sand which prevented some settlers from
being able to fill their dams with water from Lake Cullulleraine. The State Rivers and Water
Commission (SRWC) had been unable to keep all of the channels clear of drifting sand, and many
farmers had been left without sufficient water to meet their domestic and stock needs for the year.
These farmers had to cart water from one of the public dams at Merrinee or Werrimull to their
allotments until the SRWC cleared the channels of sand and water was able to be supplied again
to their allotments via the channel system. However, the public dams were being quickly drained
dry by the big demand for water, and were in danger of becoming ‘undrinkable’ due to people
washing and bathing in them.

In Morkalla, Archibald Campbell had not been able to fill his dam

with water for six years because the earthen channel which carried water to his allotment was
filled with sand. 59 The channel had been filled with sand for a distance of eight miles and had not
been cleared by the SRWC because the adjoining allotments had been abandoned and it was no
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longer economical to keep them clear unless Campbell changed his lease to a grazing lease. 60
Campbell refused to change his lease and wrote to the Lands Department arguing that it was a
part of the Government’s guarantee for the SRWS to maintain the channels and supply him with
water for domestic and stock use. 61 But it was to no avail. For eight years, Campbell was forced
to cart water to his block from the public dam two miles away. Eventually, Campbell and his
neighbours took matters into their own hands and they removed the sand from the channel so they
could fill their dams again with water. 62 He was not impressed with the SRWC and believed the
Government had reneged on their promise to supply each allotment with water.

Picture 6.2: Sand Drift: Farm land in the Mallee, south west of Walpeup, on the
edge of the Millewa, 1941 covered by moulds of sand
(http://www.dse.vic.gov.au/virtualexhibition/settle/sett20m.htm Accessed:
21/11/2009)

Meanwhile, the dry weather meant there was little water and pasture available for the sheep, cattle
and horses to drink and feed on. Farmers carted water and sought supplies of fodder from the
Lands Department for their horses and sheep, except in the most extreme dry periods when the
horses were sent to other parts of the State for agistment and the sheep were sold before they died
of thirst and starvation. The farmers did not want their horses and sheep to die, for it took away a
vital means by which the farmers were able to work and gain a return from the land. But sheep
and horses did die from thirst and starvation, especially in periods of extreme dryness when there
60
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was little that the farmers could do about the lack of water and feed. Wildlife also suffered
especially the birds and kangaroos which also died of thirst and hunger, and from being choked to
death by thick clouds of dust.

Like the 1930s, the beginning of the 1940s was hot, dry and dusty and more settlers abandoned
their allotments, regardless of the Government’s attempts to help them stay on the land. Violent
winds frightened horses working in the fields, causing them to bolt in fright and forcing nervous
farmers to seek refuge wherever they could find shelter. 63 Maturing crops were left cut, shredded
and burnt by the hot winds, and flocks of hungry cockatoos and galahs fed on crops in Tunart,
much to the annoyance and frustration of the farmers. 64 At Yarrara the windy, dusty conditions
hung about the parish for long periods in the dry years of 1941, 1944 and 1945, while at
Werrimull the dust storms were so thick they reduced everyone’s visibility to little more than
twenty yards. 65 By the beginning of 1945 the entire region had become a place where ‘scarifers,
drills, fowl houses, pig pens, outbuildings and fences [were] drifted over by sand from vacant
blocks, giving firm basis for sand and dunes [which] rabbits could hop over.’ 66 In Tunart,
Karween and Meringur, wind erosion was a serious problem and the blowing sand continued to
smother crops and cover recently fallowed fields. In other parishes the blowing dust swept over
the surface of the ground, stripping the heads from the stalks of maturing crops, as well as
flattening and smothering any crops which may have germinated. For the farmers, there was little
they could do but watch in dismay and hope that the drought would end soon, and good rains
would fall to settle the dust and enable them to grow their crops. In 1946 the region experienced
good falls of rain throughout the year and many farmers harvested their first crop in seven
years. 67 In October, a journalist from The Argus reported that many farmers in the County had a
fair crop, and if harvested would provide a reasonable return in comparison to the past several
years. 68 It was no bumper crop, but it gave the farmers a financial return and some hope for the
future. However, it would be two more years before the drought conditions and the dust storms
would begin to abate, and not before one last huge storm which would test the farmers’
confidence in the land.
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Picture 6.3: Wheat covered by Sand Drift: Wheat crop in Meringur,
February 1949, covered by sand (Photograph
http://www.dse.vic.gov.au/virtualexhibition/settle/sett19m.htm
Accessed: 21/11/2009)

On 4 January 1947 a storm began to blow up from the northwest. It appeared no different from
earlier storms, but by mid-afternoon, thick, billowing clouds of red dust had filled the sky and
blocked out the sun. An eerie stillness and darkness settled over the County. It was so dark the
fowls and native birds were confused into thinking it was night instead of day, and retired to their
perches and the trees. 69 The wind began to blow, getting stronger and stronger, and slowly clouds
of dust rolled across the landscape and engulfed anything in their path. The storm blew non-stop
for two days and two nights and bought work to a complete standstill across the County and
forced people to stay indoors. 70 The storm blew tons of sand off the exposed slopes and from the
bare fields onto roads making them impassable, filled in miles of earthen channels and covered
large sections of the rail line under mounds of fine sand. 71 It would take days to clean up after the
storm. Gangs of men using teams of horses and scoops worked long hours to clear the roads, the
railway line and the channels, while women and children cleaned up their houses and shovelled
out buckets of sand into the backyard. 72 The cost in time and for repairs to sheds, houses and
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fences ran into thousands of pounds and would take the farmers some time to complete. 73 The
dispirited settlers were thankful the storm was over.

Dry weather followed the storm, and for the next two years, 1948 and 1949, the weather would
remain warm and dry, except for the occasional light falls of rain across the County. For now the
storms had passed, and the remaining farmers in the County began to plough and prepare the land
for cropping. For nearly two decades, the land had been devastated and the farmers had endured
drought, high winds and extreme periods of dryness. Each year, sand drifts and dust storms had
rolled across the parishes and the farmers had watched in disbelief as the dust and sand smothered
crops, choked stock, buried fences, covered the roads and sections of the railway line, and filled
in miles of the earthen channel system. It had been a difficult and heart breaking time for the
farmers, and yet some were able to survive and overcome the difficult and adverse conditions.
They had experienced years of poor returns and struggled to meet the costs of farming and make a
living from the land. Did they have the will to go on? Some did, but others did not and they
packed up their possessions and abandoned their allotments to the wind and the dust.
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CHAPTER 7
HARD TIMES ON THE MARGINS
‘...small falls of rain [came] to encourage us to hope, for more regular falls at the right time, but
disillusionment began to creep in when once more we watched the grain grow to a few inches then
wither and die.’ 1

From the beginning of the arrival of settlers in 1923, the ecology of the Millewa began to be
transformed, as the older ecological order was reorganised into an agricultural system which was
familiar to the settlers, but which destroyed the ecological balance that had previously existed.
The settlers rolled, cut and burnt the native vegetation from the land and began to sow crops in
the hope of achieving a good harvest, of being able to make a living, of raising a family and of
owning their own land. In the early years the County was a hive of activity with the clearing of
land and the planting of crops, as the settlers invested considerable time and what capital they had
into establishing their farms, and becoming farmers. But the promised financial returns failed to
materialise. During the Great Depression there was a downturn in the price of wheat and together
with the subsequent droughts and dust storms life on the land became a year by year proposition,
as farmers struggled to meet the costs of farming and to make a living. Throughout the 1930s and
1940s crops were predominately poor; prices stayed well below the break-even point, and left the
majority of farmers facing mounting debt. The Government readjusted the settlers’ rents and
wrote off thousands of pounds of individual farmer’s debt in an attempt to ease their financial
plight. It also introduced a policy of relocation, whereby farmers could under certain conditions
be offered a financial incentive to leave their allotment. This was partly designed to save the
County from complete abandonment. Despite the Government’s actions the prolonged droughts
and the blowing dust resulted in ecological catastrophe and caused many farmers to walk off their
allotments in disillusionment and frustration.

The Great Depression bought economic catastrophe not only to Australia, but also to the Mallee,
and in particular the County of Millewa. In Australian capital cities it was a time of high
unemployment, as factories closed their doors and shut down, laying people off. It was a time of
great heartache and hardship.

On the streets people begged for food and many were left

homeless, sleeping wherever they could find shelter. Export prices and sales fell, there was a
1
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sharp decline in overseas loans to Australia leading to a reduction in government capital
spending, and an £80 million fall in the national income as British investors took out their
capital. 2 For people on the land it was a disaster as the world market for commodities collapsed,
commodity prices slumping to an all time low to the dismay of Australian primary producers.
Wheat prices fell and left many farmers in financial difficulty, with some farmers facing almost
certain financial ruin particularly in the Millewa where the early years of settlement had been
difficult. In most cases, settlers had spent their limited capital and a number of years clearing and
developing their land for wheat farming, only to face poor crops and low prices which left the
majority of settlers struggling to make ends meet.

Even prior to the Great Depression good wheat growing years proved to be elusive for the
farmers, but nevertheless they toiled tirelessly to clear the land quickly, and plant crops in the
hope that the next season would be a good one. In 1925, 1926, 1928 and 1929 dry spells during
the growing season – May to October – stunted growth and resulted in poor crop yields (see table
7.1). Prices had been good, but the poor crops meant the quantity of wheat harvested and
available for market was insufficient to provide a return that enabled farmers to meet their
expenses, including rent payments, repayments of advances obtained from the Government, and
general farming and living expenses, such as repairs to machinery and the purchase of food and
clothes. 3 It had been a very difficult start for the settlers, and raised the question: Should the
region have been settled, and should it be continued with?4 Some farmers had begun to graze
sheep on their allotments, believing that if the wheat crop failed then sheep could eat the straw
and waste in a fallow field (waste into profit) which would save the farmer both labour and the
cost of fertilizer. 5 However, the anticipated success of the Millewa venture had been predicated
on the growing and selling of wheat, even though mixed farming and a system of regular rotations
of wheat, fallow and stock was the rule rather than the exception in Australia. 6 In the region,
grain was to be the basis of the farmer’s income, and the basis of the County’s economy, each
farm being its own grain (wheat) based commercial enterprise providing the farmers with their
livelihoods and their future prosperity. But, almost from the beginning many settlers’ found
themselves in financial difficulties and could only continue to farm with Government financial
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assistance. 7 For the settlers, it was a disappointing beginning to life on the land, although the
Government remained confident that with patience, time and hard work the scheme would be
successful.

Millewa Wheat Yields 1923-1954
Year

Acres

Bushels

Average
per Acre

Yearly
Rainfall
(points)

Rainfall
(MayOct)

1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1951
1953
1954

2,435
1,491
6,378
18,399
45,636
116,028
182,497
222,320
268,975
220,836
188,482
187,142
126,617
122,556
108,157
103,065
101,892
104,182
101,491
97,256
71,161
30,325
71,022
119,346
142,923
106,857
73,933
53,349
43,342
42,662
48,090
48,529

7,884
16,735
11,826
68,672
544,269
16,991
626,812
5,460
2,975,594
1,838,395
2,271,413
1,078,462
155,545
395,438
778,783
996,211
97,080
958,399
42,600
202,937
794,180
230
2,885
474,292
492,429
336,985
439,101
443,245
367,095
570,052
526,697
496,057

3.23
11.22
1.85
3.73
11.9
0.14
3.43
00.2
11.06
8.32
12.05
5.76
1.23
3.23
7.2
9.67
0.95
9.2
0.42
9.28
11.16
0.01
0.14
3.97
3.45
3.15
5.94
8.47
13.36
10.95
10.22
10.52

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
539
1,101
851
1,309
1,306
1,382
1,153
935
827
1,288
1,154
559
1,325
505
1,139
1,156
534
485
739
1,221
1,305
851
1,472
1,006
1,297
1,103
1,146

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
378
454
215
817
813
801
604
538
524
571
714
325
621
241
N/A
890
325
264
584
464
583
554
497
902
775
822
514

Price –
Wheat (per
bushel)
£sd
4s 6d
4s 3d
5s 0d
4s 6d
3s 9d
3s 1½d
3s 3d
2s 3d
2s 6d
3s 2½d
2s 10d
2s 11½d
3s 3d
4s 1d
5s 5½d
4s 1d
2s 7½d
3s 8d
4s 0d
3s 11d
3s 11d
3s 11d
3s 11d
3s 11d
6s 0d
6s 8d
6s 8d
7s 10d
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Price – Oats
(per bushel)
£sd
3s 6d
3s 1d
1s 11½d
2s 9d
2s 5d
2s 5d
2s 0d
2s 3d
1s 9½d
2s 0d
1s 11d
2s 2½d
2s 3½d
2s 2½d
4s 3½d
3s 10d
3s 4d
2s 1d
2s 7d
2s 10d
3s 1d
3s 11½d
3s 7d
4s 6½d
4s 3½d
4s 9½d
6s 4d
9s 0d
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Table 7.1: Millewa wheat yields 1923-1954 showing the acreage for each year, how many bushels were
harvested each year, rainfall for the year and in the growing season (May to October) and the price for
wheat and oats per bushel. (Source: Victorian Yearbooks 1923-1954)
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In 1931, good rains fell and cast aside anyone’s doubts about the future of the region. The
farmers went ahead and worked up the fields, planting 268, 975 acres with seed which had been
provided by the Government.8 Over fifty-five percent of the available land for planting had been
sown, representing a one hundred fold increase over the first season in 1923, when only 2,435
acres had been planted. 9 It was a promising start to the season and with more rain could be the
best yet, especially if there was a good market price. Sufficient rain fell in the growing months of
May and June, resulting in excellent crop germination across the County. By early August the
fields had strong, healthy crops of wheat growing in them, the heads were filling out in the warm
weather and eventually produced a record harvest for the County of 2,975,594 bushels. 10 At the
eight rail stations – Thurla, Benetook, Pirlta, Merrinee, Karawinna, Werrimull, Meringur and
Morkalla – bags of wheat were stacked on the sidings, ready to be loaded onto the rail trucks and
transported to the Melbourne market. Not all of the wheat was delivered to the sidings, with such
a bumper crop many farmers were able to hold onto hundreds of bags of seed and store them in
their chaff sheds in readiness for planting the following season. However, neither the farmers nor
the Government’s hopes and optimism would prove to be correct and neither was prepared for the
impact of the World Recession and the oversupply of wheat on commodity prices. 11

The commodity markets collapsed and the settlers watched in disbelief as the price per bushel fell
to a mere 2/6d on the world market, well under the 4/6d they had received for the crops harvested
in 1923 (see table 7.1). 12 The poor prices had been due in part to the Federal Government’s
attempt to grow more wheat and gain additional export income in view of the deteriorating
balance of payments. 13 The Victorian Government had encouraged the State’s wheat farmers to
increase production under a Commonwealth initiative know as the ‘Grow More Wheat’
campaign. 14 Consequently, wheat farmers had planted more wheat and aided by a favourable
growing season production in Australia jumped from 126.9 million bushels in 1929-1930 to 213.6
bushels in 1930-31. 15 However, wheat production around the world had also risen and there was
now an oversupply of wheat in the world resulting in the collapse of prices in 1930-31. 16 The
8
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price received by the farmers was well below the Government’s estimated 4/- per bushel
considered necessary to meet harvest costs and be able to repay some of the monies that had been
borrowed to pay for improvements. 17 To the settlers, it was a huge disappointment, after all their
hard work and the promise of a good price that when [they were] able to harvest some wheat only
to find there was a world surplus and ours was sold at a loss. 18 Some settlers felt the Government
should guarantee a return of at least 4/-, even if it meant the Government paying the difference
between this amount and the world price. But the Government had no control over the world
wheat prices and when the commodity prices collapsed to only 1/4d a bushel, there was nothing
they could do except offer financial assistance to those settlers who needed it.19

The Victorian Government had hoped to borrow money from the Commonwealth Government to
support a minimum price for a bushel of wheat, but this had been blocked in the Federal Senate. 20
Nevertheless, in the House of Representatives the Wheat Act was approved and established a
minimum price of 1s 9d per bushel to be paid to the farmers, well below the minimum price of 2s
6d the Government had hope to pay21, and below the estimated cost of production of 3s 2d per
bushel. 22 For the next couple of seasons, despite good crops, the price hovered between 2/6d
(1931) 23 and 2/11½d per bushel (1934) 24, well below the Government’s estimated break-even
point for growing wheat in the Mallee. In the Millewa, some farmers petitioned their local
member demanding to be paid at least 4/- a bushel, arguing they needed at least this price to be
able to break even. But their actions were to no avail, with the Government unable, or in the
opinion of some farmers unwilling, to do anything about the situation. While it was a frustrating
and heartbreaking situation for the settlers, the Government considered the settlement scheme was
not to be a get rich quickly scheme, but a place to live and when the prices righted themselves,
prosperity would be possible for the individual settlers in the region. 25 However, prices would
remain low for most of the 1930s and 1940s and, together with the constant periods of dryness,
would cast a long shadow over the agricultural future of the region. Everyone in the community,
from school teachers, railway workers, store owners, merchants and even the two tractor dealers,
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would be threatened as the success of the scheme for a time would be dependent on the farmer
and his crops, but now he was in big trouble.

After the price debacle in 1931 the prospect of grazing sheep began to appeal to many farmers in
the Millewa. While people had come to the Millewa intending to make a living from growing
wheat, it now appeared such a scenario may not be possible due to price fluctuations in the
market place and the occasional dry periods. Grazing livestock offered a possible solution to
their predicament. 26 This idea had been raised by Mr. N.A. Bowman in 1928, though at the time
it had been ignored by Government officials who suggested the farmers in the region should focus
on clearing land and growing wheat. 27 Bowman believed sheep should be grazed on the fallow
paddocks for fat lamb and wool production and argued that the sheep would consume the straw
left after a harvest and graze on the weeds in a fallow field – so turn waste into profit – which
would enable a farmer to save on both labour and fertilizer.28 It would give the farmer another
source of income, and so be able to supplement his crop income, especially in a season when the
harvest was poor and/or the price of a bushel of wheat was low. 29 The Government was
beginning to change its view and began to consider Bowman’s suggestion seriously with the
Minister of Agriculture, Mr. Allen, admitting that wheat was not a paying proposition for the
farmers at that time, and suggesting that farmers may have to consider other options, such as the
grazing of sheep. 30 Subsequently, farmers began to graze sheep on their allotments and were only
restricted by issues such as their financial situation, the suitability of the land for cultivation,
availability of stock feed, and access to a reliable water supply. For a time, the sheep provided
the farmers with a welcome source of income to supplement the poor wheat returns. But the dry
years 1935, 1936, 1939, 1941, 1944 and 1945 caused the death of significant numbers of sheep
and cattle from a lack of water and feed, much to the despair of the farmers who could only watch
in frustration. For the settlers, it was heartbreaking, watching their livestock die in the hot, dry
weather and meant that they were unable to make a living from either growing wheat or grazing
livestock.

In 1934, the Government introduced the following measures in response to the difficulties which
the farmers and their families were experiencing in the County - a ‘Drought Relief Scheme’, a
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Coupon System and a Lien System. 31. These measures were designed to help the farmers’ and
their families to remain on the land and become good farmers. The ‘Drought Relief Scheme’
provided the farmers with an opportunity to apply for financial assistance for a period of up to six
months from the Government, giving them an income and the opportunity to be able to buy the
necessary fodder and seed they needed to continue farming. 32

The Coupon System was

introduced to provide some relief for those farmers who were in dire financial straits and needed
immediate financial assistance. Farmers in this situation were given coupons which they could
use to purchase goods and services from their suppliers and storekeepers, who would then redeem
the coupons for their monetary value from the Lands Department. 33 But this system did not work
very efficiently as a supplier and/or a shopkeeper had to wait for at least three months to recoup
the monetary value of the coupons – in the meantime they still had to pay their bills and live. In
time, the creditors and shopkeepers began to refuse to accept the coupons, even though they came
with a Government guarantee and preferred to deal only in cash sales. At the same time, the
Government offered a lien or an advance on a farmer’s crop, whereby the Lands Department
would pay a farmer in advance for his crop which would provide him with money to be able to
pay his expenses and continue farming for the next season. However, crop yields and/or prices
were often so poor that the revenue from a farmer’s crop did not cover the amount advanced and
the outstanding balance had to be carried forward on his account until it could be paid off in the
future.34 Nevertheless, the liens did provide the farmers with some financial assistance and a
means by which they were able to pay some of their expenses and remain on the land. Together,
these measures did provide farmers with some support and enabled them to continue to run their
farms and provide sustenance support for their families. However, the farmers still struggled to
make a living from the land and their debts continued to accumulate each year due to poor crops
and low prices.

In the southern parishes, the English migrants had found the land different to anything that they
had ever experienced and struggled in the oppressive heat, high temperatures and dusty
conditions. They had been hopeful of being able to farm the land and become self-sufficient
farmers and land owners. Initially, they had cleared the land and planted their crops in the hope
31
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of being able to harvest a crop, but the extreme dry periods in 1925, 1926, 1928 and 1929 resulted
in poor harvests. Kathleen Sawyer recalled ’small falls of rain [came] to encourage us to hope for
more regular falls at the right time, but disillusionment began to creep in when once more we
watched the grain grow to a few inches then wither and die.’ 35 Also, the migrants found the
returns on their crops were so low it did not cover the expenses of cropping, or enable the
payment of the yearly repayments due to the Lands Department for instalments and borrowed
monies. Many migrants believed that they had been mislead by the Victorian Government and
should be absolved from any obligation to the Government, compensated for their losses and
resettled if they so desired on a sound economic basis under a British or Commonwealth
guarantee. 36 Some migrants wanted to pack up and leave, but not before being compensated for
their ordeal which they felt was the Government’s fault and responsibility. In response, the
Government set up a Royal Commission to investigate the migrants’ plight and complaints – the
Royal Commission on Over Seas Land Settlement. 37 The Commission held one hundred and
forty-six public sittings and interviewed and sifted through five hundred and four witness
statements and evidence in its investigation into the situation of the migrants in the Mallee.38 In
its findings, the Commission reported that the Government had been unreasonable to expect the
migrants to be able to farm such marginal soils, with such little experience of farming in Australia
and under such extreme weather conditions. 39 The migrants’ situation was vindicated and the
Government gave the settlers the means to leave. Debts were written off and the settlers who
abandoned the land were offered a payment of £100 in compensation for any improvements they
may have made and they did not have to repay any outstanding monies back to the Government.40
By the end of May, the majority of English migrants had taken the money, packed up, and
abandoned their allotments in the parishes, seeing no future in staying in the Millewa. 41 They left
behind a desolate scene - abandoned homes, partially cleared fields, empty stock yards and
implement sheds, dry dams, and hungry rabbits scurrying about searching for whatever food they
could find.
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Some farmers began to look for other ways to get by, including outside work and ‘flogging’ their
wheat over the border in the South Australian markets. There was occasional work on the local
council road gangs clearing clear sand drifts from the County roads and the railway line in dry,
windy years; collecting mallee stumps and selling them to contractors; clearing the earthen
irrigation channels for the SRWC or working as a contract carrier collecting and delivering goods
for farmers throughout the County. 42 However, working outside jobs did not always pay the bills
and allowed less time to attend to jobs on the farm, such as repairing fences and servicing
machinery. If the work was for the SRWC and/or the Mildura Shire Council, then the farmer
would only receive cash if he had no outstanding debt with either of the organisations – otherwise
the amount would be automatically deducted from any arrears.43 This was not very helpful to the
farmer and his family, if he was hoping to earn some cash money to help pay their creditors and
buy goods from the local shopkeeper. To make ends meet, the farmers supplemented their needs
with produce grown and produced on the farm, such as milk from the cows, eggs from the fowls,
homemade bread and in most instances they made their own clothes. However, such actions did
not help to alleviate the burden of debt, or the personal hardships and heartache each farmer felt
with each poor crop, so some farmers took a risk and sold some of their wheat to the mills in
South Australia. 44 Even though the Victorian Government had first claim on the proceeds of a
lien crop and insisted that the harvest was sold in the Melbourne market with the Government
having first claim on the proceeds of the crop. 45 A farmer could be evicted from his land without
compensation if caught ‘flogging’ any of his lien crop to a mill in South Australia. 46
Nevertheless, farmers were prepared to take such a risk to get cash so they would only take a
portion of the harvested wheat to the parish railway siding to sell to the Government, ‘flogging’
the remainder of the crop over the border in South Australia. 47 The cash from such transactions
and outside work provided the farmer with immediate cash to meet the coming year’s expenses,
at least until the next crop, and perhaps avoid having to approach the Lands Inspector for any
further advances, and ultimately more debt.
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In 1935, the drought was so severe crops failed throughout the region and hardly any crop was
harvested. 48 The railway sidings stood almost empty throughout the County. 49 At the start of the
season conditions had been so dry that less than twenty-six percent of the county’s land had been
put under crop (see table 7.1). The constant hot weather had resulted in the failure of many crops
and the season’s harvest was only 155,545 bushels. 50 The farmers were in such a difficult
financial position that the Government created a Committee to investigate the financial plight of
individual farmers and the relationship between the fertility of the land and the amount of rent a
farmer was required to pay. 51 The Government wanted to scale down the farm debts to a payable
level, on the assumption that ‘normal’ seasonal conditions would return and a reasonable return
would be received by the farmer. Under the terms of the purchase-lease agreement settlers had
been required to pay a rent instalment each year based on the supposed productivity of the land,
and undertake permanent improvements. 52

Settlers had been able to borrow against these

improvements to undertake further improvements, on the proviso they paid back the borrowed
amount back from the proceeds of following season’s harvest. 53 However, poor seasons and low
prices meant that with the passing of each unsuccessful season, the farmer’s unpaid rents,
borrowings and interest had steadily increased and had now reached alarmingly high levels. 54 In
some instances, the settlers’ debt was so high that it would be difficult for them to ever repay in
the prevailing circumstances. In time, the Government began to realise that the rents based on the
surveyors’ opinion of the potential of the land for wheat growing had been inaccurate. In short,
the surveyors had simply misunderstood and greatly overestimated the potential of the sandy and
grey clay top soils, and failed to appreciate the fickle nature of the County’s rainfall. 55 In light of
this, the Government set up a Committee to investigate the financial status of individual farmers
and the relationship between the fertility of the land and the amount of rent a farmer was required
to pay. 56

In the course of the inquiry the Committee noted the classification of blocks had been made in a
very haphazard way and recognised the land needed to be re-classified and the debt adjusted
downwards, otherwise many farmers would never be able to make a living from their allotment
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nor would they be able to pay off their debt. 57 Farmers were encouraged to apply to the
Committee for their situation to be reviewed, and if the Committee agreed the rents were too
high, given the quality of the soils and other factors, then a downward adjustment would be made
to the yearly rental amount and to any outstanding debt and interest. In his application to the
Committee, Sydney Wheelar argued that much of his land was quite unsuitable for the growing of
wheat due to significant areas of limestone which meant that only two-thirds of the land could
regularly be used for the cropping – the other third was only usable in a wet season.58 The
Committee agreed, much to his delight, and the annual rent was reduced from 16/- to 8/6d per
acre per annum. 59 A new lease agreement was drawn up and he was sent a letter outlining the
new total of his recalculated outstanding liabilities. For Wheelar, it was a substantial reduction,
his liabilities falling from £2338/16/4 to only £88/13/4 with the difference written off by the
Committee. A note was made in his file stating that a payment of only £345/7/9 would be
required should he ever wish to convert the lease into freehold. 60 The Committee found that this
was the situation for the majority of allotments and re-adjusted the debts of many farmers’
accordingly, writing off thousands of pounds in debt and interest from the accounts. However,
the majority of farmers were still in debt and with subsequent poor seasons and prices their
difficulties and financial hardships were not solved, and would continue with the burden of debt
still weighing heavily on their shoulders. In some instances, the burden of debt would become
nearly as great as before the adjustment resulting in many farmers making the decision to
abandon their allotments and take whatever they could carry with them.

Throughout the County, the abandoned allotments were becoming a problem for neighbouring
farmers, due to being windblown with overgrown vegetation, increased numbers of rabbits and
the insidious sand drifts. Each year, more settlers were abandoning their allotments and leaving
the sand to drift unchecked onto nearby fields and crops while the increased rabbit numbers
strayed onto neighbouring blocks and ate emerging crops. It was a situation which the Victorian
Government was very concerned about, especially the number of allotments being abandoned and
the extent of sand drift throughout the County. In 1937, the Government appointed W. J. Zimmer
to investigate how many allotments had been abandoned and the extent of the sand drift problem
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in these parishes. 61 In his report, Zimmer found the sand drift problem was more serious in the
parishes where the top soils were very sandy, namely Yarramba and Willah, and this was where
most of the two hundred and eighty-three allotments had been abandoned (see table 7.2). 62

Abandoned Allotments (1937)
Parish

Number of
Allotments
Surveyed

Benetook
Willah
Yaramba
Merrinee
Tarrango
Karawinna
Koleya
Murrnong
Werrimull
Mallanbool
Kurnwill
Meringur
Malloren
Yarrara
Karween
Tunart
Morkalla
Warrarmoo
Total

52
56
59
50
54
48
54
43
43
51
49
41
49
46
45
42
35
39
856

Number of
Allotments
Settled
(1923-1928)
40
36
44
39
42
41
39
36
38
32
30
35
40
43
40
36
31
0
642

Number of
Allotments
Abandoned
(1937)
23
54
53
11
22
7
13
11
11
3
12
7
18
7
7
16
8
0
283

Table 7.2: The number of allotments abandoned in the region up until 1937. 63

Previously, some farmers had asked for more acreage so that they could grow more crops and
graze more stock, but the Lands Department had refused these requests and had not made any of
the abandoned blocks available for re-lease. Now, the Department agreed to re-divide and
allocate the abandoned allotments to nearby farmers in the hope of stopping the sand drift
problem, bringing the rabbit problem under control and through economies of scale provide a
more adequate living for the farmers who remained. Some holdings were increased by over four
or five hundred acres. Across the parishes, the Land Inspectors oversaw this process of the
abandoned allotments being divided up and offered to the remaining farmers, who upon accepting
61
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would then have a new lease drawn up. However, history was to show that more land did not
necessarily guarantee a farmer would be any better off financially, and with the continuing dry
weather many of the farmers who had acquired additional land still found it a struggle to make
ends meet.

At the beginning of the 1940s, the Commonwealth Government introduced a scheme whereby
farmers deemed to be on an ‘unproductive wheat growing area’ could be offered compensation if
they ‘voluntarily vacated’ their land. The Government had established the scheme to assist those
settlers who were in dire financial difficulties to leave the land with some dignity and resources.64
On relinquishing the lease, the settler had to remove their personal possessions and vacate the
allotment within twenty-eight days. Their liabilities were written off and there would be a
compensation payment of £320 paid, as long as all the conditions associated with relinquishing
the block were carried out. 65 Charles Page had always struggled to earn a living from the land
and to have his block declared an ‘unproductive wheat area’ enabled him to leave the land
without any debt and the possibility of having £320 in his pocket.66 His soils were predominately
grey stony flats with red, sandy rises and had been judged unsuitable for the growing of wheat. 67
He had not been able to make any regular interest and instalment payments and was in substantial
and growing debt to the Lands Department.68 He gladly accepted the offer of voluntarily vacating
his block and by the beginning of February 1944 had left to go to South Australia and work in the
Holden factory near Adelaide. 69 Elsewhere in the County, other farmers were being offered and
were accepting the terms to ‘voluntarily vacate’ their land and receive the amount of £320 in
compensation from the Commonwealth Government. Once the land had been vacated, the Lands
Inspector would inspect the land and re-lease the allotment to other farmers in the parish for the
purpose of either growing wheat or grazing stock.

However, the region suffered from a series of long, dry periods during 1940, 1941, 1944, and
1945, with the result that the remaining farmers had very poor crops in these years. Again, many
farmers were still unable to make a living from their allotments, and in desperation more farmers
chose to abandon their allotments and try their luck elsewhere. Alarmed by the continuing
abandonment, the Victorian Government created the North West Fact Finding Committee to
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investigate conditions and make recommendations concerning the future of the region to the
Board of Lands and Works. 70 The Committee visited farmers, held discussions with them and
with departmental officers, made inspections of the roads, channels and railways in an effort to
gather sufficient information in regard to the conditions in the region. 71 They concluded that the
allotments were still too small for a farmer to make a living, and suggested more farmers should
be removed from the land and compensated. Also, the Committee found that the cause of the dust
storms and sand drifts was not due to geological erosion formation of the countryside over ages,
but the accelerated form of erosion which was due to man’s activities. 72 They recommended that
for the remaining farmers only soils suitable for cultivation should be cleared, poorer soils should
only be used for grazing, and holdings should be larger (at least 3,000 acres) to accommodate
crop rotation and the grazing of livestock. 73 The Board of Lands and Works accepted the
Committee’s recommendations and began to reorganise the County, and decide which farmers
would be forced to ‘voluntarily’ vacate their allotments, so they could be redistributed to those
farmers chosen to stay and in areas where the soils were very sandy then only grazing would be
allowed. 74 Only one hundred and eighteen farmers, with their families, would remain in the
County after the relocation and re-subdivision of the allotments with the other farmers being
forced to leave their blocks and compensated up to £750. 75

The Government would not

undertake any further expansion of the parishes, with land to the west and further south deemed
unsuitable for agricultural use, and these were set aside as natural forest reserves or in special
cases for grazing.

In 1946, the County received good rains and 119,346 acres was planted from which was
harvested 474,292 bushels, followed by 142,923 acres sown and 492,429 bushels harvested in
1947 and 73,933 acres sown and 439,101 bushels harvested in 1949 (see table 7.1). It was a
remarkable turnaround compared to the 1945 season, when only 2,885 bushels had been
harvested from 71,022 planted acres. Since 1945, there had been good seasonal rains, good
harvests and a steady rise in prices to 6/- a bushel, before reaching the high price of 6/8d in 1948
and 1949 (see table 7.1). In these years, the farmers received their best returns for over two
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decades and it was a welcome change for those farmers who had somehow managed to survive
the tough, harsh conditions of the past fifteen years.

The Millewa had experienced periods of extreme dryness during which most farmers had
struggled to make a living from the land and were reliant on the Lands Department for advances
and sustenance so they could continue to farm the land and feed and clothe their families. The
farmers had been unable to cover the expenses of cropping, or meet the yearly repayments due to
the Government for instalments and borrowed monies.

In response, the Government had

introduced programs and schemes to support the farmers and help them to stay on the land. But
the constant dry periods resulted in farmers abandoning the Millewa, and the Government
undertaking a reappraisal of how the land could be managed and farmed, with the focus on how a
more sustainable form of farming could be undertaken in the County. In time, the Government
hoped the experience had taught the remaining farmers how to farm in what was ‘marginal’
agricultural country, with some commentators suggesting the region had been badly treated in the
past but with shrewd management the country would be able to come back and that rye corn
could be the answer to the problem of controlling the sand hill. 76 Much had been learned as the
farmers became more aware of the challenges and limitations of farming on such marginal soils,
which farming approaches and techniques could succeed and how the land could be worked in
such a way as to minimise the impact of drought on the sandy soils. The Government was
confident that this would be the case and with the dawning of a new decade there would at last be
a return of the seasons to ‘normal’.
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PART 4
FARMING ON THE MARGINS

CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSION: A REAPPRAISAL OF THE LAND
‘Speak to the earth, and it shall teach thee.’ 1
Job 12:8

European settlers have been farming and grazing in the Mallee for over 150 years. It is only a
very short time in the history of world agriculture, when compared to agriculture settlements
along the Nile and Yangtze rivers. In Australia, as well as throughout the world, agriculture has
been undergoing rapid change whereby the environment has been transformed to such an extent
that ecological disaster has occurred. Today in the Mallee farming methods have changed
dramatically, along with the nature of farming with farms continuing to become larger, and
though wheat is still the main crop grown, some farmers had experimented with other types of
crops and means by which to use the land. Nevertheless, whatever use the land is now being put
to it is highly mechanised and becoming more so each year – it has become big business and
linked to the market. Over time, the old methods of farming have given way to ones based on a
farming system which accommodates the characteristics of the Australian continent. As such,
the role of sustainability in farming has become important in how the land is to be used in the
future, especially in such regions as the Millewa where farmers still face the challenges of living
in a very dry and isolated region, which for those living there still tests their limits. New farming
methods and varieties of wheat have evolved over the past eighty years, as Governments and
farmers have sought to achieve a sustainable system of farming in the region. Nevertheless, the
vision for the future of farming is still based on the notion of science providing the answers in
regard to how the land can be farmed in such a way which brings both financial reward and a
balance to the land. In the Millewa there is still the threat of a return to the dusty conditions of
the 1930s and 1940s, even though the ecology of the region is better understood today, as
sustainable agriculture still requires the use of natural resources to try and provide enough food
for our growing population.
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In the 1880s, the Government believed the Mallee offered unlimited economic opportunities and
with hard work and careful planning it would only be a matter of time before permanent
agricultural settlement of the region would take place. The region was an ‘unused’ asset that had
the potential to become a premier wheat growing area for the Colony, once the problems of poor
soil fertility, geographical isolation from major markets, low and erratic rainfall, and the lack of a
reliable water supply had been ironed out.

The Government of the day used the recent

developments involving the extension of the rail network, the use of irrigation schemes, the use
of science and new farming methods which were better suited to Australian conditions to provide
the solutions to the earlier problems and began to permanently settle the region for agriculture. 2
In the Southern Mallee, the Government leased tens of thousands of acres of land for settlement
and agricultural use in the misguided notion that the region had the potential to become the ‘new’
frontier for agricultural development and therefore a symbol of success in settling the private
individual on public land, and creating permanent farming communities.

Improvements in farming implements and methodologies were a further catalyst in the
development of agricultural settlement in the region, and led to a change in the relationship
between the settler and the land. Now there were wheat varieties which were resistant to disease
and drought; fertilizers, such as super phosphate which helped to overcome nitrogen deficiencies
in the soil and increased the yield of a crop; and importantly new farming methods which
provided the settlers with the means by which they could now clear vast tracts of land in the
Mallee quickly and cheaply for the purpose of wheat growing. 3 New implements, such as new
harvesters, multi-furrowed ploughs, horse drawn strippers, and stump-jump ploughs, had been
developed which were more suited to farming conditions in the semi-arid areas of the Mallee.
And with ongoing research, experiments and demonstrations being carried out under the
guidance of the Agricultural Department the Government was overly confident that the entire
region could be put to the plough, and opened up the real possibility that the lighter and sandy
soils of the northern reaches of the Mallee could also be successfully used for farming.
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At the end of World War I, the Victorian Government began to focus upon settling the more
remote, hot and dry regions of the Northern Mallee, namely the Millewa. By the early 1920s,
the Government had selected a parcel of land which had recently become available for settlement
due to the old grazing leases held by the Kulnine and Ned’s Corner Stations expiring and the land
reverting back to the Crown. 4 However, the selected area was hot and dry, with a low and erratic
rainfall, and prone to long periods of extreme dryness with the only reliable sources of water
being a couple of natural soaks and the nearby Murray and Darling Rivers. The vegetation
consisted of eucalypts and tall pine trees, and Mallee scrub with clumps of native grasses
growing on the undulating landscape and stabilising the sandy soils against the strong north
westerly winds. It was a harsh and uncompromising environment, which was not ideally suited
for permanent agricultural settlement not just due to the sandy soils and the unreliable rainfall,
but because of its distance and isolation from the major markets in Melbourne. The Government
also overlooked the aridity of the region, in particular its hot, dry and dusty conditions, and the
importance of the vegetation cover in holding the soils together and so controlling the risk and
frequency of soil disturbance and blowing dust. Instead, the Government’s decision was based
on the possible economic potential of the land and overlooked the complex interrelationships
which existed between the flora and fauna in the region.

In 1922, the Commonwealth and British governments, as well as the individual State
Governments, devised a scheme whereby British citizens would be enticed to migrate to
Australia and take up land for the purpose of farming. 5 The scheme was borne out of the poor
social conditions in England following World War I and the Government’s view that Australia
had to boost its population, and settle the more remote regions of the country and use the land
productively. 6 In Victoria, the Premier, Mr. H.S. Lawson, embraced the scheme and believed
that it was a great opportunity to populate and settle the remote regions of the State. 7 To assist
the migrants, the Federal Government’s Australian and Migration Commission set up a school at
Lara, near Geelong, in the hope it would provide the migrants with the necessary skills to become
farmers and work the land. But the scheme was overly ambitious and ignored the different
farming conditions in Australia compared to those in England, and the Government naively
4
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believed that if the migrants were of the ‘right’ character, keen and enthusiastic, then with some
training and practical experience they would be able to succeed in farming the region.
Significantly, the scheme was unable to provide the migrants with any indepth understanding of
Australian conditions or the farming skills specific to these environments, instead providing them
with a false sense of hope and confidence which resulted in hardship and heartbreak for those
who took up land in the northern reaches of the Mallee.

In 1923, the Victorian Government opened up a parcel of land in the Millewa for purchase under
a lease agreement and within six years the land was reorganised and transformed into an
agricultural system. During these years, the region was a hive of activity as wave after wave of
settlers arrived, found their allotment and began to play their part in changing the land, all under
the watchful eye of the Lands Inspectors. The land was a resource, to be privately owned and
used in a productive manner so that it would lead to individual self-improvement and the creation
of wealth for both the individual and the State. Things moved rapidly, there was a major
reorganisation and transformation of the land within six years due to the release of over eight
hundred allotments for purchase-lease; the construction of a network of roads and a railway line;
the excavation of dams on each allotment and the construction of a system of earthen channels;
the clearing of the land of its native vegetation; and the erection of miles of wire fences across
the each of the parishes. During this time, the settlers replaced the naturally occurring biota with
fully domesticated species, planted a narrow range of crops where many plant varieties had once
grown and cut down trees for timber to be used in the construction of homes, sheds, fence posts
and stockyards. Consequently, the ecological order of the region was rapidly and dramatically
changed and the landscape became a patchwork of vast, open fields for the purpose of growing
crops of wheat. But the Government and the settlers had overlooked the importance of the
vegetation in holding the earth together, and in dry periods limiting the extent of wind erosion
throughout the region, and so failed to understand how the changes to the land would impact on
the ecology of the region and themselves.

During the 1930s and 1940s, the Millewa was a desolate place and the farmers had to endure
drought, violent wind storms and periods of extreme dryness. Each year, sand drifts and dust
storms rolled across the individual parishes and the farmers watched in disbelief as the dust and
sand smothered their crops and choked stock, buried fences, covered the roads and sections of the
railway line, and filled in miles of the earthen channel system. It was a difficult and heart
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breaking time for the farmers, and would eventually result in a reappraisal of how the land was
too be used in the future. Movement of dust in the Mallee has always occurred naturally and
regularly, but was held in check by the diversity and cover of the natural vegetation. In the past,
the vegetation had held the soils together, minimising the effect of the hot summers and the
strong dry north westerly winds which often swept across the undulating landscape in the
summer months. But the settlers changed this situation with their extensive agricultural program
of cropping which depleted both the ground of its cover and the soil of its fertility and left the top
soils exposed to the hot north-westerly winds of the summer months. The new ‘scientific’
methods of farming they used accelerated the erosion of the sandy soils in the Millewa, and only
resulted in more and more dust blowing about in the dry periods. In such harsh, difficult
conditions and with regular crop failures many settlers and their families lived a ‘breadline’
existence and were in considerable debt to the Government. As a consequence many settlers
choose to walk off their land and leave it to the ravages of the wind, the dust, the flies and the
rabbits. By the early 1940s, the Government divided up the abandoned blocks and reallocated
them to the remaining farmers, in the hope that they would be able to make living and that the
abandonment of the region would come to a stop.

Many settlers argued that they had been misled about conditions in the region and that the
allotments were too small to support a man and his family.

There were problems of an

inadequate supply of fresh water for domestic and stock use; unreliable and inconsistent rainfall;
poor market prices for wheat; an overoptimistic classification of the soil’s fertility; and the hot
dry windy weather conditions, all of which all made the task of establishing a farm in the
Millewa extremely difficult. As well, the Government’s estimated crop yield per acre and
subsequent returns had been grossly overstated with the region’s yield and return per bushel
being significantly overestimated. Between the years 1930-31 to 1958-59 Victoria’s wheat crop
has averaged a remarkable fifteen bushels per acre for the State. In the Millewa, the average
yield per acre was only seven bushels in a good year and during the dry periods of the 1930s and
1940s it was only two bushels per acre on more than one occasion. In response to the settlers
concerns and problems, the Government introduced various measures – drought relief, coupons,
readjustment of rents and liens - in the hope that they would assist the farmers’ and their families
to be able to survive and eventually make a living and stay on the land. Together these measures
did provide farmers with some support and enabled them to continue to run their farms and
provide for their families. However farmers still struggled to make a living from the land and
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their debt continued to increase each year due to poor crops and low prices. Eventually, the
Commonwealth and Victorian Governments introduced assistance schemes to enable those
settlers who were in dire financial difficulties to be able to leave the land. Farming began to
change again in the County as the allotments became larger to accommodate the nature of the
soils, the change in the style of farming from cropping to mixed farming, and with the
introduction of wheat quotas in the early 1940s. The Government also decided it would not
undertake any further expansion of the parishes, with land to the west and further south of the
original settlement now deemed unsuitable for agricultural use, and set aside as natural forest
reserves or in special cases for grazing.

Picture 8.1: Mallee Eucalypts: Reserve of Mallee Eucalypts growing on
the roadside. The track down the centre of the Reserve is where the
railway line ran until it fell into disuse and was pulled up in the mid1980s. Photograph was taken near the town of Meringur before the parish
of Warrimoo. (Photograph: Andrew McCormick 17/5/2009)

Since the 1940s, farming has become more mechanised and new techniques have evolved in an
attempt to overcome the problem of erosion. In the Millewa, the more marginal soils are no
longer farmed, and belts of native eucalyptus vegetation have been grown throughout the region
in an effort to stop soil erosion and movement. Indeed, farmers have come to understand the
nature of the region’s soils, realising that the fertility of the soils is inconsistent and the success
of cropping quite haphazard, especially in areas where limestone and shaly stone have formed
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either just below or on the surface of the ground, particularly in the areas between the ridges and
the dunes 8 where the soils are grey and sandy. Farmers nowadays leave the unstable soils
undisturbed realising that the level of moisture is important in the battle against wind erosion as
it indirectly affects soil cloddiness, crop residues and the amount of vegetative cover, and so
lessens the impact of the wind on the top soils. 9 There is now a tendency for the farmers to crop
the loamy soils, use stubble mulching and to work the land when the soil is moist minimizing the
occurrence of dust storms and sand drifts, thereby maximising the crop’s yield per acre. Today,
there are a variety of crops grown in the soils of the Millewa, such as wheat, barley, rye, peas,
lupins and triticale. Flocks of sheep and herds of cattle are grazed on pastures of legumes.
Collectively, these changes in farming techniques have greatly assisted in checking the
environmental influence of the hot sun and the north westerly winds in the summer months and
together with good seasons have settled the dust and led to some very good crops in the region.

Also, there have been attempts to arrest the devastating damage of introduced exotic plants and
animals on the ecology of the region. Introduced grasses flower and mature ahead of native ones,
which has resulted in peak pasture production early in the year causing a dramatic impact on
native fauna. Numbers of native grazing animals, the common wombat and the tamma, have
been severely reduced due to the reduction in the natural green feed available to the young
wombats when they are due to leave the pouch. Today, the wombats no longer occupy the open
Mallee areas as they once did due to the destruction of the suitable, edible pasture needed to feed
the young wombats. 10 And the further introduction of major species of grazing herbivores, such
as sheep and cattle, rabbits, goats and predators - foxes, cats, house mice, and in some areas of
the region, hares and feral pigs - had led to the destruction and competition of vegetation for
pasture with native animals. 11 In the past these animals had interrelated with the farmers as an
economic value, beginning with the grazing of cattle and sheep throughout the region in the
1840s until the 1920s, when the use of the land was primarily for the growing of wheat crops. 12
However, the adverse impact, directly and indirectly, on the environment through overgrazing,
8
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semi-arid to arid regions’ quoted in Agricultural Meteorology, 21, 1980, p. 38.
10
B.D. Cooke, Damage Caused by Introduced Mammals in Mallee Ecosystems: Priorities and Methods of
Control in J.C. Noble, P.J. Joss, & G.K. Jones (eds.) The Mallee Lands: a conservation perspective, East
Melbourne, CSIRO Publications, 1989, p. 231.
11
B.D. Cooke, Damage Caused by Introduced Mammals in Mallee Ecosystem, p. 231.
12
Cooke, p. 231.
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disease, the introduction of grasses for pasture, the burning of the landscape to encourage the
growth of pasture, and completion with native species for pasture has been recognised and steps
taken to limit their impact on the environment. 13 Even the impact of the stock’s hard hooves on
the top soils has now been recognised, from the trampling and compacting of the soil, to the
destruction of native flora and in recent times the effect of the release of the toxics into the
atmosphere with their gas emissions. Consequently, stock is limited in where it can graze in the
region, in an attempt to limit the possibility of future damage to the soils and the native
vegetation and to help in the restoration of balance in the Mallee.

However, the adverse impact on the land of the introduced species remains a problem, with the
rabbits’ presence in the region still causing great concern, especially in regard to sustainable
management of the environment. Since the introduction of the wild-gray rabbit by the Austin
brothers for the pleasure and amusement of their fellow settlers into the colony, none could have
foreseen the day when the rabbit would become such a pest that it would be declared vermin and
unsuccessful attempts would be undertaken to try to eradicate it from the country. In Australia
the climatic conditions and available feed were ideal for the rabbit – there was no harsh English
winter or natural predators to keep their numbers in check – and their numbers increased so
dramatically, that by 1877 the Government and the farmers viewed them as being in plague
proportions. They soon spread into the Mallee and into the Millewa, bringing their voracious
appetites with them. In the dry periods of the 1930s and the 1940s rabbits ate large tracts of the
Millewa bare, chewing bark off trees and systematically digging warrens throughout the
countryside, destroying good grazing land, competing with the sheep and the cattle for pasture
and eating the farmers’ crop - they left the land bare and at the mercy of the dry northerly winds
during the summer months. Research has shown that their activities break the surface of the soil
and destroy native grasses which then enabled the elements of the weather, the wind and the rain,
to act as erosive agents upon the Mallee soils. Early attempts to control and contain the rabbit
and other vermin, such as wild dogs, have been used with only a certain amount of success in the
region. In the Millewa these difficulties in the 1930s and 1940s would eventually usher in the
emergence of the need for more research and a new approach in the region, and more
Government intervention in regard to what was occurring in the region.

13

Cooke, p. 231.
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Research by such agencies as the CSIRO have focused on the efficient and effective food
production in Australia while minimising the negative impact of farming on the environment and
ensuring sustainability of natural resources, known as the Agricultural Sustainability Initiative.
This initiative has focused on carbon uptake and soil health and breeding programs in regard to
developing new cereals and pastures with deeper roots, which move carbon deep into the soil
profile where it is less likely to break down. Now, with the use of longer season cereals it is
hoped they may act to move carbon into the soil and by using dual purpose wheats a more
sustainable system will prevail as the extended ground cover will help to protect the soils and
nourish them as carbon is continually put back into the soil and evaporation of water from the
soil surface is reduced. Moreover, the deeper these plants reach will help in the management
of the dry land salinity and acidity in the soils of the region by mopping up excess water and
nutrients. In the Millewa, where the soils are predominately poor and the rainfall erratic, such
developments in wheat varieties offer an opportunity for sustainability to be achieved, at least
in the short term.

In a graduation speech at the Charles Sturt University, John Williams

mentioned that the challenge facing Australia, and indeed the world, was to produce enough food
while maintaining the health of the ecosystems. Therefore, it was imperative to achieve in the
future:

a sustainable Australian agriculture must be able to work in this old, flat, salty
land, driven by a highly variable climate, and modulated by native vegetation that
leaks water to the landscape’s internal drainage systems at rates approximately equal
to the drainage or discharge rates of water from the landscape. 14

However, sustainability implies a sense of balance on the land, whereby the agricultural systems
can continue to produce the required output to feed a growing population, while maintaining the
natural resource bases relativity intact. In the Mallee, there has been an increased prevalence and
severity of dust storms, a change in the ecosystem, the rate of erosion, and ‘the flooding cycles
and flow rates of water in the landscape’ due to agricultural activity. 15 Initially, the two purposes
of the native vegetation in the region were overlooked - the vegetation held the soil together and
helped to maintain the groundwater in balance. But the clearance from the land of the deeprooted native vegetations, and its replacement with annual crops and pasture has changed this
14

John Williams quoted in his address for Charles Sturt University Graduation ceremony, 28 April 2006
from William, J. & Saunders, D. A. (2005), Land Use and Natural Ecosystems, ch.3 in Search for
Sustainability (Eds. J. Goldie, Bob Douglas & Bryan Fumass) CSIRO Publishing, Melbourne, 2005. See
http://www.publish.csiro.au/nid/20/pid/4790.htm.
15
‘No mystery about the origins of the Murray Darling Basin area’ quoted in The Sunraysia Daily, 2 April
1997.
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balance and by the mid-1940s resulted in an increase in erosion and salinisation. 16 One of the
deep-rooted species is the Mallee Eucalypts which are extremely efficient in extracting water
from the soil as their roots reach as deep as twenty-eight metres, thereby being able to maintain
the balance of the watertable and the levels of salinity in the soil and ultimately the Murray
River. 17 However, the agricultural transformation of the region removed significant numbers of
these Eucalypts and thereby bought about a dramatic change in the balance of the watertable and
the levels of salinity in the soil. Today, the watertable in the region is dramatically higher than
before European settlement and the level of dry land salinity continues to rise. 18 So, can a
balance on the land be achieved in the context of continued economic growth which in turn leads
to a further use of natural resources, and in this scenario further environmental destruction? Can
it be sustained in the long term, particularly with Australia’s increasing population needing
more and more food to be produced on such old and poor soils? Regardless, the pursuit of
farming in the Mallee has always been a relativity highly risky business venture and it would
appear that this scenario will continue into the future, with the likelihood of there being future
periods of dust storms, sand drifts and soil degradation in the region.

Picture 8.2: Bare field with clumps of limestone: Wheat field recently
worked up with one lone Mallee Eucalypt, rest of vegetation has been
cleared, note clumps of limestone scattered over the surface. Photograph
was taken near the town of Werrimull, looking from the Werrimull road.
(Photograph: Andrew McCormick 17/5/2009).
16

The Sunraysia Daily, 23 January 1945.
A. Beal & J. Venning, ‘Review of Mallee Vegetation Management in the Murray Hydrogeological Basin’
p. 109, quoted in Noble, J.C., Joss, P.J., & Jones, G.K., (eds.) The Mallee Lands: a conservation
perspective, East Melbourne, CSIRO Publications, 1989.
18
Beal & Venning, Review of Mallee Vegetation Management in the Murray Hydrogeological Basin, p.
109.
17
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Today, our environment suffers from land degradation, pollution of the atmosphere and the
waterways, salination, soil erosion, and the deterioration of native foliage through agricultural
use of the land. In Australia, I do not think the use of the land and its impact has been fully
realized and understood, as farmers’ use of land has typically been measured only in economic
terms, while the impact of their activities on the land itself have been largely overlooked, and in
some instances ignored. In the Millewa, the dust storms and the sand drifts in the 1930s and
1940s occurred primarily due to the agricultural practices of the farmers.

Indeed, the

transformation of the ecosystem, and the replacement of the naturally occurring biota with fully
domesticated species, resulted in a rapid and dramatic change in the land. The farmers struggled
to make a living and were reliant on Government advances and sustenance payments so they
could continue to farm and meet the needs of their families. Eventually, the Government began a
reappraisal of how the land could be managed and farmed, and began to focus on how a more
sustainable form of farming could be achieved in the Millewa. As a result farmers have become
more aware of the challenges and limitations of farming on such marginal soils, especially in
regard to farming techniques changing so that the land can now be worked in such a way as to
minimise the impact of drought and wind erosion in the region. Further studies of the processes
of human agricultural settlement, its impact on the environment and the changes in the land need
to be undertaken. Such work can only assist to deepen our understanding of the Australian biota
and the development of better environmental management of the land for agricultural purposes.
Otherwise the prospects of people once again having to endure periods of severe hardship and
difficulties, as occurred in the Millewa during the 1930s and 1940s, are still quite real.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX 1
MILLEWA SCHOOLS
There were some forty schools operating in the County by the mid 1930s. However, by 1948
this number had fallen dramatically, as schools were closed and amalgamated together due to
low student enrolments. There is only the Werrimull School open which operates as a
consolidated school tody with both primary and secondary students in attendance.
Name
Bambill
Bambill North
Bambill South
Benetook
Benetook North
Boy Creek
Flagstaff
Kallamor
Karween
Karwinna
Karwinna South
Karwinna East
Kurnill
Lake Cullulleraine
Locked Nine
Meringur
Meringur Consolidate
Meringur G.S.
Meringur P.S.
Meringur North
Morkalla
Morkalla North
S.S. Merrinee
Merrinee North
Pirlta
Round Plain School
Tarrango
Tarrango North (renamed Karwinna East in c.1929)
Tarrango South
Tullilah
Tunart
Vigars Tank
Werrimull Group
Werrimull Consolidated
Werrimull South
Willah
Yaramba
Yarrara
Yarrara North
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Number
N/A
4376
4438
4270
4382
4293
4419
4445
4347
4344
4253
4421
4385
4210
N/A
4357
N/A
N/A
N/A
4369
4422
4373
4228
4444
4252
4253
4334
4421
4467
4419
4384
4295
N/A
N/A
4367
4232
4356
4524
4608

Date
1927-1946
1929-1940
1926-1946
1926-1946
1926-1946
1925-1928
1929-1946
1929-1931
1927- N/A
1927-1946
1928-1940
1923-1946
1928-1945
1924-1948
1923-1927
1928-1944
1945
1948
1954-1966
1927-1944
1929-1944
1928-1944
1924-1947
1929-1943
1925-1937
1925-1940
1927-1934
1928-1923
1930-1934
1929
1927
1927-1945
N/A
N/A
1926-1945
1927-1933
1927- N/A
1926-1944
1943-1944

APPENDIX 2
LIST OF THE ‘BETTER FARMING’ TRAIN TOURS OF
VICTORIA BETWEEN THE YEARS 1924 TO 1935
The ‘Better Farming’ trains provided a mobile college to disseminate information to the
‘man’ on the land and his family, providing information on agricultural science, the domestic
economy and public health. The program, under the Department of Agriculture and the
Railways Commissioners, began in 1924 and continued each year afterwards, until 1935
when they ceased to operate throughout the State.

Year
1926
1927
1928

1929
1930

1931

1932
1933
1934
1935

Train
Five tours, visiting 53 centres throughout the state providing information about
herd testing and the use of fertilisers
A Woman’s section was included with information about cooking, needlework
and child welfare
The train was visited by the Right Honourable L.C.M.S. Amery of the British
Government, who declared that ‘…in all his travels he had nothing better to
help the population.’
Six tours, including one across the Murray River to the Balranald line.
Revisited several Victorian centres, and also into New South Wales. Visitors
from Germany and India commented on the value of such a train for their
countries.
One tour visited eight centres in South Gippsland. Financial restrictions during
the Great Depression limited the activities of the train. Costs were helped from
the Rural credits fund.
Two tours.
One tour after a lapse of fifteen months.
One tour, nine centres.
Two tours, including Pinnaroo and the Millewa lines.
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APPENDIX 3
METRIC CONVERSIONS
European settlement of Australia resulted in the use of the Imperial system of measurements
(weights and measures) and currency. The Imperial system was in place until 14 February
1966, when it became the metric system. The conversion of the measurement system
occurred gradually from 1966 until 1970.
•
•
•
•

twenty shillings
one guinea
two dollars
twelve pence

=
=
=
=

one pound
one pound one shilling
one pound
one shilling

•
•
•
•
•

one inch
one foot
one yard
one mile
one acre

=
=
=
=
=

2.54 centimetres
30.48 centimetres
91.44 centimetres
1.609344 kilometres
.40469 hectares

•
•

one pound
one bushel

=
=

.453592 kilogram
60 lb

•
•
•
•
•

one metre
one hectare
one kilometre
one litre
4.5 litres

=
=
=
=
=

39.37 inches
2.471 acres
0.6 miles
1.75 pints
one gallon

•
•

one millimetre of rainfall
one inch of rainfall

=
=

0.3937 inches (4 points)
100 points

The purchasing power of one pound sterling (twenty shillings (240 pence)) was to one
Australian dollar in 1966 approximated for conversion as one pound equalling fifty dollars.
The Westpac Banking Corporation provided this information based on their consulting of the
index of retail prices of the Australian Bureau of Statistics (1986).
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APPENDIX 4
GOOD AND SERVICES AVAILABLE IN THE MILLEWA
List of the Good and Services available in the early 1930s at individual townships (source:
Back to Millewa Committee, Millewa: the first 50 years, Back to Millewa Committee, 1975).
Benetook
Associations
Bakers
Bank
Blacksmiths
Boarding House
Butchers
Community Hall
Carriers
Estate Agents
Garage/Motors
General Stores
Govt. Department
Grocers
Hairdressers
Hospital
Police Station
Post Office
Saddle makers
Schools
Sly Grog
Sports Facilities
Stock Agents
Railway Stations
Tailors
Timber Agent

Associations
Bakers
Bank
Blacksmiths
Boarding House
Butchers
Community Hall
Carriers
Estate Agents
Garage/Motors
General Stores
Govt. Department
Grocers
Hairdressers
Hospital
Police Station
Post Office
Saddle makers
Schools
Sly Grog
Sports Facilities
Stock Agents
Railway Stations
Tailors
Timber Agent

Merrinee
*

*
*
*

Karwinna

*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Kurnwill

Meringur
*

Karween

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*

*

Werrimull
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
Morkalla

*
*

*

*
*

*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Yarra

*

*

*

*
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